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INTROTTCTION

Six regional workshops offering the major program relating

outdoor education concept to teachers of emotionally handicapped

and youth were offered during the 1072-73 school year. The real

contributions of these regional workshops were many.

rirst the bnsic purpose of acquainting teachers with the

oonnept of teaching in and from their ique environmental set-

tings_was achieved. All participatini. teachers did learn with a

"hands -on" approach and for a brief, but lasting impression,learn-

inR became fun and meaningful. The feed back from the one-day

workshops has been that a great number of teachers did directly

generalize the newly acquired skills.and knowledge to their

children accomplishing the hoped for success in enriching tle

curriculum with the outdoor education approach.

A second value directly spun off from the regional workshops

149P to acquaint people in a geographical setting to each other,

to masber teachers In the area anti to unique learning resources.

meaningful communication was achieved and is continuing

between many participants and with their workshop consultants

long after the workshop was held. The honest spirit of conta-

germs enthusiasm in meeting t!te real needs of students with the

,foes of outdoor education has grown from the one-day workshop

to local organizations in some areas to continue to "stay in

contact and share."

Lastly one o" the real values of the regional approach is

the sharing of materials prepared by the workshop consultants

to hest communicate their interest area. This material provides

the major element of our proceedings report end will serve as a

valuable resource in planning and meeting the academic needs of

children both the emotionally handicapped and others. The pro-

ceedings like all other aspects of the regional workshop format,

renresents the creative efforts and dedication of many working

together and alone to serve the real needs of children with

first hand experiences. The reel evaluation of our efforts will

be determined by the renders being caught by the enthusiasm or

the many contributors of the proceedings and teaching in and from

their environment,
Dr. Ernest Coons
Tnsti tutee Director

L:
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pRvAcs

The Seats nn for rTtotinnnlly Nandi enpped Ihildren feels

that the outdoor edunation coneept is a viable educational

ahnnve agent. 'Therefore, we ahose, the medium of regional

worl-ahors to advance thir unique method of curriculum en-

richment.

TEA rep.ional nnnroach of Saturday work chaps fed-

eral funds ware calculatel to provide a maximum amount of

nbang-for-the-buck." As a rule it is difficult to gather

*.o ether over 100 teachers of the emotionally handicapped

tc meat on a school day for n workshop experience. The sub-

ntnntial cost factor for school districts hiring substitutes

wou7d have been prohibitive.

As the sheer volume suggest;s untold hours have gone

ntc this Proceeding. Ali the Institute staffs have other

Lrafessional commitments therefore necessitating a time

delay in the production of the proceedings. For this de-

lay my npologies to those Institute presentors and any
others who may be been inconvenienced. However, better the

Inconvenienee than an incomplete reporting.

laturday workshops did draw the teachers curious
enough to acknowledge that they are not knowledgeable about

outdoor education and were willing to invest their own
time to enrich their profensional lives. The oombinations

of 9, low -cost workshop, the participants' curiosity, dove-

tniled with outdoor education orofessinnals such as Iry

Toeenstein and Prnie t'oons produce successful endeavors.

(f course the final ingredient in the success of any work-

rhop is thr eali'her of the worshop leaders. In all six

wo.,kshopn the lenders were people who were highly selected

xlrld skilled teaching emotionally handicapped children and

Youth.

The neve l'orcw1 in motion created a commotion of eon-

cerned inteert Ln this highly neglected area of edueational

enriGhment ror the emotionally handicapped child.

CHARLEn MATKOWnKI

0i, J9
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REGIONAL PLArrIrG COORDINATORS

LOWER HU:30N AREA

Location: Lakeside Nature r;enter
Spring Valley, r. Y.

Program Coordinators:

Mrs. Phyllis Williams
Union Free School District 3
226 Linda Avenue
Hawthorne, N. Y. 10532

Ms. Jane Bullowa
Ramapo School District 1
Cyprus Road School
Suffern, N. Y. 10977

Facility Coordinator:

Mr. Edward Bieber
Lakeside School
South Main Street
Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977

WESTERN NEW YORK AREA

Location: Fancher Campus
State University College
Brockport, r.v.

Program Coordinator:

Mr. Wilfred Nash
Olean Public Schools
Olean, N.Y. 14760

Facility Coordinator:

Dr. James Gillette
Fancher Campus
State University College
Trockport, N. Y. 14420

NEW YORE CITY AREA

Location: Queens College, New York City

Program Coordinator:

Mr. George Singrield
Samuel Fie10 v?' -YWCA
qR-20 Little "oak Parkway
Little Neck, Y. Ir. 1130
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RLSTOvAL PLANNInG COORDIrATORS

"ORk CTTY AREA (continued)

Facility Coordinator:

Dr. Eugene Ezersky
Education Facilities Lab.
477 Vadison Avenue
New York, r. Y. 10022

LONG TSLAND AREA

Location: Menne Ho Hills School, Westbury, L. I., N.Y.

Program Coordinator:

Dr. Charles Lewis
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

racility Coordinator:

Dr. Harry Thompson
Nassau County WFIS
12q Jericho Turnpike
Jericho, N.Y. 11.753

CENTRAL NEW Yen AREA

Llcati,n: Rogers Conservation Education Center

Prlgram Coordioator:

Mrs. Jane teetz
West Hill Road
Sherburne, N. Y.

racility Coordinator:

Mr. John Weeks
Roger Conservation Education Center
3herburne, N. Y. 1340

KINGSTON AREA

Location: Harry Edson qelito-,1
Kingston, N. Y.

Program Coordinator:

Mr. Re'bert White
ullivan County BOCES

1 Maple Street-.
Liberty, N.Y. 12754

Fncility Coordinator:

Mrs. Mary Martin
Harry L. Edson School
Merlins Avenue
Kingston, r.y. 12401
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JULY PLATTIM WORKS7OP

The results of a workshop in early summer of 1972* indi-
cated that the real needs of the emotionally handicapped in
New work State could be served in part by the outdoor education
approach. The solution to this problem was to develop and
offer one-day regional workshops in six selected areas of New
York State. These one-day workshops would be conducted with
local resources and usinr: the skills of area consultants pre-
sent a Saturday workshop for area teachers and administrators
of the emotionally handicapped emphasizing the outdoor educa-
tion approach. The basic objective was to present outdoor
education as a method in meeting learning needs, identify
human and environmental resources, and to encourage the for-
mation of local "core" groups to teach in and from the out of
doors in each differing location with emphasis on the urban
child learning with his city environment.

A three-day resident workshop was conducted in mid July,
1972 for fifty selected teachers and administrators repre-
senting the six geographical areas selected for the coming
regional workshops. This July workshop held at.the Valoaur
Conference Center, State University College at Plattsburgh,
was conducted by Dr. Ernest Coons, Coordinator of Outdoor
Education. This workshop was designed' to permit* maiimum
communication and sharinfr of experiev%ces of the participants.
It was the announced objent.i.ve to plan all details, ETproaches

consistent philosophi cal base, rind common programs for +.11e
six regional workshops. And,tnis was tn he done 111 just
three days by people who had not met before&

The first day consisting of afternoon arrival and late
evening meetings was spent, in developing acquaintanceship,
open discussions between the participants, a detailed re-
view of the problem and objectives for the coming workshops.

The morning of the second day was spent in small groups
formulating and recommending practices for the coming re-
gional workshops. The areas considered and presented were:

Basic objectives of the workshop
Basic operational patterns
Recommended participants
Maximum number of participants'
Recommended locations for regional workshops

*Outdoor Education Experiences for Emotionally Handicap-
ped Children and Youth, Proceeding Reprint, New fork State
Education Department, Section for EMotionally Handicapped.
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Following the "feed back" of the above group the total
group turned its creative effort to formulating the specifics
on the planning of a "model" workshop to realistically meet
the objectives presented. It was then the objective of this
planning workshop to arrive at a specific written schedule
serving as the guide to each of.the regional workshops.

During the afternoon n11 participants were bused to Twin
Valleys Outdoor Ealication Center (State University College at
Plattsburgh) where sixty children were involved in an outdoor
education program. This program, an RUA Title I program for
disadvantaged children, provided an opportunity for both
workshop participants and children to learn and experience
the o/ltdoor education method together. It resolved for all
the value and oxetorlont of 1.earnIng in and from the real
world and emphasized the need for successful regional programs
PI more children, especinlly emottonally handicapped, can
learn with the outdoor edncation approach.

An evening meeting held after our afternoon experience
formulated consistent philosophical views and understandings
on the outdoor education approach.

The last day of the July workshop was spent in discussing
and agreeing to those recommendations made by the assigned
groups. The snecifics of these reports formulated tne entire
procedure and nractioes for the six regional workshops and
are presented in this proceedings report. Within each group
nr people representing similar geographical areas an organi-
zational pattern was resolved which continued to operate in
the local area and was basic to the successful operation of

six reRinnal workshops.

L
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JULY WORKSHOP PROGRAM PLANNING MATERIALS

"A Guide for the Conducting of Regional Workshops,"
the proceedings and understandings directly resulting from
the July workshop was distributed to all regional coordina-
tors. Also all materials venerated by the completed regional
workshops were sent to 911 planning committees as an addi-
t5onal aid. This procedure provide maximum help in the
workshop announcements, letters, planning, and with the pro-
pramming of the regional workshops.

Vollowingvas the planning guide distributed to all
regional workshop planninr committees and copies of actual
materials which will servo ns examples of announcement letters
and program.

0
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Planning Guide:
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Six regional workshops with the major theme "Relating Outdoor Education Con-

cepts to the leachers of Emotionally Handicapped Children and Youth" are being

offered during the 1972-73 school year. Each regional committee will prepare

workshops offering this theme to meet the specific needs of the region they serve,

whether urban or rural. This guide has been written to offer those necessary de-

tails and understandings which will provide an additional resource for the effec-

tive implementation of these regional one-day workshops. At this writing, a

three-day planning workshop for many members of the regional committees have been

offered. Two of the six regional workshops have also been conducted. This guide

is Wised qn the experience and needs reflected by the two completed regional

workshops.

An overview of this resource guide for conducting regional workshops traces

first briefly the history and basic purposes of the regional workshop approach,

then deals with the specific responsibilities of the central planning committee

and the responsibilities of the regional committees. it is hoped that these

understandings will provide effective operational practices for all committees

and maximum opportunities to meet the real and unique needs of each region to

be served.

WHY OUTDOOR EDUCATION FOR THE EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED

Many new approaches have been investigated by the Section of Emotionally

Handicapped, New York State Education Department to offer positive effects to

the learning lives of the children they serve. Discussions between this Sec-

tion, specifically Charles Matkowskl and Ted Kurtz and Irwin Rosenstein who

represents the New York State Education Departmenti Division of Health, Physical

Education and Recreation resulted In a decision to investigate the possibilities
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of using the outdoor education approach for the emotionally handicapped. A June

conference was held for many selected administrators of programs for the emotionally

handicapped' at the State University)Cellege at Plattsburgh Conference,Center, Valcour

and was conducted by Ernie Coons,the coordinator of outdoor education at Plattsburgh.

This three-day conference reported that the Outdoor Education Method did seem to

be a viable way of offering academic programs serving to enrich the curriculum for

the emotionally handicapped. The many values of learning by doing,firsthand learning

in an informal natural setting, learning by practical intellect as well as academic

intellect, and the rrluired group sharing, communication and preparation appeared

to meet many of the needs of this selected group of children.

It was recommended that a three-day workshop be hold in July for teachers of

the emotionally handicapped and teachers in the outdoor education area. If similar

feelings and perceptions were developed related to the unique values of using the

outdoor education approach for these children with learning needs then regional

meetings would be conducted to share with others this approach to curriculum en-

richment.

The group attending the July workshop agreed to conduct six regional meetings,

basic operation practices and basic program program were developed at this confer-

ence.

We are now together completing our commitment to help children In our areas

by affecting the teachers with the regional one-day meetings sharing the outdoor

education approach. The real evaluation of ou- efforts can only be determined by

our enthusiasm being caught by others through our regional workshops to learning

by firsthand experience In their environment, rural or urban, meeting the real

needs of the students.

Ernest Coons



GENERAL INFORMATION

Name of Workshop

The title of "Relating Outdoor Education Concepts To Emotionally Handicapped

Children and Youth" must be used for all regional workshops and should not be

altered.

Sponsor

.All regional workshops are sponsored equally by:

The University of the State of New York

The State Education Department

Division for Handicapped Children

Section for Emotionally Handicapped

and the

Division of Health, Physical Education and Recreation

Bureau of Physical Education and Recreation

in co-sponsorship with

State University College of Arts and Science at Plattsburgh

Faculty of Professional Studies

If any other agencies in your regional area participate in co-sponsorship,

please identify them in addition to the above named sponsors for all released

information.

Also, this program is made possible by federal funding and this source

should be identified on your released information and listcd as:

Special Studies Institute

Funded Through PL 91-230

Workshop Participants

Although the major purpose of these workshops Is to provide information

to teachers of the emotionally handicapped all teachers and school adminis-

trative personnel are welcome and encourage to attend. Your announcement



of the regional workshop specifics should indicate this fact. It is recommended

that all reservations for your regional workshop be on a "first come first served

basis."

The number of participants at your workshop must be determined by facility

limitations, food service limitations, and your program consultant ratio. The

primary objective of each workshop is to do a quality job through excellence in

programming, not the number of participants. Once the maximum number of parti-

cipants for your workshop has been determined by facility and food service limi-

tations, it should serve as a guide for consultant staffing and the cut-off point

for registrations. Experience has indicated that your group can increase the

enrollment of participants by 5 percent which reflects the normal drop out rate.

It Is also recommended that a time table for enrollment for your region be

established and announced which will reflect the following general theme. Close

registration when themaximum number plus 5 percent Is reached.

1. A specific number from each school in your area with emphasis for teachers

of emotionally handicapped be enrolled 3 - 4 weeks before the workshop

2. Open enrollment from all schools in your area 2 - 3 weeks before workshops

3. Open enrollment from college student groups requesting attendance 1 - 2

weeks before workshop

4. Closed enrollment I week before workshop and predicted participation re-

flected to all consultants for any necessary revised planning or preparation. It

is recommended that enrollment in your workshop not be allowed the day of your

workshop and this fact be announced In all released information

PLANNING COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES

For all six regional workshops the planning committee has been charged with

the following responsibilities:

July Workshop - To conduct a three-day workshop which will provide the basic

planning, staffing and objectives common to all regional workshops with those In
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attendance at this meeting providing the necessary input to realistically meet

these needs.

Provide Program, Guide Materials

Materials have Wen developed to assist in the operation of each regional

workshop. These materials are to be found in the appendix section of this report.

General Announcement

A three fold announcement has been prepared which will provide basic format

for all regional workshops. It is intended that each region will provide an

insert to this announcement listing the specifics of your program. Details re-

lated to this are presented under regional responsibilities, page 10 of this

guide.

Guide for Conducting. Regional Meetings

This guide was prepared after the two fall workshops were conducted to learn

with and from these two operations. Basic materials from these programs are in-

cluded in the appendix section of this guide.

Packet Materials

Thirteen different themes are presented by graduate students who attended an

outdoor education course this past summer. These reports, envelopes, name tags,

and a welcoming cover letter from the planning committee provide basic packets

for all participants to all regional workshops. Other resource materials which

will meet local needs are encouraged to be included in this packet materials.

The area is discussed under committee responsibilities. page 11.

Program Participation

The general announcement for all regional workshops indicates several areas

where members of the planning committee participate In each regional program.

This participation Is as follows:

General Introduction and Welcome - either Charles Matkowskl or Theodore Kurtz
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Theme - What Is Outdoor Education? - You may desire either the film, "Just

Beyond the Chalkboard" or narated slides "What Is Outdoor Education." Either

program will be provided by Ernie Coons if you desire and contact him.

Evaluation - At the end of the workshop program all participants should be

present for the evaluation of the workshop. The group will be sub-divided and

after a brief presentation either by Irwin Rosenstein or Ernie Coons, they will

be requested to react to the questions presented by the evaluation form. This

form is included in the appendix.

Program Planning,

Members of the planning committee will be present a month or more before your

workshop to meet with the coordinators of program and facilities to provide any

necessary help in addition to the distributed resource materials. Also, if It

is possible members of this planning committee will meet with the complete re-

gional workshop committee and consultants the evening before the workshop. This

meeting will assure that all consultants are familiar with the site,rooms, other

.f.

staff and are presented a brief overview of the importance and value of their

creative contribution to this state -wide program approach.

Budget Operation

It is the responsibility of the project director to supervise the budget for

all regional workshops. BOCES of Clinton, Essex, Washington and Warren Counties

have agreed and contracted with the New York State Education Department to oper-

ate the budget structure for all workshops.

All teachers participating in the workshop will be charged a $2.50 registra-

tion cost for the lunch meal. Your announcement should list this cost indicating

that It Is for meals and related costs. Basic operational costs and distributed

materials are underwritten by the New York State Department of Education, Section

for Emotionally Handicapped. This point should be clearly stated in your program

announcement.

( OW. tall



Budget, Operation

Monies for registration should be collected by the facility coordinator and

checks made payable to the facility or t) the facility director. At the conclusion

of the workshop expenses and monies collected will be reviewed by the project

director with the coordinators of the workshop. Food service bills, related bills

for facility needs, and If possible "extra" consultants paid from this money at

this time. Any surplus of *monies will be deposited and used for additional copies

of final proceedings or deposited in the general operational fund.

A small contingency budget does exist to be used at the descretion of the pro-

ject director to cover any unanticipated expenses of regional workshops. The major

point is that the success of your regional meeting will be supported by a flexible

budget working closely with the project director. Please do not expend any monies

for items not reflected by the Regional WOrkshop Budget without contacting Ernie

Coons before this commitment is made.

Prior Approval of Released Materials

All materials distributed by the regional workshop reflects In total all

sponsors of this project. Please send copies to Charles Matkowski, Iry Rosenstein,

and Ernie Coons for review and approval before it is released or included for

packet distribution.

Final Proceedings

After all workshops have been conducted a complete proceeding report will be

prepared by Ernie Coons and dissiminated by Charles Matkowski's office. Please

be sure that lists of all consultants and academic areas offered, regional program

guides, participant lists, and any other related materials are given to Ernie as

soon after the workshop as possible. Three copies of this. material are needed. It

Is expected that the proceeding report will be ready for distribution the latter

part of July.
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REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES

Site Selection

A central site that will provide basic facilities and an outdoor setting

"typical" of the geographic area served by your region should be selected andNsp-

.# propriate number of participants established for this site. The date released

for your regional meeting is firm;regardless of weather, the program will be of-

fered. Please be sure the site selected provides for this requirement.

Program

General program guides have been released by the planning committee and are

included in this report. Based on the general themes establish the time, con-

sultants, program areas, etc. which best meet the perceived needs of your area.

The sequence of themes is logical and regional planning should be consistent

with the general guide. The planning committee will serve in any way possible

to assure the success of your planning and preparation; contact Ernie Coons if

you need any help related to this area.

Food Service

The Importance of an attractive well-balanced meal offered in a pleasant

setting will directly Influence the success of your workshop. Every effort should

be made by the coordinator of the facility working with the regional planning com-

mittee to make this lunch the best possible for our $1.85 - S2.00 per meal.

Preparation of Regional Meeting Announcement

An insert sheet to the general program announcement should be preparethby the

regional planning committee. This Insert should include the following:

1. Cooperating local agencies or sponsors

2. Regional staff

3. Program, dates, offerings, specific locations, consultants, costs,
facility location, registration information
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Mailing

it is the responsibility of the regional committee to identifymith help

from Albany, schools in their area and mail announcements of the workshop which

include the general announcement plus the insert offering details of the regional

meeting.

Site Location

Maps and directions to the area selected should be included in all released

information. If possible, signs leading to the selected site the day of the

workshop, as well as identification of the registration area, should be put up.

Adequate parking is a necessity which must be considered.

Consultant Selection

Ideally, the selection of consultants from your regional area to offer the

expertise necessary will assure the success of the objectives of this project.

Not only was your workshop a success, but personnel remain . in your area to pro-

vide additional help if necessary when this practice is followed.

It is imperative for all but especially those consultants who were not in

attendance at the July workshop, to be oriented to outdoor education as a method

of enriching learning at all levels with an interdisciplinary approach. The

workshop Is a "learning by doing" format and the end success will directly relate

to what degree the participants learned and experienced directly in the outdoors

the concepts being offered. Any orienting to the common philosophies or effective

use of the selected site for all consultants is important and can not be assumed

by the professional roles of the consultants.

Public Relations

Announcements in regional public communication media, school publications,

selected mailings is vital to your participation. Experience has indicated

OG4:1.t)
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that a mailing to the schools may not "filter down" to the teachers. (All pos-

.

sibillties should be explored to announce your workshop, mbilings, radio, news-

paper, teacher union newsletters, posters, announcement request to other related

agencies and organizations, etc.

Packet Materials

In addition to the material provided by the planning committee, any material

that can be prepared to offer help In meeting Local needs would be a value. Please

encourage all consultants to identify materials that can be reproduced and in-

cluded in the packet. This will provide for those participants who desire infor-

"motion on many areas and cannot attend all sessions. If help Is need in repro-

ducing this material, please contact Ernie Coons.
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RELATING OUTDOOR EDUCATION CONCEPTS TO
EVOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH
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A Re tonal Workshop
or

Western New York

rancher Campus
State University College at Brockport
Lynch Road, R.D. #2, Holley, New York

November 18, 1972

General Information

As the enclosed regional workshop announcement indicates, six
regional meetings are being sponsored by the New York State
Education Department, Section for Emotionally Handicapped funded
by Special Studies Institute PL 91-230, in cooperation with
other agencies. A one-day workshop meeting will be held this
month in our Iestern Yew York area for teachers of the emotion-
ally handicapped and other school teachers and administrators
interested in using the mtdoor education approach to enrich
the curriculum for children.

A preliminary draft mailing was sent regarding this coming
Western Ilew York Workshol, the latter part of October by Mr.
Wilfrid ?ash, the Program Chairman. The enclosed material
represents a second reminder notice indicating last minute
changes and the last opportunit- 'or you to attend this impor-
tant workshop. Enrollments are on a first come - first served
basis. The committee for this regional workshop haw* worked
to develop the best program possible offering a choice of
workshop sessions to meet individual needs. Your attendance
and encouragement for others to attend this November 18 meet-
ing is most appreciated.

Workshop Pees

The registration for each person is $2.50 which includes
coffee at registration and the lunch. Registration must be
limited to 200 participants so please register early. Fa-
ellities of the Pancher Campus offer dormitories on campus
for MOO per night. Additional information on local :tote's
is available if requested from Dr. James Gillette.

Workshop Coordinators

Program Coordinators
Mr. Wilfrid Nash
Olean Public Schools
Olean, New York 14760

Wicility Coordinator
Dr. James Gillette
Pancher Campus
State University College
Brockport, New York 14420
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agistration Form

Western New York Regional Workshop,

Registration Deadline: November 11, 1972

"Relating Outdoor Education Concepts
to Emotionally Handicapped Children and Youth"

Please enroll me in the Western New York Regional Workshop.
Enclosed Is my check for $2.50 per person whose name appears
below. (Checks made payable to Fancher Campus)

Name Address

School

Position

Overnight Lodging Needed on Campus at $5.00 per person
Send Information on Nearby Ar:elmmodations

Rep:intration Form:

Western New yotILlientonal Workshy

Registration Deadline: November 11, 1972

"Relating Outdoor Education Concepts
to EMotionally Handicapped Children and Youth"

Please enroll me in the Western New York Regional Workshop.
Enclosed is my check for $2.50 per person whose name appears
below. (necks made payalbe to Fancher Campus)

Name Address

School

Position

Overnight Lodging Needed on Campus at $5.00 per person
Send Information on Nearby Accommodations

Please mail with cheek to:

Dr. Jim Gillette
S.U.C. at Brockport
Fancher Campus
Lynch Road
!Tolley. Mew York 14470
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The program was designed to have a simple yet effective
format. This format was based on past success with one-day
workshops offered by the New York State Education Department,
Health, Physical Education and Recreation Division with the
State University of New York at Plattsburgh. All workshops
were offered on Saturdays permitting those teachers to attend
who had the interest and dedication and also eliminating the
need to secure permission for a school-day conference. In
total five hundred and seventy-four people participated in
the six re;tonal workshops. With the addition of the consul-
tants and workshop staff the average attendance at regional
workshops was just over one-hundred people.

PROGRAM

The program format was comprised of three major elements.
The first part of the program after introductions and welcoming
was to offer understandings on "What is Outdoor Education?".
This program area was accomplished by films, slides, or pre-
sentations from selected speakers. Immediately following this
understanding of outdoor education, a series of activities
were offered so the participants could select one activity
which would demonstrate by direct involvement, the outdoor edu-
cation method.

After lunch activities were offered that would share
the skills and techniques of teaching in and from the local
enUironmental area. This second program area was followed
by small group meetings to crystalize plans for the partici-
pants to conduct outdoor education programs at their schools.
An evaluation of the workshop followed which was conducted
on a small group/feed back procedure. Closing remarks con-
cluded each program along with the distribution of appreci-
ation certificates for the regional staff.

G.3
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TOPIC: "Relating Outdoor Education Concepts to Emotionally Handi-
capped and Youth"

DATE: May 12, 1973 LOCATION: Harry L. Edson School
Merlins Avenue
Kingston, New York 12401

A Workshop For All Teachers

Although the major purpose of this workshop is to provide information
and techniques in using the outdoors as an exciting learning resource
for emotionally handicapped children and youth, all teachers and
school administrators are welcome and encouraged to attend and will
profit directly from the workshop.

Schedule (lonsultants and Room Locations to be Distributed at Workshop)

g:3o . 9:00 Registration, Fame tags, and distribution of infor-
mation packets

0:00 - 9:15 Welcome and introduction of guests

9:15 . Q:30 Greeting and Overview of Workshop...Charles Matkowski,
Supervisor for Emotionally Handicapped

9:30 - 10:00 What Is Outdoor Education? (Film overview) Dr.
Ernest Coons, State University College at Plattsburgh

10:00. 10:30 Outdoor Education Site
Exploration Techniques - Learning Resources are
Everywhere Bob White, Program Coordinator, Regional
Workshop in Outdoor Education

10:30. 12:30 Techniques of the Outdoor Education Method (Select Two)

1. Industrial Pt Vocational Education Beyond the
Classroom

2. Art Education for Rehabilitation
3. Drama in the Out of Doors
4. Science Sensitivity
5. Keeping Our Sense of Wonder
6. Reading in the Out of Doors
7. Social Studies Beyond the Chalkboard
n. Ecology is Exciting
9. ?told Experiences in Math
10, Utilizing Your SensitivA Senses to Enrich

the Language Arts Curriculum
11, Look Toward the Sky
12. Outdoor Education In Operation

12:30 . 1:30 Lunch at Edson School Cafeteria

1:30 - 2:15 Pour Sessions: Planning the Program

Kindergarten . third grade; fourth - sixth grade;
middle and high school; outdoor education adminis-
trative needs.

P:15 - 2:115 Evaluation - A Necessary Part of the Outdoor Edu-

cation Exner4nnn
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2:45 - 1:00 Closing Remarks

flake *hooks payable to Robert J. White (Registration Fee $2.50 per
person for lunch). Mail to Robert J. White, Program Coordinator,
Regional Workshop in Outdoor Elucation, RFD #1, Gabel Road,
Callicoon, New York 12723. For more information call 914-887-4051s

Name Professional Affiliation

Aidress: Street City State Zip
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION EXPERIENCES FOR EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Regional Workshop Program - Lower Hudson Valley
(Rockland, Westchester and Putnam Counties)

Lakeside School, South Main Street, Spring Valley, N. Y.

November 11, 1n72

8:15 - 8:45 Registration, Yame Tags and Distribution of Infor-
mation

1:1:45 - 9:00 Introduction and Welcome

1. Schuyler M. Meyer, Jr.
President, 'Edwin Gould Foundation

P. Samuel H. Ross, Jr.
Headmaster, Crean Chimneys School
President, Edwin Gould Outdoor Education Centers, Inc.

3. Ted Kurtz or Charlie Matkowski
State Education Department
Division for Handicapped Children
Section for Emotionally Handicapped Children

1:r)0 - 10:00 What Is Outdoor nducation?
Select one:
1. Film - "Just Beyond the Chalkboard"
2. On site exploration to determine areas and

ontdoor media to be used for outdoor education

l'":01-.-11:00 Select one of the following workshops

I. Stop, Look and Li Sten
Mr. Ben Abramson
BOOM Tencher, Secominry
Wimst Lake High School, Thorn .rood

's Vriewnik Ecology
Mr. L. Peter Quint
Learni nc Disabilities Specialist
Grandview School, Monsey

3. Social Studies Beyond the Classroom
Mr. Patsy enve
Special Education - Intermediate
'conkers Public Schools

4, Field Math
Mr. Jayson Byler
chief Socinl Worker
Children's 3(!rvir!e, New York Hospital

Multisensory Language Arts Development
Ilarbara Westphal

Learning DisnWlities, Elementary Level
Rockland DOIES



6. Physical Education in the Out of Doors
Mr. Dee DaSrend
Director of Physical Education
Mamaroneck Schools

7. Ecological Sensitivity
Marian Carpenter
early Childhood Coordinator of Interpretive
Nature Studies Program

Wave Hill lentor for Environmental Studies
Bronx, New York

8. Plant and Animal Homes
Mr. John Gaines
Coordinator or Outdoor Education and Farm
DemonstrWon Center

Green Chimneys School, Brewster

Mr. George Wiggans
Farm Supervisor
Green Chimneys School
Rrewster

mr. Daniel Johnson
Program Coordinator and Naturalist
Edwin Gould Outdoor Education Center
Brewster

9. The Outdoors as a Stimulusitor Arts and Crafts
Jane Ilullowa, Teacher
orimary rnit
Ramapo I School District

Ed Bieber, Director-Naturalist
Lakeside Nature Center
Spring Valley

11:15 - 12:15 Workshop to be repeated

12:15 - 1:00 Lunch

1:00 - P:00 Tmplementation Workshops
Select one of the following leaders to discuss
providing outdoor education experiences within
your teaching situation

- 1:1n

Mr. Ben Abramson - Secondary
Mr. L. Peter Quint - Elementary
Mrs. larbara Westphal - Primary
Mr. John Gaines s't Mr. Wigeans - Resident School
Situation

Yrs. Phyllis Williams - Science
Mr. Jepson Rylor . Special Services
Mr. Patsy Rove - Intermediate
Yr. Dee Darnmo - Secondary
vrs. rnrian rInrponter - Pro-School

Rvninntinn and nosing Remnrkn

28
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elating Outdoor Elucation Concepts
VOL

Pto

Emotionally Handicanted Children end Youth

Regional Workshop - Central New York
Rogers Environmental Education Center, Sherburne

April 114., 1073

Bon . o:00
PRO( RAM

Registration, tame Tngs, and
Distribution of Informaticn Packets

9:n0 - 0:15 Welcome and Introductions (John Weeks Al Ted Kurtz)

9:15 - n:45 What Ts Outdoor Ilducation? Slide Presentation
(Irwin Rosenstein John Weeks)

10: nn - 1100 Select one of no :'allowing workshops:

Sensitivity Hike (Albert Shaw)
The usical Sounds of Nature (Helen Moody)
How Nature Influenced New York Statets
History (Daniel Leete)

Motivation of Reading through the Outdoors (Rick Pescator0
Miero-orFaniems in a Pond (Joe Zizzi)
Colonial Living - What Was It Really Like (Steve Parks)
Arts and Crafts: A Continum for Outdoor Educational
Enrichment - Rural or Inner City Schools (Gail Charboneau)
Developing Phonetic and Oral/Written Expression
throughtbe Use of Outdoor Education (Rich Marrazzo)

Simple Chemistry Experiments with Water (Toddi Arnell)
A 24 Inch Pield Trip (Bob Marano)

11:DO - 12:00 Make a second selection from the above list.

12:rr - 1:00 Lunch

1:15 - 2:30 Implementation Workshops: Make a selection from one
of the following to discuss specific ideas and tech-
niques for your teaching situation:

Outdoor Education for Elementary Grades
(Helen Moody, Albert Shaw, nob Marano)

Outdoor Education with the Jr. and Sr. High School
(Teddi Amen, RLch Marrazzo, Rich Pescatoro)

Outdoor Education and the Emotionally Handicapped
(Ted Kurtz)

Outdoor Education in Special Sottings
(Gail Charboneau, Steve Parks, Daniel Leete, .Toe Zizzi)

The runctioning and Administration of Outdoor
Education Programs (Irwin Rosenstein

,:30 - 1:30 'valuation of the Workshop, Closing Remarks
(Irwin Rosenstein, Jane Leete, Charles Matkowski)
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Please note that the above sessions include various areas and
levels of education and are open to educators.

The registration fee for each person is $2.50 which covers the
lurch fee. Anyone planning to attend MUST return a registratirn
form by April 7, 1973. Make cheers payable to Mid-York Consel.-
vation Fund.



Relating Outdoor Ednontion Corcepts
to Emotionally Handicapred Children and. Youth

Westerp New York Regional Workshop
rovember 18, 1972

Program

n:30 - 10:00 uor.°Ese, Registration, Ulsplays - Wilfred rash
Unwind with Glenn and Tudv

10:15 - 1C:25 Greetingl from the. Stato Education Department
mod Kurtz, Division of EMotionally Handicapped

ln:10 - 11:30 Developing Sensory Awarness

nlni-Environment
"Teaching the Two R's"
Creative Dramatics
Poetry
Ireetive Writing
rtmbors, Numbers, Numbers
Math in the Out of Doors
It's a Young World
Essential Society
Multi-Sensory Walk
"Notes, Knots, and Nonsense"
Music Goes Anywhere
Nature's Craft Cupboard
Yuman Growth and Interaction
Working Together
Self Actualization of the
Adolescent

Street Games
See Science
Dick and Jane
Go Look and Sec
711ture Undisciplined

Elizabeth Bo Hellman

Carol Vahl

Nina Fresher

Richard Herbold
.7%ne Fuller
Geri Navratil
Patricia Mock

Judy McGinty
Phil Rumors

Lee Little

Glenn Hatcher
Deborah Misztal
Michael Dellahunt

Phyllis Smuckler
Jim Gillette

11:11 - 12:30 Lunch, Displays

12:30 - 12:55 What Ts Outdoor Education Film
"Pandora's easy Open Flip-top Box"

1:00 - 2:15 Developing the Skills and Techniques in the
Out of Doors

2:30 - 3:15 "Evaluation - A "!ecessary part of the Outdoor
Education and this Workshop"

1:15 - 3:lo Closing Remarks
Host Officials
Ted Kurtz

31



RELATING OUTDOOR EDUCATION CONCEPTS TO
EMOTIONALLY RANDSCAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH

New York City Regional Workshop

YroEralOverxtew
..1111411111m1M

8:30 - 9:00 Registration, name tags, distribution of information
(Location - Cafeteria)

32

9:00 . 9:30 Instructions and Welcome - Charles Iatkowski or
TO Kurtz, IT.Y. State Division of Handicapped Children,
Section for Emotionally Viandicapped Children

Dr. John Lnret or Or. Stan Winters, Queens College

^:10 - 1:10 Whet in Outdoor Education?

71rnie Coons, Coordinator of Outdoor Education,
State University at Plattsburgh

George Singfield, Director of Special Services Programs,
Samuel Field YM.YWOA, Little Neck, N. Y.

Film: "Just Beyond the Chalkboard" and/or slide
presentation

Each person will present an overview of outdoor education, its invol-
vement and function as a viable teaching and learning approach.
Select one to attend.

(Location: The Dome and Social Science)

10:30 - 11:30 Select one of the following workshops. Select freely,
the same workshops will be repeated for the second hour.

1. Field Math - consultant to be announced
2. Ecological Sensitivity - Marian Carpenter, Early Childhood

Coordinator of Interpretive Nature Studies Program, Wave
Rill Center for Environmental Studies, Bronx, N.Y.

3. Music is Everywhere - !Tike Lipka, Teacher of Ehotionally
Handicapped, P.S. 80A Rochdale Village, Jamaica, N. Y.

4, Interdiaciplinary Approach to Environmental Education
'Tarry Betros, Associated Director, Education Services
nigh Rock Park Conservation Center, Staten Island, N.Y.

5. Urban Resources for Arts p, Crafts . Rose Weitzman, Teacher
tif Emotionally Handicapped, Greentree School, Nassau County
ROCES

6. A Piaget Approach to Found Objects - Edity Marks, Senior
Teacher, P.S. 2448, (Blueberry), Brooklyn, N.Y.

7. Language Arts Through Outdoor Experiences - George Singf'ield,
Director of Special Services Programs, Samuel Field 1M-YWCA,
Little Neck, N. Y. and Ginnie Nebel, Teacher of Emotionally
Itindicapped, P.S. 719, Ridgewood, N.Y.

Sidewalk Science . Claudine Johnson, Team Leader, P.S. 169M,
New York, N.Y.; Phil Noyce, Teacher, P.S. 169M, New York,
Y.Y.; Sue Ann Schustik, Teacher, P.S., 169M, New York, N.Y.;
Tom Vogenberger, Teacher, 169M, New York, N.Y.

q. Social StUdies Beyond the Classroom - Ed Bieber, Outdoor Edu.
eetion coordinator, Lnkoaide School, Spring Val3ey, N.Y. 10977.

11, ThA City nn q Resaurefl (:(Inter - Peter London, Chairman Art
)' ocater, louthenstem Mnnanohnnetts university, North
Dnrtmmth, Ness. 077h7

clue!



Program Overview

11:1n - 17:11 Workehons to be repeated

1P:10 - 1:10 Lunch in the Cafeteria

Please return to our working sessions promptly
after lunch. Thank you.

1:10 - 1:00 Planning the Outdoor Education Program
':noose the level which beet meets your teaching
rrogrammatic Interest:

Preschool Upper elementary
Primary Seeondary
Intermediate

33

This segment of the program relates to helping you clarifv questions,
ent rIno,,vce inforiation and gain follow-up consultative h&Ip.

- 1:45 Evelmation - a necessary part of the outdoor ex-
perience of this Workshop - Ernie Coons, Leader

1:45 - 4:00 Cloning remarks - Host officials
Charles Matkowski or Ted Kurtz
Irwin Rosenstein, Associate, Division of i!calth,
Physical Education and Recreation.

All those involy4d in the education of children are welcome to
ettowl,

Cki to a



RELATING OUTDOOR EDiTCATa ON CONCEPTS WO
EVOTIONALLY NANDIr;APPED CIIILDREN AND YOUTH

Long Island Regional Workshop

Program

S:00 - 8:30 Registration

S:30 - 9:00

1:15 - 10:00

Title

Greetings Dr. E. Coons, Mr. C. Matkowaki,
Dr. I. Rosenstein

What is Outdoor Education? Dr. Gus C. Sago,
University or New Hampsire

Slides and Narration -Dr, E. Coons, State
Univerety College, Plattsburgh

The Outdoors As a LearninkLaboratory
(First morning workshop)

Arts & Crofts in Nature
nusheraft
Games for Handicapped in
Out of Doors

Marine Science
Mathematics
Movement Pi: Music
Multi-Sensory Language Arts
Photography
Science Out of Doors
Social Studies

Presenter

Mrs. R. Weitzman
Dr. C. Lewis

Dr. M. Thompson
Mr. N. Skliar
Mr. Moore
Mr. W. Schaefer
Mrs. B. Hartman
Mr.Langan, Mr. Gilmer
Mr. Brody
Mr. Pontieri

11:10 - 12:30 Second Workshop Period, Repaat of First Session

12:30 - 1:15

1:15 - 2:30

2:1i5 - 3:15

Lunch

Involving the Administrator Overview

Primary - Mr. Singfield
Elementary - Dr. Feniger
Secondary - Dr.C. Lewis

DEvaluation - r. E. Coons

1:15 - 3:1^ Closing Remarl-s Dr. Lewis

pullpose or Workshop

lix rorional workshops with the mnjor theme "Relating Outdoor Educa-
tton f.oneephs to TrInflhers of Wotionally Handicapped Children and
Yollth" will be of during the 1972-73 school year. Tho purpoje
of the worIrshops will be to present in a general way basic under
standings and techniques to use the outdoorR. both urban and rural
settings to enrich the curriculum for emotiorally handicapped children.
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Although the major purpose of these workshops will be to provide
information to teachers of the emotionally handicapped, all teachers
and school administrative personnel are welcome and are encouraged

attend All reservations are on a "first come first served':
hees so please reserve esrly.

Each one day workshop was developed'by area committees working with
the Planning committee and will offer a "learning by doing" work-
shop emphasizing skills to meet local needs.

The learning approach for all workshops will be a "field approach"
and '1111 take niece repardless of weather changes. Please dress in
Field tyre clothes rrerared ``or your local weather so all partici-
pants can directly take f/11 advantage of the self-discovery approach
vital to the outdoor education method of learning.
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EVALUA/TON

At the final meeting of all re,Tiona] worshors par-
t;nipents were grouped in R - 10 per group. ::,"valuation forms
were estributad to each group ani both the questions were
rev4awel as well,sa a -rest:ntation was offered emphasizing
the need, val/)e and tec:Intoues of evaluating all outdoor edu-
lotion nrrals.

The following represents a summary of the expressed
agreement for all workshops:

REflICYAL WORI;VOP VALTTATION

Please resnond to the following questions and record your
answers in the order that best seemsto represent your group's
feeling. An example of thi,s would be, if many members of your
Rroun show enilar percentions this should be listed first then
list in sinillar fashion all other reactions. Your help in com-
rileting this evaluation is appreciated and will be used to
strengthen ether regional workshops.

1. Were the announcements of this workshop effective or
s'Ioull they 1)e done in n (,ifferent way? Please comment.

'enerally, it was felt that announcements of the re-
gional workshop did ivit "filter down" from the mailings
sent out to the schools. Although attempts were made
to wiping mass media communications much more could and
should have been done in this area.

?lid you feel the basic administrative pattern of this
,,ort,shop was effective? Please comment.

It was agreed that the informal operational pattern
nernittinc selections was excellent. All felt they
functioned effectively and appreciated using a "typical"
school site in the area, rather than areas not normally
available to school ff,roups. All wished there was more
time, "any s'iggested an overnight, two-day workshop.

1. Did you feel the general program of this works.lop was
effective? Please comment.

Particitants felt selections and presentations were
excellent. Yost exoressed that they wished sessions
were longer and ha,:! (- ratter opportunity to attend more
than ne could. rne distr1"luted materials were felt
t" be n stronr, nlus of the workshop.
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h.. What do you feel was missing from Vie program of this
workshop that shot114 be included in the future regional
meetings?

It was felt that greater emphasis should have been on
urban settings as the base for the outdoor education
activity. Again it was expressed that more time was
needed as appetites "ere just wetted, not satisfied.

5. 'chat was the most beneficial part of the program offered
here that you feel should Int included in future regional
neetings?

The reaction to this question varied from workshop to
wort.shor but always included those activities offered
that were press 77 directly in the out of doors with
practical application and techniques meeting the real
needs of the teacher.

6. Specifically how will you use the understandings and
skills offered by this regional meeting when you return
to your professional responsibilities?

The major feeling expressed was that the many, many
practical ideas resulting from this workshop could
and would be used in meeting the educational needs of
tile children served. Never expressed was the idea
that eithar the autdn-r education method or techniques
as presented in this worl:shop could or vould not be
used by the participants!

7. Please list any other reactions you wish to share w4th
the Planning Committee not covered by the above questions.

A general feeling of expression of appreciation to
the workshop committee was reflected with the under-
lying theme, "why can't all professional. workshops be
as practical and as enjoyable as this one!"
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The following represents materials distributed

at one or more of the regional workshops as part of

the registration pocket materials.
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MATREMATICS TN THE OTTT DOORS
0

by: Francois Barcomb, Pam Smith, Tom Ashbee

I. A. Definition:

We are developing mathematical concepts through the outdoors
in the areas of measurements, time, estimation, geometry,
counting and fractions showing the practical application of
math using "mother nature".

3, Reasons:

1. complaints of tuachers on all levels
2. lecture and demonstration approach indoors unsuccessful
3. rote learning- boring, impractical, irrelevant
4.. topics often avoided because of negativeness of both

students and teachers- past experiences very =stimul-
ating

C. General Objectives:

1. Make mathematical concepts relevant to student's needs
and desires through use of out of doors

2. Stimulate learning so stutents will explore and experi.
rient on own

3. Provide opportunity to make mathematical instruments
L$.. Applying their ability to use instruments properly

and to advantage
5. Develop concept of estimations through varied concepts

II. A. Measurements

1. Demonstrate abstract concepts of measurement
a. acre
b. cord
C. boardfeet
d, heights of trees- Biltmore stick
e. associative, communative and distributive principles

2. Reinforce common concepts of measurement
a. Units of measure (feet, yards, miles, etc.)
b. Ilse measurement to find distances and other

measures of volume, weight, etc.
c. direction

3. Illustrate measurement by use of games and exercises
*a. refer to activities

B. Tithe

1. Demonstrate abstract concepts of time
a. seasonal
b. daily (morning, noon, night)

2. Reinforce common concepts of time
a. units of time ( seconds, minutes, hours etc.)
b. plant growth within specified length of time
-c. animal growth within certain time

e.g. tadpoles to frogs, eggs to chickens



3. Illustrate time using games and exercises
a. refer to activities

C. Estimation

1. Demonstrating abstract concepts of estimation
a. sizes
b. distances
c. numbers (sets)
d. time
e. speed

2. Reinforce common concepts of estimation
a. estimating totalness of specific values

1. sums
2. products
3. differences
4. quotients

D. Geometry
1. Demonstrate abstract concepts of geometry

a, various shapes
b. angles (triangulation, direction)

2. Reinforce common concepts of geometry
a. types of polygons
b. relative sizes of shapes (nature objects)

3. Illustrate geometry through games and exercises
a, refer to activities

E. Counting

1. Demonstrate abstract concepts of counting
a. sets (union and intersections)
b. time and distance

2. Reinforce common concepts of counting
a. basic numerals
b. number counting (sticks, pebbles)

3. Illustrate counting through games and exercises
a. refer to activities

F. Fractions

1. Demonstrating abstract concepts of fractions
a. arithmetic series
b. comparisons of fractions (grater or lesser)

2. Reinforce common concepts of fractions
a, operations of fractions (div., =ult., add,

subtract and reducing)

3. Illustrate fractions through games and exercises
a. refer to activities
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III. Activities:

The following activities may be applied to more that one
area depending on the student, teacher and the situation.

A. Measuring

1. measuring acreage using
tapes
a. rural areas-woods,
b. urban areas-parks,

parking lots

2. measuring a cord
a. rural- cutting logs, limbs (available wood) stack

into a cord (4., by IP)
b. urban- rolling newspaper and using cardboard tubes

to stack into cords

string, pacing, students' bodies

fields* playgrounds
playgrounds, shopping center

3. measuring boardfeet
a. rural - using biltmore sticks, tape measure to

measure trees
b. urban- same equipment to measure trees in park,

wooden telephone poles, building columns

4. measuring the height of objects
a. rural- using biltmore sticks, triangulation on

trees, schools, flag and telephone poles
b. urban- same as above

5, measuring by use of the associative, communative,
and distributive principles
a. rural- pacing off in one direction will equal

the distance of return in the opposite
direction- communative

associative: 5 distance from A to
8 plus distance from
B to C equals distance
from C to B plus distance
from A to B.

distributive:
tax on a tent plus tax on an ax equals tax on the
sum of the tent and ax,

also measuring through planning a camping trip-
using principles on costs of outdoor equipment

b. urban- instead of camping trip, go to a supermarket
or dept. store- refer to above

6. using units of measure
a. rural- measuring school building, grass area by

feet and change into yards (how many lengths
of schools will make a mile?)

b. urban- measure sidewalks, parking lots* schools
and do the same as above

7. measuring by distance, volume and weights
a. rural- using various liquid and dry measures to

show relagtons4ip between units
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example measure quarts and gallons of pond water,
pints of wild berries and/or fruits
make up recipe using natural foods

b. urban- using same application as above measuring
water in park fountain, sand piles

6. measuring directions
a. rural- wind or stream velocity- making hand made

anemometer and gadget for flow of water
b. urban- same as above except for stream use fountain

or possibility of hydrant

S: Time

a=rural
b=urban

1. Seasonal
a. changes in plants and animals from fall to spring

to fall again
b. changes in clothing of students from one time of

the year to another, along with changes in temperature

2. Daily
a. observe animals or plants at various times of the

day to see changes
b. visit parks or school area to observe changes in

plants and animals from morning til night

3. Units
a. set up an agenda for a field trip or excursion-

working with *ime units
b. plan or draw .d the daily routine

4. Plant and Animal growth
a. plant seeds to observe growth over a period of time
b. observe young animals growth to maturity

0: Estimation

1. Sizes
a. estimate sizes of trees in a plot
b. estimate the size of a lamp post

2. Distances
a. estimate distance between two points and check the

measurement
b. estimate length of blocks, halls

3. Number sets
a. estimate the number of trees in an area
b. estimate the number of people in a crowd

4. Time
a. estimate a time to run in n set distance

5. Speed
a. estimate speed of a car or bike over a set distance

6. Operations (sums, differences,
a. estimating amour r of bread

cost of a field trip to be

O( -ij

products, etc.)
for sandwiches and total
taken by students
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D. Geometry

1. shapes
a. study geometric patterns in animal markings and

patterns used in nature (honeycombs)
b. shapes of buildings, sidewalks, windows, imposts.

2. Angles

a. use protractors to find angles of inclination of
trees, buildings.

b. same as above

B. Counting

1. sets
a. finding the number of types of plants found in a

small area by throwing a hoop and observing the
inside area.

b. use lawn, driveway with the above.

2. time
a. set off a rocket and let same students time the

launch.
b. same as the above, but doing this in a large area.

3. basic numerals

a. make numerals from objects they find outside.
b. look at house numbers, street signs etc.

4.. number counting
a. use sticks, pebbles, trees in a certain area
b. use sidewalks, stones to count

F. Fractions

1. arithematic series
a. observe leaves on certain plants and relate to

fibonnacci sequence
b. same as the above.

2. comparing fractions
a. show that some fractions are greater or less than

others by using leaf veins.
b. split up apples, candy bars, etc

3. operations
a. what fractional part of the group have blond, black,

or brown hair.
b. same as the above.



V.al 0'41A;eme. RANDOM TRIg.tfiTS ON 'TACHING nAT.IEMATT'.:S IN T. OUTDOORS
V: William viller

The r-Nr r.1,1Pess In tenoWng both the classroom and the outdoors
s 4-hrtt vont, nubjeot in both relevant and fun. This is especially

true 'rt tIon f401.1 lr mat '-ie...atios. Relevance is a built-in advantage
n In the olitoors. At the same time mat'. in an outdoor set-

gan he merle he so mil:y1. fun that children will not even be
ewnri- of the rect tIst the are learning. If you will let your mind
warirr with mine t'1rou7h the vn-lous areas ox' mathematics as well as

d' "Arent s.?,tt!nas r)f the outdoor scene you can explore an endless
strer,m fun "eels en teach ng with.

L.7,t4-'71m ""4 to t7,-,-1,-.re the rrimnr,P level to research of
-n-7 to -lr tene'' concerts. The outdoors can be n

c Conner is to large groups.

-count; nrf ani rincin2* itcris In groups. Stones, leaves, trees,
R-Irrs oan uned.

41-17 psrtP sus a standard unit
111,sin7 listnnees beta. en two points
))nine'--hol "Any stepn did you telr to wan between tqose points

1. 7'rrinf? 70u- stanlarl measure
"nnninf, out nn acre or nortion thereof

r!oTrraas

1. Pour directions and the way a compass works
n'rection cubes--on eaoh side of the cube have one of the
four Miree!tions plus a number. On each roll of the cube
child takes that number of steps in that direction

1. Listing direction of objects

-remmetric figure finding
1. As they exist in nature

and various apparatus
va',:ing your own with stakes and twine

-tree ring study
1. roltntim, of the rings
2, '1,omparincr the growth in different years

-I terns in nature as countern and various signs
"ning enorns, nuts, twis, etc., as your counters
lettIrr, ut i*rtlater thriu, ttqual to and less than lessons
outdoors. -Ai's can bt, uced to mako>,4 and = signs as
well nr number.

Intn f:',eets to put n',uiher of clouds you can see,
treAls In n 1,Tven nron,

the outrioor newlt: 'nr idenn to use in the intermedi-
nt,. 1,-fel we n'!oul' consid,o. nn important point. Our intent is to

r4c1.,i or -Inth e-nics,vut nt the snme time we must real-
"P the other impr,rtnnt area or ,iluentIon that we fringe on. We



must consider the social aspect of working together in the out-doors. lollecting data and other such asnects demands considerablegout n1 interplay betweun the participants. Other projects such asacre plotti.ns cnn be urec, in conjnnction for example with a scienceproject. By going into the hintory of various methods of verticaltinngulation we can also involve the social sciences in our lesson.Lestly by having the participants record and discuss the findingswe Involve language arts. Let us now move on.

-Pace Map Making
1. Find out what distance you cover with each step
2. With a compass you can plot distance and direction andmake maps of your area
1. Can be applied to buildings

-Wameter Tapes
1. Using tapes with diameters measured on them for measuring

diameter of trees
2. For use in averaging, fin.) the average size true or pole inyour area
3. For making tape work from C.= d d = c

, contact of.14. Svery 1.14" on tape - 1 inch of diameter.

-Siltmore Sticks
1. Measuring the diameter of tree
2. Compare the number of saw logs in the tree
1. 'Ysing the number of saw logs with the diameter of the treewe find the number of board feet
h. Using an arbitrary cost per board foot we can find thetreets worth.
q. Substracting the cost of cutting the tree down we canfind the profit.

-Grnphing
1. Using the results from either the diameter or heighths ofthe measured objects we could construct various graphs.

-10111pass work
1. 7amiliarization with instrument
2. Gradients and direction
3. coordination with pacing for nap making
e. Trear,re hunts using lists of distance and direction6. For advanced groups, contour mapping

-Ranger Station
1. Yake a 12" square grid with an alidade at each of the two

lower corners

Mark off 90° on each

A i alidade as it is only
1 quadri ant

3. live coorlinntes from A nnl to locate "fire" on rrid

.1
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1. ?love outside ane use R 12 foot square grid. Using the
large and small grids so that each group is separate you
check to see if the.lonation of the coorCnates match
each other.
With sr Ovancel group -to') can use 4 grids together to
form h ounortants. iisy plaint* the alidades into the center
or the oluvIriants na, vrork with a rull 3600.

-Tr anpulation for Vertical Distance
ruddy "ater method - usinct, similar triangular through re-
flection of tree into o ant.

2. Shadow method - nronortion of length of shadow of known
object to length of shadow of known object to length of sha-
dow of the unknown.

1. Staff mmtl,o1 similm triangular Ilith sighting across a staff
Tnnh to foot method - cirri tar triangular

r. Pane) method - standard Imits of measure
Biltnore stick - mentioned nreviously
isoaneles triangle rowt'!nci stew on tap of a cut of an
ieleNsce7on tronnfl.e

-Tai enr1lPtiln for inRacessible area (across pond or stream)
. l!r'y - 45° - 91° triangle

2. Hat rim method

-Strew?! wor"
1. Volume of n stream

Plottinrr its course
1. Speed of flow

Tlenr:- aro junt name random thourIhts on the subject. By using
thoeghts as an inspirntion and a guide you will be on your

-$)77 in wOnfli, owl of the grentent assets - the outdoors - that
orlunntion has. '!rota imaginntion will be the limit on how much
yer, ran 123e the n/Itrinnr s4tting in teaching mathematics in a fun
end elevant light.

Cit,%.443



MATHEMATICS

by Gerry Moore

Mathematics is all around usl Our environment,whatever it may
be, is rich with mathematical problems, patterns and relationships.

It is our responsibility to help our students, "open their eyes",
Lee . . explore . and discover . . . the world about them.

Following are some sample activities that might help our stu-
deats develop a keener awareness, appreciation and ability to solve
problems related to their environment.

1. Walk to a local intersection. Record, in at least two ways, the
number of cars, buses, trucks and people that pass by in a 15 minute
period.

Make some estimates first. Organize and graph your data. What gen-
eralizations can you make? How would you use such data with your
students?

2. What color and what make car do you think are the most common?
Walk to the parking lot. Make a survey of the colors and manufac-
turers of the autos you see. Record your data. Compare this to a
sampling of autos that pass thu school in a 10 minute period. What
generalizations can you make?

Make a list of questions related to this data you might use with your
students. eg. Now would a car manufacturer use this information?
What percentage of the cars were blue, red 4. Ford, Chevy, .
Foreigh, Domestic, . If you sampled three (3) times as many cars
as you did, how would yen expect your data to change?

3. Survey at least 20 people concerning something you wish to find
out. Record your findings in two different ways. What generaliza-
tions would you make from this data.

4. Estim to the height of 6 trees and/or buildings in this area.
Now ind out. Use another methnd to verify your findings. If you
have difficulty finding 112 ways,find someone to help you.

5. Use only this index card to measure the length of at least 6
different objects. ESTIMATE FIRST. Make the chart below and record
your findings in inches, feet or yards.

0BJ CT MEASURED ESTIMATE ACTUAL LENGTH DIFFERENCE

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A it A



6. In feet, yards and/or meters, estimate and then find out theperimeter of these things:

a.
b.
C.
d.

our claaaroom
this building
the parking lot

7. Estimate the number of cars that will fit in the parking lot.How did you du this?

8. Go on a treasure huntl Do not bring any standard measuringdevices.

Find 2 things that
Find 2 things that
Find 2 things that
Find 2 things that
Find 2 things that
Nbw find something

are shorter than 6 inches
are shorter than a foot
are almost 2 feet
are rectangular
have acute angles
else and tell us something

Complete a chart like this:
special about it.

"Item 1 Item 2 .Altual Measumt....
6 inches .
a foot

. .-

........

2 f et

`Recta 1 lar

Acute anSles

Any

9. Measure the circui''erence and diameter of 8 circular objects youcan gather. Record your data on a chart like this. What discoveriesdid you make?

Oblect 'Diameter Circumference;

10. Estimate first. What is the area of the window glass in thecafeteria buildin&? Record how you found out. How close was yourestimate?

U. Sample three (3) Jocations no smaller than 100 square yards.
Record the amount and kinds or litter strewn about. How would you
use this information?

14.9
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12. How many blades of grass in a square foot of lawn? Tell how
you found this out. Are there more weeds than grass?

13. One definition of mathematics is the study of patterns and re-
lationships. Take a walk and observe the patterns numerical and
non-numerical in this environment. Record these by either drawing
them or describing them.

4. Make a list of shapes in this neighborhood that look like these:.

15, Take a walk - look for shapes that are symmetrical. How many
axis of symmetry do they have? Keep a record of what you noticed.

16. Estimate the time it would take you to walk the length of the
corridor; run the length of the corridor. Now actually time yourself.
Do this for several distances. Always estimate first. Record your
data. Think about how long it would take you to walk to 42nd Street,
Manhattan; Miami? Consider some arithmetical word problems yuu and
your students might develop using this data.

17. Devise a non standard timing device. Use it to keep track of
the time it took your partner to hop from or*e tree to another and
back. Now convert this to standard time. Try some other activities
like this.

18. Take a 15 minute walk with a partner. Keep a record of all
the numerals you saw and their uses. What are some numerals that
are important to you?

19. How many bricks in the front wall of this building? Estimate
first. Record your way of finding out. If you were a builder, how
many bricks would you order for the outside of this building. How
(Ed you decide this?

?O. Here is an array of dots

#

how does this arrangement help us to better perceive numbers?
Take a walk around and look for arrays in their environment. How
would you use these arrays with your students?

21. Fina the temperature in both Fahrenheit and Centigrade of at
least 6 different locations. Record your findings on a chart.
Compare these temperatures in as many different ways as you can.
Try the same thing in at leant 6 different locations within this
building. What things did you discover.



LANGUAGE ARTS
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TAWasTAGE AirS TY THE OUT DOORS
By: Chris 1312.'1, Connie 7lielt, Arlone Wood, and

FInrfmco Weenman

The use of the art of language is to hear and understand talk
and be understood, in other words, the art of communication. We
need not be very skillful to hear, slightly more to talk, but
comprehension and organization of one's thoughts for speaking are
skills which may be learned, as are reading, writing,spelling,
phonics and all other aspects of learning. Language Arts is the
media of such learning. Many of our activities over lap because
the area knows no limitations.

The natural child is most comfortable out of doors, unconstrained
by four walls. Perhaps the discipline of learning can best begin
here and be taken inside to pursue and develop. As sounds from the
out of doors were heard, loved, and developed by copied musicians,
so other disciplines can find their source in nature and be nurtured
in the school room. Each of the following attributes or concepts
may be enriched by language arts outdoors.

a. New stimuli for learning. For example, the desire to read
for information.

b. Increased awareness of natural phenomena.

c. Improvement of self image by built-in success possible
in outdoor programs.

d. Organization and categorization of ideas and materials.

e. Developing dew methods for giving directions and skill
in following directions.

f. To increase and vary verbalization.

g. Development of values -- help kids to think out different
alternatives and consequences involved in decision making.

h. Creating a climate for recall.

i. Sensitizing for improved listening

j. Development of investigative techniques for research.

k. Thoughtful reading attitude for whatever purpose; in-
formation or pleasure.

We will remember that direct experiences, rather than vicarious,
satisfy curiosity and lead to meaningful learning. The following
are specific activities designed for enriching four areas of Langu-
age Arts: reading, listening, spelling and expression (oral and
written).

a. Reading

1. Keep a log of the walk or trip.

2. Follow a nature trail, reading the signs. Then make
a class trail, doing our own signs.

()Lod
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3. Have an outdoor poetry reading session.

4* Reading maps and making maps.

5. Visit an old cemetery. Read the epitaph, names and

dates.

6. Read "How to Do It" manuals and give the class and

and outdoor demonstration.

7. Make class charts of walks and trips.

8. Read about explorers and naturalists.

9. Have a treasure hunt. Give each group of three or
four children printed directions from the school to

their "treasure." Each group will take crayons, pen-
cil, paper. Go out the cafeteria exit. Walk down
the path to the little playground. Turn right and
walk along the edge by the trees. Stop at the tallest

tree. Look all around the bottom. What do you find
that doesn't belong there? The treasure will be some.-

thing not t.latigenous to the area, like a shell, a

piece of driftwood, a starfish, etc. One of the group
will draw it, one will label, one will write and one
will tell about their trip to the class.

10. Make up crossword puzzles from vocabulary learned out

of doors.

b. Listening, observing, perceiving

1. Where to go? Giving and following directions.

2. Stop and listen. Close your eyes, ball your fist, and

count the different sounds you hear by extending a
finger for each.

3. Be a player and a leader of outdocr games...

4. During a class walk ask children to "take a picture."
Have them make a box with their fingers, look through

and find the scene they like best for their picture.

Let them study this small area to remember its arrange-

ment. Then either sit down and sketuh it or take their
picture back in the classroom and draw it from memory.

5. Lie back in a comfortable spot, feel the earth under

you and see the sky above. Watch the clouds, their
movement and shape.

6. Take a tape recorder along on a trip to the woods. Sit

very quietly for two minutes, then turn it on. You may

record the wind, bird songs, etc.

V.v.)
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7. Players sit in a circle. The one startir the game
says, "From where I am I can see a gray h." The
next one says, "From where I stand I oar .e a gray
birch and a black cherry." The next player repeats
all the previous players have sOid, in exactly the
same order, and adds another tree or bird. If any
one doubts the statement, be may challenge the
speaker. Anyone caught unable to defend his state-
ment drops out of the game.

C. Spelling, phonics, vocabulary enrichment

1. The root of the word ecology from two Greek words
meaning "study of the home" opens up an infinitely
greater wealth of consideration. All of the words neces-
sary to use and understand in the out of doors give a
richer vocabulary. Examples: trail, swamp, ledges
geology, shelter, fossils, poison ivy, counselor, fern,
moss, glaciers -- the list is endless.

2. Proof read your own written work. If you are not sure
of the spelling, ask.

3. Look around you for all the things you can find begin-
ning with "B" (or any other consonant). Make a chart
for your room.

4. What sounds do you hear? Try to put letters together
for the sound of a stream, or a particular bird.

5. Riddles -- "I am thinking of a tree that begins with
,Mt, etc."

6. Spelling Bee -- Divide players into groups. Play the
game with fall flowers, insects or trees. Hold up a
flower. The first in line must name it and give an
interesting fact about its If he fails, he must drop
out of line. The side having the greatest.number re-
maining wins. It is better to commence with the moat
common and well known plants.

7. Nature Alphabet -- This is played with "sides." The
leader names a letter of the alphabet. Each player
on each side in order names a bird, flower,'or tree
(decided upon before starting) which begins with that
letter. Anyone who cannot do so in less than five
seconds-is out. No one is to name an object which has
already been named. The team having the greatest
number of players left at the end of a certain time
is the winner, or the last group to name nn object
commencing with that Jotter wins one point for his
team.

COG
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8. Sound Locator -- A good woodsman can locate a sound
quickly both as to direction and distance. As a pre-
liminary training, have "it" stand with bak to ten
or twelve people. No person to be nearer another than
ten feet. A leader points to someone Who whistles.
"It" turns around quickly and names the one who whistled.
If correct, the whistler takes his place, or it may be
scored by using the best average for ten trials. Out-
doors, this may be tried by rustling autumn leaves on
the ground, by wading in water, by jumping in the sand,
by dropping a stone a few feet away and having the per-
son identify the stone, by snapping a twig, by taking
three steps, and so on.

D. Written and oral expression

1. Collect interesting objects for a science table. Each
child will tell about what he found and why he likes
it. Research the object for identifying purposes.

2. A walk to a quiet spot, a few minutes contemplation,
can provide the inspiration for creative writing. The
Haiku, a three line, unrhymed composition of 5.7-5
syllables, is an excellent medium for spontaneous ex-
pression. Others could be the Cinquain and Diamete.

3. Experience in nature provide the basis for written and
oral expression. Walking to a stream, wading it,
watching a chipmunk or the flight of a swallow, al:
must be experienced and observed to become a part of
a person. All outdoor happenings. become the basis
for written and oral expressions.

4. Postcards or letters asking permission or thanking
for help.

5. Labeling and identifying.

6. Preparation and participation in original out of door
drama.

7. Discussions of observations.

8. Poems and stories

9. Class newspaper write-ups of outdoor experiences.

10. Interviews of conservationists..

11. Tapes describing the science table or nature walks.

12. Look for animal footprints. Make deductions and draw
conclusions as to which animal made them.

13. Make foods for outdoor consumpition by following simple
recipes.
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14. Make simple weather charts.

15. Pretend you are a Martian landing on our planet and
use different vocabulary to describe what you see.
(You can't use the objects name.)

John Dewey has said that we cannot substitute a book for ci-
vilization. Alfred Whitehead warns of divorcing education from
life. Outdoor education attempts to deal with realities, rather
than second hand information. Language is a major tool of educ-
ation; as the child progresses in language skill, he also devel-
ops in intellectual, social, and emotional capacities. He can
develop well in all these areas in a rich and varied program of
outdoor activities.
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CURRICULUM RNRICRMEXT IN LANGUAGE ARTS TRROUGIT TEE OUTDOOR EDUCATION
APPROACH

By: Bonnie Miller

Introduction

One of the concepts of tea&'ing language arts in the out of
doors involves developing a sensory awareness of your surroundings.
Through the use c) the five senses, new perceptions can be developed
and carried further into all aspects of th' cirriculum. The out
of doors had proved to he one of the most interesting and fun-filled
places to carry on these sensory awareness activities.

The intent of this article is to stimulate en interest in
language arts and to develop the ability to communicate through
the various means of expression. The suggested activities which
follow will provide the teacher with a few ideas to accomplish
these goals.

With this as a beginning, the realization will develop that
the nut of doors will offer you and your students the chance to
becorf!e learners together--if you accept the challenge to explore,
Imagine) And create, using V,c. wt of doors as a classrom.

Swppeste Activities

-List sounds then classify into natural or man-made.

-Make a list of words describing one object then classify ac-
cording to shape, color, texture, and size.

-An oral description of an object to be gassed by other
students.

-Listen and record sounds to be compared with other members of
group.

-Make a list of adjectives (i.e., rough, smooth, sharp), find
or name an object and categorize accordingly.

-Tape record sounds to be used as a background for a story.

-Pupils take turns naming one thing at a time that can be seen
from where they are sitting that has not been named before.

-Indepth study of a local cemetery

-Keep a record of the effects of the seasons on an adopted
tree or plot.

ednservingrand recording movements of an insect or animal.

-Focus on different levels of perception, how well do you see
your surroundings

-Developing a list of vocabulary words and their meanings.

-Field notes

-Write a description of a snow, rain or wind storm.

5?



-Write labels for a nature trail with the aid of a reference
book.

-One sentence descriptions of an object.

-Tall tales using ant hills, mushrooms, etc., as characters.

-Write poetry - cinquains, haiku

-Similes

-Write "Did You Know" bulletins

-Examination of plants for identification

-Identifying insects through resource books.

-Alphabet game -- teacher chooses one letter and giving a
brief time limit for students to write down all objects
around them beginning with that letter.

-Scramble names of plants and animals then toll a fact
about the nlant or animal.

-Collect items in a hag to be identified by the use of
senses, all but sight.

Summary,'

Teanhing lanruage arts in the out of doors is not a supple-
merit to the clastomoom but in erirchment nettiv4.ty for further de-
velopment or r:roitlnts 1merned in the classroom. A chi l4 who finds
plirposo and e7nitfrient In what he Is doing. will not only rt,tain
longer, hut will produce Vinttnr nroduct, one that is meaningful
to him an well as his peers. The out of (loors provides a natural,
renlistic setting for living these exneriences.
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CITRRICTILMI ENRICHM3NT Ir RUDING TIIROUGH T33 OUTDOOR APPROACH

Py: Sue Greco

The purpose of reading Is always to comprehend written language.
Reeding ts not Inclusive of itself. It encompasses being able to
express oneself efectively either orally or in written form and
creatively. Reading thus forms the backbone of language arts. It
is man's basic means of communIcating and learning. As a result
reading opens up many avenues for the child to explore.

Curriculum enrichment In Reading through the outdoor approach
-,ay he the answer to gaining the interest of the student. They will
learn without the drill workbooks and learn from something that isnart of their world. It ts easier to relate first hand experience
than irrelevant textbook topic.

The environment provides a vast resource for reading activities
and an insPirations An awareness will develop and also an appreci-
ation for the outdoors and may lead to conservation and other fields.

Activities
'lord valile as n
,Irnosld to maw,
ns r4A!SerlIA.T1r

Intot, t o sourrl

talcen outside the confining classroom walls are of
learning experience because the student will be
other subjechl ly!aides reading. Suc% activities
OlnUd formation In one sentence, the feel of a tree
ofabrook or t',0 song of a bird.

Once outside
nerspective. The
enhance a child's
frIvironnent as an

the classroom, learning takt:s on an exciting
oxperienew, or the outdoors will serve well to
creativit7i. Hts senses are awahenod to t'ie
endloss resrlurce of stimulation.

-Haiku - Japanese poetry about nature, usually 17 sylables,
1 lines that convey a feeling

-e:tnluain - 5 line poetv.7

frog tine 1 -
-reen, slfrpery
learing,4"17;nr,,lanAing -
r,lides, cracteully,
upon water -
entl.mslast

on word title or subject
two words, objective
three words, participles (ing)

four words, expresses a feeling
one word renames object

-Scavenger hunt

-Plane ng a field trip

-Write the hintory of e chor;en tree, how old, the typeolf any,
of animals that live there, etc.

antmal
.lefore

n1p$,n1lot - gat-0 ? teams, nano a bird, plant or
that begins wit'l t..1 :r letter calle(1. Docido on ,:atagory
the letter is csIlled,5f wrong out of game, no duplicates.

n gravesite



-Draw a nictore of autdnors and then make up story about it

- Real 1/P a story and have child finish the other half

- Visit the local courthrNuse and read old wills and title deeds

-Find our local history after getting acquainted with person,
places of interest.

-Writl letter to Conservation Department making them aware of
poor conservation practices in the area

-Follow a trail by clues

-Dramatizatioons

-AnoRrams or animaletbirds, plants

-Follow-up n trip to a nntural area by going to the library
and have children find answers to their questions in books

- Followint! directions to construct an outdoor oven, weather
station, eta.

-Tdentif7, press and then rolInt flowers

- Experience chart, a follott up to a field trip

-Weather station log with s column for the weather saying,
i.e., red 50,17 at morninc7, sailor's warning, etc.

-A what in it? riddle hoar'

- Displays or 'osters on conservation, ecology, etc.

-Labelinr, natlire trails
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LAWCUAGE AR' ANT) OUTDOOR EDUCATION

One oe the peoleIees in teeehing the language arts and promoting
growth In the art of reading, writing, listening, and speaking is
the pupils' lack rlf Interest. In order to ennourage children to de-
velop their capacities in the language arts teachers are more and
Keep turning to the nut-Mb...doors and to real life situations.

All writing nnd all speaking, in fact, all forms or creativity
is based on experfeeee, The more experience a student has the broader
the '-ass on which he may build further creative expression. The out-
deor setting Pan provide the remissive and inspirational setting
needed for sele-expression. Talks, essays, and writings based on
ri,rsthand experienee makes f'or setter compositions than topics *cosigned
erne the textlIenk. Good literature is based on the firsthand experi-
ence le great authors. The beet novels are lived by the author.

lamina' expression occurs when a child wants someone else to
share ha.s exnerience. The school may extend the child's experience,
stimulate his Interest, provide opportunity for discussion, and stim-
ulate a desire to write by giving the children an opportunity to
engage and share In rich and meaningful activities. This can, of
course,he done in the classroom with good books, an interesting
history unit, a puppet play, and many other worth -while activities.
'lathing* ,4wever, creates interest and excitement like a venture out-
side the classroom. A hike on the sohoolground, a trip to the gravel
pit, a bird walk, a trip to a farm, working in the garden, beautifying
the school grounds or planting a tree- -all of these activities pro-
vide exciting opportunities to stimulate expression of genuine thought
and interest.

In short, lanallage is a major tool of education; as the child
nrogresses in language skill, he also develops in intellectual, so-
cial, and emotional capacities. ?e develops best in all these areas
in a rich and varied program of activities.

lhillren learn words and increase their vocabulary out of the
materials of their experience. Classroom practices of memorising
lone lists of words out of contexts, defining lists of words in the
workbook, filling. in blanks in exercises and writing themes on sub.
!eats totally unrelated to their experience is a poor approach not
nnlv to language art but to all areas of education. The out-of-
10ors is a classroom which provides most Inexpensively a wealth of
enpnetunities for exploration and investigation in the world in
which children live. In this type of experience the teacher need
not worry about stimuletinr ehildren in oral or written expression;
she can hardly prevent it.

"any trees, stlrubs, and ether objects in nature :lav foreign
nn- ep 72sel In iAentifinstinn. This is another rich experience in
t'!f, lAncrvarte arts field st411 mostly unexnlored.

Awn nttennt to list all the possibilities for enrichment of
laneeere arts instruction would he futile. The world is full of
exeiteeent and adventure just waiting to he told--both orally and
vritt4m,

Mu-
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Some n^tivitien in outdoor education which involve the len-
gusge artsreading, writing, spelling, punctuation, spuaking and
conversation are:

Witting letters to parents and friends
Keeping n camp dinry
Taking note< In the fields oP special Interttst
Reading for -esearch in the camp library
Rending for pleasure during leisure time
Telltng stories around the campfire
Writing articles for the camp newspaper
Group discussions in planning and evaluating program activities
Labeling and clasnifying specimens
Creative writing or original poems on nature and outdoor life
PartioinntIon in dramatizations, skits and stunts.
Informal conversation at meal time and cabin time
)&'e sign for use in garden or farm activities
Telling personal experiences about visits to farm or so:lool
earn

Making; announcements, introductions and invitations
Keeping a log of experience or a diary
Learning new words obtained from nature and conservation
Keeping field notes
Writing for a camp newspaper
LIstenInr, for sounds in nature
Oral reports to class or committees
PrennrInr, skits and stories for campfire

Investipating various ways of utilizing the out-of-doors
in relation to Din, uage artn, students may carry out activities as:

rinding n nature specdmen in the woods or field and checking
it out in resource books.

Listening to various bird songs and recording the sound in
pnbematTe diagrams
Readinp ahnnt, the local history of the area after becoming
ocquainte'l firsthand with pineos, people and events of his-
torical interest.

Writing about en outdoor experierco

Ct.1



LAnStrAnE ARTS

There are two general areas where language arts and outdoor
education converge: (1) the studg of prose and poetry that express
appreciations: and (P) the use of outdoor settings in teaching the
creative use of language throug:1 oral expression and writing. In
the first instance, an examination of the literature included in
high school and college English courses reveals that much of tne
prone and poetry is centered on the outdoors or includes references
to it. No field of study can contribute more to the appreciation
of arts and aesthetics related to the outdoors than a study of li-
terature. There is greater need now than ever before to develop
appreciations for the wonder and beauty of the outdoors since the
chancing pattern of living has removed so many people from the
rural setting. lonsider for example, the prose. and poetry which
lave become a part of classroom offerings, such as the works of
Longfellow, Wordsworth, Thoreau, Bryant, and Riley. Such works of
art aid beauty and luster to tile seasons and help develop appreci-
ations and spirituel perceptions related to the physical universe.

Secondly, many outdoor settings nay be used for the expre.-
sion of creativity through the writing of poetry and prose. The
following verses ware ,,yritten in a classroom by a child who was
fnrtunate enough to have had experiences with family in the
miltdr.ors.

SPRTWI

Winter's dying
Spring is crying
T' he free
Tree ns we shall 1:e
When spring is here 'again

The flowers then wr come to bloom
And snow will leave the ground
Lear buds will 'tome through dark brown skin,
An grass will sprout around
The birds will soon return again,
Ang -uild their nests anew,
Soul, hidden In the forest lend,
An others in plain view

The children now play marbles
And fly their kites a high;
There seem to he an awakening
Beneath the clear blue sky..
"Tis Springl"

Field trips and crimp settings, free Prom the inhibitions im.
posed on sows children by ela$mroom procedures, aro conducive to
natural eTpression. The oral reports of field trips, the eempfire
lessiona at rump, and the planning meetings under the trees are
examples of sitnntinns where goad communications may be learned
effentivelv. Prior to or following tiro exneriences in English in
the elnesrmem one sehool Imes its forest as an outdoor'clasnroom toys
creative writing, orsi expression, anti music appreciation.

'3
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TO POETS

Have you ever experienced something deeply and wished that you
could share your feelings wi.th others? Hove you ever discovered
beauty in the commonplace, everyday happenings of life? Have you
ever observed something that mulated thoughts that were far beyond
the present ew!nte, and place Have vou ever pieced together a story
from s few bits of information Tf you can answer yes to any of
these auestions, you will understand some of the background of Japa-
nese haiku.

Haiku is a three-line, seventeen-syllable poetic form that
paints a verbal picture of an experience. Often the poem describes
something we mfa7 overlook or take for granted. A haiku is the poet's
1,71117 of conveying his innermost feelings about the world around him.

Because the poem is short, the racier must supply much of the
meaning through his own past exuerience. Each poem is like a pencil
s'xetch that the observer may fill in with color or meaning. Bach
word that is used has a purpose. No word is used unnecesarily.

Ihillren in the upper grades of the elementary school cgan find
satisfaction through writing haiku out of doors. Here are a few
1.1111,11 written by children in sixth grade at the University School
of Southern Illinois rniversity.

it looked like a bird
Palling through the trees; it is
Cn17 n maple seed.

siudY aeser

Dark moving shadow
PRFOATIP over the around
Tt is only rte.

Jul7 Greer

The star-studded tree
Shudders in the moonlight
The .441d wind rushes by.

7nncv Moulton

THE SKY

As vest ns the sen
As fnnmy as a wave
As peaceful an the break of down.

S. Thalman

Brown bowing branches
With green rough leathery leaves
Waving in the wind.

Tim draper

In the grass
Listening to
In among the

Chasing each
The sparrows
Then finally

I sit
the sounds at spring
shadows.
Kristen Trimble

other
fly rapidly
return.
Mary 'Vieth Roska

These hn5lru were written at times when the poets felt a deep
reverence that rrew out of an aesthetic exoerience. They wanted to
eonvey t/Ig bego,ty of life as they viewed it.

These poems, may at first, appear to express simple thoughts,
hardly worth recording and pmsfns on to someone else: Ivt the words
,4ere insplied by emotions that went much deeper than the ,IbsQrvation.
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Nothing is too insignificant to write about if it is meaningful

to the poet. The Orientals are noted for their love and respect of
nature. These poems may be inspired by a blade of grass, a pebble,
or a tiny insect.

Many haiku contain A word or n pharase that suggests a season -
11'ee winter's "1-..are branches." rsually a place is mentioned along
with one or more objects.

A good haiku is hard to write because the poet must combine
acute rerception, creative use of words, and a framework for the
reader to relive an experience based on a few suggestive phrases.
Ceten the poet depends heavily on his senses of touch, taste, smell,
sight, and hearing to convey his reaction.

The words at the end of each line do not have to rhyme. In
fact, the poem does not always nod to have seventeen syllables.
When 'apanese poems are translstO into English, the number of
syllables often changes. Usually the first line has five syllables;
the second line, seven; and the third,five. The poem is short.be-
callse it exPresses t'-..at brief, fleating moment of "ah-ness" that is
oeten only a breath's length.

The beginning haiku poet shoull concern himself with the es-
sential purpose of the poem that is, to convey a clear image just
as it appears at the moment of awareness. Some of the children's
haiku contain more or less than seventeen syllables, but tnis does
not detract from thn visual image. Too often boginning poets sacrl-
Vice meaning Yore strict torn rhyme scheme. The image must sti-
wutate tne emotions. The poem must he an exPression feeling at a
precise moment of time known as a haiku moment.

Thy writing of haiku can 4evelop attitudes and appreciations
about man's relationship with nature and the immediate surroundings.
It is oeten difficult to "burn on" a creative writing impulse, but
an environment suitable for creative writing can be provided-

Trying out various objectives to describe a tree, a cloud, or
a puddle can sharpen perception. Alliteration can create pleasant
sounding poetic phrases. When you feel ready, concentrate on some-
thing that captures the mind's eye, and write.

The word techniques and the nature of Japanese haiku are fare
more complex than these brief statements indicate. Readers who
want to know more about the art of haiku may be interested in four
books published by the Peter Pauper Press in Mount Vernon, N.Y.
Peter Boilensen was the translator for three of the books.

Japanese Haiku (1855-56); The Fos r SeatIonas Alp nese Haiku
SeriiiaTTM5grammind Charles 11.717,Wg3F777raTis Ilia Sri s
()966); Peter Zoilensen and Merry 1,5eha co a rate on e our
book, Haiku Harvent: anece Hulku Series IV (r62).
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Kenneth Yaudats book, The Japanese Haiku: Its Essential Na-
tors Hi r. t rnd Tonribil,.ties in En li.sh with Selected Exam les
our vs e ar o. a n: n mnre le a , i e oo c was pus she
in lvr7 by lharles E. Tuttle Comnnnv of Rutland, Vermont, and Tokyo,
Japan.

Another good book is A Vet of Pireflies, Japanese haiku and
usiku Paintin by T-Tarold Stewart. The work was pub' *s e n 0
Y e hares E. Tuttle Comnamr.

Still another useful book is the Moment of Wonder: A Collection
of Minese and apanese Poetry, aditeCETIMEUrtrafs i5T565TURTI

the Dial Press in 1964.

Experimentation can lead to some satisying results with this
poetic form. Any readers who are tempted to try it will be wise to
remember that the writing of haiku is a lifelong endeavor--a life-
long striving for greater awareness and for greater appreciation of
the world around us.

Reprinted from the ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL, volume 67, Number 1,
October, 1966, Published by the. University of Chicago Press with;the
Department of Education of the rniversity of Chicago.

'PB MESSAGE

Whirling wind drops in
Gives a message of the wild
Then passes away

NTLLTOP n1/%:SZE

Stand' n7 on a hill
A wind comes to visit me
Pushing leaves ahead

WI? TIVI EVENING

Soft silhouetted
Pare branches cushioned by clouds
Fired by setting sun

DESERTION

Whistling wind around
Eaves of an old rotting house
Once, with man, a home

SUMMIT MEM=
On a cold sidewalk
A meeting of five faces
Understanding all

THE WIND

Restless, rattling leaves
Announce the coming of the wind
Trembling cowardly
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Touching the Two R's (Reading, Writing) -
Curriculum Enrichment through the Outdoor Approach

Nina Presher
Brockport Central School
Brockport, New York

The out-of-doors is the original school without walls. It is
always the person who sees, discovers, or explores a situation who
gets the most out of it. Carol Staudacher in her Creative Writing
in the Classroom (Scholastic Book Services) says, 'ITo kindle crest-
rifET readI is just as important as talking. Seeing is just as
important as hearing about."

What better way to enrich your Language Arts program than be
moving out-of-doors occasionally? The chilren will love it, and
you will soon find yourself hooked on it too.

Take your class to a city park, make a tour of your school grounds,
visit a nearby wooded area. When a beautiful day presents itself,
lay aside your formal lesson plans and get outdoors. Someone has
said, "Seeing is remembering: is understanding." Thtfough the
use of the five senses, new perceptions can be developed and carried
back in all aspects of the curriculum.

Permit the children to discover and explore. Draw their attention
to sounds, sights, and objects in the out -of -doors surroundings.
The out-of-doors can add a new and rewarding demension to your
teaching.

The following suggested activities will give you a start. I am
sure you will be able to add more as you experience this new dimension.

Reading, 'Riting

I. Personification is the granting of human characteristics to
a non-human object. Use any object: tree, mushroom, squirrel,
insect, flower, weed, etc. and write a story about it. The
squirrel, tree, or other object tells a story about itself.

II. Write a Cinquain or Take Five Poem about an object in nature.

Line Ii One Word, The object about which the poem is written.

Line II: Two Words: Two Words describing the object.

Line III: Three Words. Three words expressing action
(may end in s, ed, or ing)

Line IV: Four Words. Expressing a feeling about the object.
This may be a phrase or a sentence,

Line V: One Word - a synonym for the title or repetition of
the same word.
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In actuality, you have expose the children to:

Line I: a noun
Line II: P adjectives
Line III: 3 verbs
Line IV: a sentence or phrase
LineV: a synonym

Example: Deer
Sleek, graceful
Running, leaping, fleeing
Happy to be free

Buck

III. Take the class on a nature hike.

A. Gather nuts, seeds, twigs, moss, fungus, pine conestacorns
seed pods, and similar objects to develop the sense of
touch and feel awareness.

B. List the objects and write a word or words to tell how
they feel. Feel bark patterns and note colors and tex-
tures.

C. Follow up by making a collage from the objects collected..

D. List the sounds one hears. Distinguish between man-made
sounds and nature's sounds.

4. DOscribe smells in the air, smell of soil, and objects
collected.

F. Describe the clouds in the sky. "Clouds are fluffy mashed
potatoes." (Simile). "Clouds are swirling in the sky."

G. Describe the effects of the find. "The long grass is
ruffling in the wind." "The rocks are pushing back the wind."

H. Write sentences describing your surroundings.
"Bleached branches are sticking up"
"Pricklers are a type of weed in the ground with pins"

I. Play an alphabet games. Select a letter and list all the
objects around you that begin with that letter.

J. Give an oral description of an object. Children will try
to guess. Let them do thesdescribing after the initial
start.

k. List all the live things you see around you, or haie seen
on the hike.
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L. Writing sentences telling about the kind of day it is.
Include weather, surroundings, how you feel.

"I was-really feeling free. I felt a lot better
outdoors than indoors. I wish war could go once a week."

M. Write a tall tale using an insect, or mushroom, or fungus
as a character.

N. Mimetics: Mimic an animal or object, for others to guess.

(Sentences in quotations taken frdm papers of fifth graders.)

IV. Haiku Poetry - the poet feels a closeness to nature. A
seasonal theme may be used. Most objects used in the Haiku
form are organised in time and space and the relationship of
the three elements together form an aesthetic experience.

The basic pattern is this:

Linen. 5 syllables (Where?)
Line II. 7 syllables (What?)
Line III. 5. syllables (When?)

Example: Where? on the gnarled limb
What? a crow above is cawing.
When? Autumn stillness Low.

The above is taken from 7oetry for Todavls Child by Ruth
Kearney Carlson and may be obtaind from the

"Instructor Publications, Inc."
Dansville, Na., 1I437

It is suggested that many Haiku poems be read before
attempting to write.

V. Find tracks in the mud and take plaster of paris impressions
of them.

VI. Make impressions of fossils in clay.

VII. Make simple maps of school grounds.

VIII. Keep a record of the effects of the seasons on an adapted
tree or plot.

IX. Observe and record movements of an insect or animal.

X. Develop a list of vocabulary and their meanings.

XI. Write a description of a snow, rain, or wind storm.

XII. Collect items in a bag to be identified by the uses of senses
excepting sight.

XIII. Draw a picture of outdoors and make up a story about it.

XIV. Write an experience chart about a nature hike. (Primary)

XV. Write a log or diary of a day's field trip.

(1(;;1



Purpose:

The purpose is to stimulate chilArentscommunieating ideas found
in tie environment. It is realized that many activities can be done
without using the natural environment, but it is known that the di-
rer!' experiencor out of doors give a concrete tonic to work witil and
alto halps children t- becrrne more aware of the natural environment
and their relationshtp to it.

The activtties centered around the development the Ilse of
the five tenses, which is Important in ell Areas of the langnage arts.

OUTDOOR EDUCATION WORKSHOP IN LANCUAGU ART3
By: Paul L. Keener
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General Objective:

To sivulate an interest and enrich the language arts and to de-
ve7er the ability tt, commrnIcate through the various means of ex-
pression using the n':4; ng doors.

e:per!ific Objectives:

1. To teach children the importance of utilizing all of their
senses when making observations.

2. lb provide children opportunities to use imaginations
through storytelling, writing and dramatics.

1. To realize that poetry is a means of communicating ideas.

4. To practice recorcitnp and writing about interesting events
eTperienced in the out of doors.

Children, "Wee nany adults, need guidance in how to take ad.
vantsr,e of nature's natural surroundings to bring aesthetic aware-
ness, interest anl understanding. The following ideas might prove
valuai-le in suiding children's ability to gain a large body of in-
formatqnn about any riven subject. It Is from this viewpoint and
infor,.ieton that children form ideas, use their imaginations, broaden
their viewnoint and ultimately are encouraged to use more daring and
original ;dons of Pommunication.

Thr following activities can be used most successfully in the
accrlishment of the foregoing objectives.

AITTVITY T

Let the student stand or sit quietly in different places on
the scf.111 grounds and record all of the sounds they hear. Then
have them identify the sounds and classify them into natural or man
made.
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Isi ay am
Rave the students stand, turn, walk and run. Ask them to de-

scribe how the ru3h4ng air feels when they are doing these different
things.

Se creative, use your imagInstion and think of other ways to
tune in to the environment.

ACTTVITT TT

Guile for tal,:ini.! advantage -f nature's natural surroundings.

.';'loose an object or part elf an object to study. An example
would he a knot in a tree, q weed standing in the snow, or an
area of groInd enclIsed with a clothes hanger.

1. Help children search. Eliminate the vast surroundings and
'obtr'S upon (*NE subject. Examine it from all viewpoints.

Hein children to see the sub ect in differen onditions.
Trposs e, return to tie su e)c in e moon g t, n the
rain, at dawn, at sunset, in the sunlight, and on a cloudy
char. Can t'ie child lnaTine the subject under these condi-
tions?

1. liscuss one's original imprestion of the subject. Is it
stronp, graceful, twisting, moving, still, fresh,
(!ri*ed 1710, ,,Jundel or Thiely?

!Le Review the art elements and their art in em hasizin* its
c..arac ..er. 1 n n nes, s apes, ex ures an oo ors
are rt,enent*

Senrc;-. frANOE21.1211112121E2241222. Use eyes to study,
f nrers to ee , nose to TImeII,ifid mouth to taste the sub-
iect. (Overstimulation 's very important.)

4). Stren then observation with knowled . Read about the sub-
.ec o ron en v ewro 11,,, earn t e technical aspects.

7. Select t'e wa to express one's r action to the = imulation.
oes no ma er ow 1 s .one as ong as one.

If it is with art materials choose those whith will emphasize
the character to be expressed. If it is a poem or a para-
graph give the child the time and the atmosphere to create
this.

Use the collected data to accomplish classroom objectives
in the lanruage arts.

Linderman, earl; vitation to Vikkaal Dubuque, Iowa,
William Ilrown,

leberholz, Donsld and Lindeman, Lail.; layitiffijimALIMIt
And Perceptual Awareness; Dubuque, Iowa, am 'frown,



BEST

ACI'TVTTY TIT

Exploration Walk
(Individual, snail group, large group)

OBSERVE DISCOVER LEARN AS YOU LIKE

1. Use 3 x card to list th;ngs observed (senses)
2. Use bread wrappers to gather items (e.p. samples of leaves)
'. to rot rick wild flowers

SUMMED TRTNGS TC DISCOVER

1. DISCARDS -- leaves, east-off skins, etc.
2. ACCIDENTS and CURIMITIE3, such as

a. Uprooted trees
t. Leaf eaten by insect

Two trees joined or grown together
d. Plant grow4nR through vend lents
e. '.,thers

3. COOPS - Leaf mold - olte.

4. FEELS . Damp, hot, sticky, soft
5, SOUNDS - Birds, Animals, Inser:ts, Lesvos, Wind in the Pines,

Tree tops, Woof) straits (wind rubhing two limbs together)

6. LOCOMOTCR3 AND TIANSPORMRS WiTv.cs of birds, scales LA' snakes
3/UATTE16 - Moss, vines hugs,and insects mr les7us

g. TtiCHEn Anything less than /-1c> inch: snails, inseas, moss,
Ind flowers

n. CLIMBERS VinAs and squirrels
20. HITCHHIKERS - Ants, ticks, burrs, seeds, etc.
11. SHAPE?) - Designs, veins in lenves,rock forms
1 ". rvcLES - Tree bud,leaf flowers, frog eggs, pollywog, frog

121e: We ;9011 ge% Logcther after the walk, compare notes and se".
p2-. We '4111 w-ite haIku rnems and illustrate with the materials

11CTIV111 TV

Nave the students de:writ-A in various ways,with as much detail
an possible, the experieneos they have had. Uso vartety and let
students he creative.

Make use 0.1e art And Ozesrven resources and supplie3.

Don't forget drams, movements, chtldrents literature, *

1

Ireditn tm:

Dr. E.,nest Coons, Outdoor Rdunatiln Coordinator
Lelnaalli Haskell, Art Hubleation

Hies lammie Tves, Education Division

IACULTY Ar STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, PLATTSBURGH, N.Y. 1:19n1
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MULTI-SENSORY LANGUAGE ARTS DEVELOPMENT

by Bertha Hartman

The emotionally handicapped youngster resembles the multi-sensory
disabled child in demonstrating an inability to respond appropriately
to sense stimuli. He is too disoriented to take the time to observe
properly. His auditory response to noise is out of proportion to the
actual sounds presented. He is generally uncomfortable and confused
in unconfined areas. Similarly, his reaction to other sense stimuli
is cluttered, inaccurateor aggravated.

School for such a youngster is fraught with frustration and fail-
ure. His teachers must provide acceptable relevant motivational devices
of pleasurable learning activities to interest him long enough for
remediation and teaching to take place. The world beyond the classroom,
when properly utilized, affords a veritable treasure chest of material
to call upon. Starting with areas of the school yard with which they
are comfortable,the emotionally handicapped youngsters can explore
gradually increasing environs. The emphasis should be on extending
the quality of observation, the increased development of appropriate
sensory awareness thrnugh directed use of each of the five senses in
isolation or combination.

The emotionally handicapped youngster can learn to be secure out
of doors. Sights, sounds, and feelings from nature can help to extend
and enrich his limited horizons. Within the classroom, a program in
language arts-reading and writing and all their concomitant skills -
will help the youngster integrate and communicate his developing aware-
ness. Thus the environment beyond the classroom constitutes the labor-
atory for increasing sensory sensitivity, while the classroom remains,
for the most part, the area for orientation, teaching, and evaluation
to take place.

In the following I have listed some language arts activities to
be conducted beyond and within classroom walls. The variety of such
experiences is limitless, depending only on the ingenuity and resource-
fulness of the teacher. As you will notice, activities overlap from
one area to another:

I. Outside the Classroom

A. Reading and Writing

1. Follow a nature trail, reading the signs.
class trail, doing your own sign.)

2. Visit an old cemetery. Read the epitaphs

3. Have a treasure hunt. Give each group of
printed directions from the school to the
Have them take crayons, pencil and paper.
children will draw the treasure, one will
will write and one will tell about it.

(Make your own

, names and dates.

3 or 4 children
it treasure.
One of the
label it, one
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"Go out the cafeteria exit. Walk down the path to
the little playground. Turn right and walk along
the edge near the trees. Stop at the tallest tree
and look around at the bottom. What do you find
that does not belong there? (possibly a shell,
piece of driftwood, starfish, etc., something not
indigenous to the area.)

4.. Have an outdoor poetry reading session,

5. Read and make maps or charts of walks and trips.

6. Gather nuts, seeds, twigs, moss, pine cones, acorns, seed
pods and similar objects to develop the sense of touch and
smell. List the objects and write a word or words to tell
how they feel and/or smell (Follow up by make collage of
objects.)

B. Listening, observing, perceiving

1. Stop and listen. Close your eyes, make a fist, and count
the different sounds you heir by extending a finger for
each.

2. During a class walk ask the children "to take a picture."
Have them make a box with their fingersor look through a
cardboard tube, and find the scene they like. Let them
focus on this small area to remember its arrangement.
Have them sit down and sketch the picture or draw it from
memory back in the classroom.

3. Take a tape recorder along on a trip. Sit very quietly for
two minutes, then turn it on and record the sounds.

14. Children sit in a circle. One starts the game by saying,
"From where I am I can see a gray birch." The next one
says, "From where I stand I can see a gray birch and a
black cherry." Each player repeats all the previous
statements in exactly the same order and adds another true
statement. tie may be challenged and if unable to defend
his statement, he drops out.

5. List the sounds you hear, or the smells around you. Die-
tinguiah between man -made and natural sounds and smells.
Describe them.

C. Spelling, Phonics, Vocabulary Enrichment

1$ Look around for ell the things you can find begInning
with "E" (or any other consonant). Make a chart for the
room.

Ot.,8u
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2. Riddles - "I am think of a tree (or bird) that begins
with "M", etc.

3. Spelling Die

Divide children into teams. Use blowers, insects, or
trees. Hold up a flower; the first in line names it and
spells the name or give an interesting fact about it. If
he fails he.drops out. The team with the most children
left,wins.

4. Nature Alphabet

Flayed with teams. The leader selects a letter of the
alphabet. Each player names a bird, flower, or tree
which begins with that letter. (Decide on a time limit.)
No one may name an object already designated. The team
having the greatest number of players left at the. end of
the game is the winner, or the last group to name an ob-
ject commencing with the letter wins one point for his
team.

5. Sound Location

A youngster is chosen to be "it" - a good woodsman. The
other students stand behind his back, no closer than 10
feet. A leader points to someone who then w#istles, "it"
must namthe whistler, who then becomes "it in turn.
Out of doors the sound may also be the rustling of leaves,
jumping in sandonapping a twig, dropping a stone, etc.

II. Within the Classroom: Written and Oral Expression

A. Written Expression

1. Walk to a quiet spot, a few minutes observation and medi-
tation, can provide the inspiration for creative writing.

a. Haiku - 3 line, unrhymed composition 5-7-5 syllables.

Line 1.5 syllables - where?
Line II 7 syllables - what?
Line 111 5 syllables - when?

On a gnarled limb
A crow above is cawing
Autumn stillness now
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In the evening sky
The clouds seem so very gay
When kites are flying

Crow, with shiny clothes
As black as a moonless night
I am of your race

The street is empty
The children have gone in doors
A storm is coming

Creative - and great practice in syllabication.

b. Cinquain -

5 lines, unrhymed

Line I - 1 word - name it - noun
Line II - 2 describing words - adjectives
Line III - 3 action words - verbs
Line IV - 4 words telling what it means -

sentence or phrasing to your synonym
Line V - 1 word - rename it

Flower
White, free
Blooms floats, attracts
A beauty to see
Lily

Amphibian
Green, smooth
Sets, squats, crows
A creature for laughter
Frog.

Deer
Sleek, graceful
Running, leaping, fleeing
Happy to be free
Buck

2. Write an experience chart about a nature hike, or a log
of a day's field trip.

3. Make a list of adjectives, e.g., rough, smooth, sharp.
Find or name objects and categorize them appropriately.

4. Write a description of a snow, rain, or wind storm.
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5. Scramble names and facts using material from nature.

6. Make up crossword puzzles from vocabulary learned out of
doors.

B. Oral

1. Give directions for a nature hike or field trip.

2. Collect interesting objects. Each child tells about the
object-reasons for his choice or facts he has researched.

3. Prepare and participate in an original out of doors drama.

4. Pretend you are an alien space creature landing on our
planet. Describe what you see, using a new vocabulary.
(You can't use the name of the object.)

5. Give directions for a game out of doors and lead the game.

6. Using "personification" - the granting of human character-
istics to a non-human object have the plant or animal
tell a story about itself.

"I'm tired of four walls and a ceiling.
I have need of the grass."

Richard Harvey

Cecil
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UTILIZING YOUR SENSES TO ENRICH YOUR LANGUAGE

ARTS PROGRAM

by Justine Ortlieb

Helping the child become more sensitive to his surroundings is
a very important function of the teacher.

If we can help the child to experience the "doing" in the out -of-
doors this then leads very naturally into motivating and exciting aca-
demic experiences in the classroom. Children, go out and walk in, feel,
and discuss a newly-fallen snow. They spend ten minutes outside using
all their senses (how doss it feel?--how does it smell?--would you like
to taste it?--can you hear it falling?--what does it look like to you?)

Are they then better able to come in to the classroom and write
a cinquain? Do they know now what a "descriptive" word is?

A sample of a cinquain written by one of my ten-year olds follows:

Snow
Wet, white
Floating, falling, sticking
Makes me feel happy
Slush

Remember in your tecching,the lettered phrase you saw when you
registered today:

"I hear, and I forget.
I see, and I remember.
I do, and I underst,nd."

If we apply this thought in our everyday teaching, our children
will profit.

Today,we IgLt go outside. We listened for five minutes, and re-
corded what we Bard on a note pad. We "turned off" our other senses
to a degree, and concentrated only on what we could hear. When re-
turnirg to the classroom, we shared verbally what we heard with others
in our group, and I listed them under the headings "man-made"
"natural." With your children, you may want to leave the list on the
board, and the next day, ask them to write a paragraph about what they
heard in the out of doors. They might use the list on the blackboard
to help them remember. All the sounds beard by the group would be .

listed together, howeverso each child would be reading the whole list
and copying just his own sounds (now properly spelled) in his story.

We next composed a cinquain,using our list of sounds as a guide.
Remember the plan?

Line 1 - name the subject
Line 2 - two descriptive words
Line 3 - three action words (ing endings)
Line 4 four words expressing a feeling
Line 5 - rename subject (synonym)
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We also made up sentences asking: "Who's your who?," anti "What
did your who do?" (why, how, when, where, etc.)

Some children might like to use a tape recorder and dictate their.
story. It's a challenge for some of them to play it back in short
phrases and see if they're able to get the words down in writing as
they listen to their own voice, stop, write, and listen again. This
activity helps with auditory memory and auditory sequencing problems.

Another profitable outdoor experience is to "get to know a tree,"
as described by Marion Carpenter. Your children each choose a tree
for "their own," and study it. Bark rubbings might be made, a sketch
of needles or leaves, observe characteristics, such as alternate
branches and buds, rough or smooth bark, estimated height, general
shape, etc. Identify the tree using clue charts, and such guide as
"Tree Finder" and "raster Tree Finder" by May Theilgaard Watts pub-
lished by Nature Study Guild, Box 972, Berkley, California, 94701.
Back in the elassroompuss Palmer's "Fieldbook of Natural History" with
the child, and help him find the tree name in the index. Help him
read about it, and make out a 3 x 5 card using the common name, latin
name, list important characteristics and other interesting information.
Perhaps the child would like to make a scotch of the fruit, leaf, etc.,
and start a class file about "trees we know."

The out of doors and the "doing" are take-off points for many
language arts activities. I am sure you'll come up with many that I
haven't thought of -- Good luck - and have fun$



MULTISENSORY LANGUAGE ARTS DEVELOPMENT AND REINFORCEMENT

by Barbara Westphal

INTRODUCTION

8o

It is my thought, in writing this, that one can turn to it
at some future date, when this workshop has long since concluded,
and glean from it some ideas, methodology, or philosophy with
which to guy one's spirit for continued effort aimed toward
outdoor experiences and learning for children, as well as indoor
reinforcement of same.

Do not misconstrue these ideas to mean that you must put
them all into one year's teaching-- or indeed that would be
feasible. You must gauge your group, its capabilities, interests,
and ability to function as a group, as well as the school routines
that must be worked around In order not to conflict with other
essentials such as language and speech activities on a one-to-one
basis with a special teacher. It is advisable to pick a time for
your walks when these children will not miss out on such essential
items of their program. It will not improve their attitudes toward
these one-to-one experiences if they are missing out on the nature
walks; as it will not improve their language and speech if you arbi..
trarily take them away from uhese opportunities as a regular habit.
One must temper enthusiasm with wisdom--forego the lesser immediate
goal for the greater remote goal, as in many things.

Within these confines, it is still eminently possible to have
a great many outdoor experiences, three or four times a week if
possible. They need not be long. They need not be formal. There
should be trips to places such as Lakeside Nature Center included
to get them away from their home grounds for "special" enjoyable
al.ivities toward which they can plan occasionally.

Therefore, know that these are activities that I have provided
over a period of years, In a variety of school situations, with
varied handicapped groups, in different school systems where the
rules and regulations have varied greatly-- from 18 feet of natural-
science tables under our windows (just great), to schools where no
1: .f.1 pets were allowed at all. Vary, innovate, modify, even go a
little bit underground if you must: But keep going.

As friends of mine dubbed their sailing scow:

PRESS ON REGARDLESS
iii
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This is a "fun" workshop. We are supposed to "turn people on"
to the out-of-doors. The people who are not already "turned
on" have found other things to do this morning, which they feel
are more pressing, I'm sure. The "turned on" people have already
sprung for the $2.5n admission fee: We'll accept that, and take
from there.

What most of us are really here for is to expand and enrich our
ideas, experiences and "know-how", so we can BETTER do that which
we are already doing (and probably quite successfully) in the
first place.

First, without meaning to insult your intelligence, we'll cover
a few basIns. It's necessary, to make my points, and to bring
home more forcefully, philosophies and ideas already known to
you.

My topic was supposed to read, "Multisensory Language Arts
Developmfint AND REINPORCEHENT". The reinforeement may be even
more important than the original exposure, since the child is by
then feeling more knowledgehble and secure; and it is, in effect,
a way of taking him outdoors all over again, reliving the first
experience, and bringing his memoryTbank into play. He will
have very definite ideas about what pleased or excited him most
this is the time to reinforce concept development, write words
of their choice--get in some more formalized teaching that will
be vital to them. We all know you can't make a child talk--
you can only expose him, guide his experiences, reinforce his
attempts to verbalize, and lend support and approval--in
meaningful ways--when he does break forth into speech. MOTIVATE,
ENCOURAGE, CREATE SECURE OPPORTUNITIES TO TRY AND KEEP ON TRYING.

f;oneept development must he very strong, in th first place,
for a (thild to verbalize, even more so to learn to rend. Too
much critir:ism or structure; may turn him off completely, with
feelings of insecurity and failure. ENTHUSIASM should greet
ois eimry attempt. The group should he involved in sharing
it, as often as possible. It might disrupt another routine,.
but if a child suddenly makes a great spurt forwl.vd, go ahead
and disrupt routine. It's a big day when a child says something
he has never attempted or been able to say before. Treat it as
such. Learning does not happen in time-slots, in spite of the
most helpful lesson-plan outlines. A boy once dragged me by
the hand over to our fish-tank of guppies, pointed by hand at the
tank and said, "Fish---- Yocki Fish go bafrooml" One of the
greatest, most enlightening events in my early teaching career.

I soon discovered the more pets I brought in, the more involved
and verbal my pupils beeame. It also rid them of a lot of
rear. We fear the unknown. What's nearey about a turtle when
you have them "living in" in your classroom? Or :molten? Or
frogs? Or mice?
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And the more pupils learned about pets, the more they wanted
to know. The more pets they had, and books they looked at
about them, the more they hunted iaformation about other pets
to learn about. I grew with them, as my pocketbook and my
ability to keep the pets happy progressed. One little boy,
allowed no pets, asked if he could take home our May Beetle.
His "Beetle In A Bottle" lived over a month, and gave him
great joy. He was still talking about it two years later.
When it finally died, he solemnly brought it back in for our
collection. I might add that his parents were disgusted with
the whole idea, start to finish, even tried to bring it back
to me open-house night just to get it out of the house when
he was not looking. They went along when I insisted that it
had great meaning for him (especially when he had been trying
to do away with all our pets the year previously--squashed
crickets, tried to do in a pet turtle, and smashed two fish-
tanks--just to give you a thumb nail sketch).

There are certain basics one must consider before waltzing
into the environment with children, especially these children.

1. Discipline of the walk, hike, or bus-ride

2. Response to teacher's directions in all things - -it must

be immediate, "Don't swat at that bee."
"Back up, swampy."
"Don't touch, poison ivy."
etc.

3. Proper shoes--gripper soles
Warm clothing but light and sheddable
Hats, gloves and boots, in season

4. Large, sturdy bags with handles for carrying, who-knows-
what, back

5. Names, school and phone number on bags, along with teacher's
name

6. First aid kit, soap and two or three damp, clean. washcloths
paper towels, each in a plastic bag of its own.

Zi -Tapes open fastest.

7. Pull list of napes, addresses and phone numbers, list of
allergy or seizure of group in teacher's possession at all
times, along with names of persons to notify at school if
problem arises to warrant same.

Also, helpful isuggeshions regarding allergies or seizuvAl,
if any are pertinent.

Plenty of plastic baggies end tie-tapes for "specimens"
and for picking up and storing doubtful objects, to be
later ilentified (hopefully) back at school. This is
very Important. Children will want to bring home some
unusual things (from your point of view, maybe--but to
them, very interestimmict.impanireful). Let them, if
possible and practioal.tiLuu



9. Paper towels--a dozen or so. For hands, for wrapping
deli gate objects -- whatever.

10. Kleenex -- obviously, but so easy to forget!

11. Supply each child with a plastic bottle or two, with lids
(holes in some, or teacher can carry something with which
to punch holes if needed--jars I suggest an all purpose
scout knife) for possible "pet" houses for transportation
back to school.

Plastic peanut butter jk.rs are good.
Plasttc mayonnaise jarsalso come in gallons.

(check a local diner)

And for the- classroom, let's not forget those gallon GLASS jars,
often available at diners, which can be used for pet hames
(beetles, moths, butterflies, caterpillars, praying mantis,
terraria, etc.) with ring of water around edge for driaing
without drowning, and sturdy branch with leaves for climbing
and food. Renew blen,:hes a they wilt. Good opportunity to
reinforce what constitutes a living plant, what makes a whole
plant, why they die, what they need for continued life. to
bottle cutter could turn tnese into more attractive containers
if successfully done.)
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BE SURE TO ESTABLISH WITH CHILD WHO CATCHES OR BRIM IN A LIVIA}
CREATURE WHETHER OR NOT THAT CREATURE IS FOOD FOR ANOTHER PET, OR
WHETHER HE WANTS 1O KEEP TT FOR A PET HIMSELF. IT MATTERS VERY
MUCH TO HIM.

If his pet caterpillar is eaten by the praying mantis, you've
got a broken-hearted child...rightfully so. You riuy not get
much verbalization, but you will get plenty of static from
the younger level, and it may set your relationship back a
hundred years or so, because you can't be trusted!

TELL YOUR CHILDREN YOU WANT TO TAKE THEM PLACES: AND WHAT YOU
EXPECT OP THRM BEFORE THEY ARE READY TO TRAVEL. Practice with
them, doing just, what you say in split seconds. Run, walk, *top,
start, follow the leader. Teach them to be quiet and listen.
Teach them to walk everyw !ere they go, three feet between them
and those in front of tnem--s, a sudden stop is possible withr7;:,
hurting anyone.

Preferably, teach them to walk in pairs, or with "partners".
Them- is great security in having another hand to hold in an
emergency. I use fire drills for this type of preparation. Work
on "right, left, in front of', in back of, over, under" WHILE YOU
ARE ON THE MOVE WITH THEM. In 3-D it has much more meaning.

Choose trips, or walks, or places to go that you will enjoy and
feel comfortable about. If you are secure, they will be. You'll
find yourself growing and branching out with each successful ex-
perience. You'll discover they are bettor behaved than in the
school routines, usuallf, fr.r this is special, just for THEM,
and they KNOW it.

Taik about everything you elm. Do. it informally.



LISTEN TO THEM!!! Especially on busses--you'll discover all kinds
of concepts that need reinforcement later, custom tailored to each
child. You can correct some misconcepts immediately. YOU WILL GET
TO KNOW YOUR CHILDREN ON THESE TRIPS--WHAT TURNS THEM ON. And what
turns them on is the achilles heel to teaching them. Build on their
strengths and latent interests and abilities.

TAKE SLIDESabout half the price of colored prints--pupils can
see themselves later, in 3D color, doing what they did and reliving
it. Then pick a few meaningful slides and have them printed. Still
no more than prints would have cost originally. Child suddenly
gains perspective, from 3-D to flat. You'll find him bringing you
pictures of things you saw together that previously had little
meaning for him. How on earth is a child to know how big an
elephant really is, unless he sees one, in relation to the size of
some familiar object, preferably himself, (in 3-D or print)? That
2" X 3" picture in a book suddenly has meaning for him.

You can't MAKE a child talk, but--
1. You can expose him to concepts.
2. You can make him -ant to talk.
3. You can listen whe7he does.
1. You can value it and share it with classmates, however imper-

fectly expressed.
5. You can keep on emphasizing that we each go at our own speed.
6. Emphasize that we are each better at some things than at others,

some run better, build blocks better, play ball better, are
better at numbers, etc.

7. You can ever -so- carefully guide the speech as it progresses
in a positive manner - -i.e. "Good! You might want to try a more
grown-up way to say that too."

"Try "don't have" for "ain't got'." or,

"You learned to talk when you were very small, and said big
words before you were really ready for them. Now, they are
habits. Now that you are growing bigger, you should try harder
to say it the grown-up way. Let's sound it out." (111-ook for
'gook', sss-kool for 'cool' or tkoolt, dess-k for 'dex', etc.)

I have found this approach tb be very successful.

Verbalize that it takes a very long time to change a habit, so it
won't be easy. But we can if !-1.0 keep trying and trying and never
quit trying. Rewara every effort and achievement. Find a friend
a child can repeat a word to, when he finally says it successfully.
Celebrate. Call in the speech teacher to hear'it. Red-letter day.
Write it on the blackboard, or on a chart. "Today Tommy said desk
the grown-up way', etc..

Here follows some out-of-the-seat and into-the-out-of-doors (and 3-D
environment ideas for building language-development through concept.
establishment, and motivation. It Di done through pure wonder,
excitement, joy, and some trepidation and suspense. To quote Dr.
Margaret Meade, "Rattle the ratcage ". To quote me, "It you don't
turn 'em on, now are you going to tell how much current is flowing
through the wires, and af'd more circuits?"
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And tf you haven't seen it, touched it, smelled it, and as of-
ten as possible tasted it, what have your really learned. You
are ,abstractinic learning. Dr. Leland Jacobs of Columbia once
stated in a reading course I took, "If you are just teaching
work-books, and helping pupils push pencils on papers, you
aren't earning your paychees, my friends."
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You must
routines
the resin
pies, If
to relati

first learn it before you can abstract it. The paper
should FOLLOW and reinforce the 3-D routines. They are
t of real learning;;;;;7771ces--the short hand techni-
you will, (which very bright children can be exposed
vely, hut, still, at what cost?).

IN SHORT (and thin hasn't ben- -but it's the result of a great
many yenrs of teaching experiences): GIVE THEM JOY, REAL LEARN-
ING. MAKE SCHOOL THEIR PLACE. MAKE IT RUN. THEN, if you knock
yourself out, and have enough reference hooks and stamina, you
might just half manage to steep up with them. after you have un-
leashed their latent talents and interests. You will have the
opportunity to know and to teach the whole child. Isn't that
why you are teaching?

AND YOU KNOW WHAT? IT'LL TURN YOU ON TOO. TIME IS LIFE (someone
said it). DON'T WASTE A MINUTE OF IT--YOURS OR YOUR PUPILSIII

INAL221ax01:210±00§, WITH FOLLOW UP IN-DOOR
Tt goes without sayirg that this list, though extensive, does
not go into questions yousbmillmask your pupils, discussions you
should trigger, creative thought processes through which you
should lead your pupils, very slowly step-by-step, by Inductive
or deduetive reasoning, if need be.

1 "save that to you, the competent teneher. This is not kinder-
garten lessons on how to beach-- merely ideas to motivate you,
should you be casting about for somethinks new to try. But I
must stress that you are obligated l* love all your pupils, dis-
turbed or otherwise,choiees, choiees, CHUICSS1 They must be made
to think creatively, even if it is only a choice between a pea-
nut and a marshmellow. Once the synapses in the brain are fun-
',tinning at their optimum, reason and memory wil_ be fund to have
developed fantastically. Academecia will hop the same gaps in the
brain that have been used for memorising fun things that the pu-
pils have done. Recallsnything, an' memory patterns are being
set up. Choices in anything will .tart good habits of indepen-
dent thinking. These will come to bear in all other areas, as
they are improved and developed.

I TAUGHT ONE LITTLE UOY WHO HAD VIRTUALLY NO MEMORY, SAVE
MS PARENTS, BROTHERS AND SISTERS RAHN'S. THROUGH HIS GREAT
LOVE OF ANIMALS, HE KEPT ASKING THE SAME QUESTIONS REPEATEDLY
FOR MONTHS. SUDDENLY T1il WAS FEED-BACK. HE STARTED TELLING
ME THE ANSWERS TO HTS SAME QUESTIONS. AS MNMORY DEVELOPED SO
DID READING, WRITINu, MATH AND SPELLING SKILLS, AS DID HIS
BEHAVIOR, MUCH TO MY JOY. 'THIS BOY CuULD REASON HATBER WELL,
I MIGHT ADD. JUST COUION'T REMEMBER (EVEN WHAT HE HAD FOR
LUNCH) .
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Perhaps those of you who can find the time to compile a list
of your own creative endeavors (pertinent to this area or
otherwise), would care to send me a copy, care of Ed Bieber,
here at Lakeside Nature Center, Spring Valley, or to me at
Box 55, Nanuet, New York 10954. I would be much interested
in your comments and your ideas.

IDEAS TO TR/ OUT-OF-DOORS, WITH FOLLOW UP 1N-DOORS .

1. What are the animals doing during differnt seasons of
the year? (Birds, squirrels, deer, mice, rabbits, dogs
cats, people).

2. What about fish, turtles, insects (bees, butterflies,
moths etc)?

3. What can the animals find to eat? (berries, old apples,
seeds, bushes, tree twigs, bark, stored nuts and seeds
for the winter).

4. Collect leaves.
Make leaf prints, and/or seed prints in different seasons.

Single color crayon, multi-color crayon, super-
imposed colors.

Try some wax resist on a few of them (wash them with a
very Ride very diluted water-color solution). It gives
a completeness to the picture that is pleasing.

Frame some with larger colored paper.

5. Make some block prints (try styrofoam for this, and a
pencil or ball point pen). Cheap, easily made, easily
tossed away. Only cost is ink and roller.

Glue styrofoam meat trays to cardboard & cut to
smaller siz.s desired to print. Draw your picture.
Ink. Use the heel of your hand to print. (A la
Dr. Chandler Montgomery of NYU.)

6. Go fishing. If fish are not biting, hunt weathered twigs
and branches for crafts.

7. If someone goes away, ask for things (shells, rocks,
interesting things they might see, that cost nothing
but a little time).

8 . Make collections in your room and/or for pupils to take
home. Label everything.

9. Make a feather collection: magnify one if possible, read
&bout birds to class. Discover what keeps them aloft- -
how they are built differently from other animals.

10. Walk in snowflakes: notice difference--grainy, large,
wets powdery.

11. Tap a maple tree in spring, when you have night freezes
and daily thaws. ANY maple tree will give sap. Sugar
maples give most concentrated, by far, but don't let
that deter you.
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IDEAS TO TRY OUT-014%:.DOORS, WITH FOLLOW. UP IN-DOORS

12. Collect seeds (including acorns and nuts), pumpkin,
squash, orange, etc. Grow some. Peed some to birds
and animals in winter. Dye and string some. make
seed pictures.

13. "Bring IT in" (IT could be anything)--for a visit- -
for and hour--for a day. Invite people with hobbies.

LET PETS LIVE-IN, in the room. If potisible, when you
yourself get a pet for school, say nothing to the
children: keep it home at least 2 weeks, you will
become familiar with its care, its habits, its love-
able characteristics; and you will by then know, prob-
ably, if it is healthy. Then take it in as a surprise.
Take movies of the unveiling. It will be worth iti

14. Directionality--use it on walk,, -in 3-D it has meaning
"We will go up that hill in front of us, and go left.
(Behind us is the school). Tell me, when we get there,
what we are going to do. Zoe if you can remember, etc".
Draw a map as you walk, or, "Look at the plane over our
heads. Tt's fly nor nouth. I wonder where it Is going.
Has anyone here ever been in a plane? Where did you go?"
etc,.

15. Poetry---try some, or at least some rhymes. You start.
Let it grow.

16. Music. Make up silly songs at first---children are less
embarrassed to participate, because less is expected
of them. Listen for music all around you.

17. Pick fruit branches and put them in water. January,
try wild cherry and apple. Later dogwood. In Spring,
Porsythia, pussywillow.

18. Make a bird feeder.

19. Hang it, fill it daily. Don't hang it if you don't
intend to be regular--the birds will get to count on it,
and may starve,

20. Cook some suet see-cups and hang them. Replace as used.
(Ground suet and bird seed mixed).

21. Feed a worm, beetle, caterpillar, etc. (along with usual
live-in nets).

22. Find a caterpillar cocoon, or praying mantis crysalis.
Cover carefully with VERx rine wire mesh and let hetet:.

23. Find insect homey in winterl, ri tnw tounUaptwigs, on
branches, old leaves, etc..

24. Take a space-walk (again Dr. Chandler Montgomery, NYU)--
over, under, through things, around, crawl through some
some small tunnels, light and dark areas, winding areas.
etc..

UUJJ
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25. Figure out which way the wind is blowing. 1- fly a
kite. Buy some. Make some.

26. Make pin-wheels. Fly them. What makes them work?

27. Climb a big rock. Play, I am King of the Mountain, I
am Queen of the May (for younger groups). Sing a march-
ing song to older ones. Or just follow the leader.

28. Kick leaves.

29. Blow seeds (including milk weed pods). Shake seeds over
white paper later.

30. Cut a whistle or flute if you can find out how. Make dry
seed instruments--throw some into old plastic toothbrush
holders, for instance, and shake.

31. Roll down-hill; run up-hill, run down-hill. Boll a ball
down-hill. Try to roll it uphill.

32. What sounds can you hear? Is there music of a kind?
(horns, whistles, buses, car tires on wet or dry streets
birds, wind, tree leaves 'talking', insects, bees, ducks,
geese---anything).

33. Find things that fly, that crawl, that walk, that hop,
Make a list. Draw or cut pictures to go with them.

34. Slide on ice, on wet leaves, on snow, wet grass.

35. Hunt four leaf clovers. Notice white, pink, purple brown
clover blossoms, small moths and insects in the grass,
unopened clover.

36. Watch a bee--his feet--his "mouth." Talk about nectar
and pollen.

37. Feel the bark on different trees--different sizes of the
same kind; different kinds. Describe them.

38. How many things can you find that are (yellow, red, blue,
rough, smooth, hare, soft, Same, different).

39. Look at roots. All kinds of roots. Bring in some
potatoes, carrots, beets, etc. (later). Grow a sweet
potato vine.

40. Feel grass, moss, hay, mat shells, bricks, sidewalk, slate
car bumper, coats, mittens, shoes, boots etc.

4?. Look into a puddle. Poke something at the bottom with a
stick.

42. Holika stick in the water. Look for 'band' in stick.
Look for shine on top of water (reflection) or dust, or
oil, or rainbow effect of gasoline.

0 J 41



43. Find .:r'ur (4,fferf,nt timeS fie day and Year.

44, Figure out the time of day by the sun, Guess.

45. Go skating (ice or roller) if at all possible. Make it
anclub".

46. Write a story about something you saw for children to
read, then have them write on (you be secretary, if need
be, and record what they dictate. VERBATIM. Don't fix
it up. It is theirs. Let them sign their names to it.

47. "What did you like most about your trip? What frightened
you, excited you, made you sad? Draw pictures of your
trip. Tell me what you want me to write about your pic-
tures". ("Tell me about It" Is a good way to get what
you are after without giving the child a mind-set or
having to guess what he or she drew).

48. Make a class picture-book of trips.

49. Let the pupils make their own picture books of trips.
(12 x 18 folded paper, several sheets, punched and a
string put through fold to hold together is a simple

start).

50. Where would you like to go: what would you like to do,
another time?

51. Make a boomerang of your own out of cardboard. Change
the sizes and see If they fly.

52. Get a fish-tank and some un-iodized salt (just a tiny
pinch to a tankful--nnturirWrirater is one-tenth of
one percent saline). Announce your purchase everywhere.
Wait and hope. Maybe you will acquire an inhabitant.
(Add a few rocks from a near-by pond).

Get some killifish, all else failing, or some guppies.
Killifish need little aeration, and can usually be found
in near-by Urooxs as minnows. (They make good water-
turtle food, also).

53. Get some salamanders and a booklet from the pet shop
on how to care for them.

54. Get some newts from a pet shop (in.winter) or a brook

(in spring). Be prepared to keep a bucket of dirt
(plastic bucket), a clump of grass on top, and'a large
bunch of worms on hand. Moisten occasionally, dirt

does not get too dry. Worms will multiply. Care-same

booklet as in 53.

55. Get some chamelions. Care-same booklet as in 53.

ASIDE - WATCH!!! CHECK WITH CUSTODIAN TO SEE WHIN THEY SPRAY

MR ANTS, ETC.. TRY TO BE THERE SO YOUR PETS ARE COVERED
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UNTIL SPRAY HAS A GOOD CHANCE TO SETTLE- -HALF HOUR SO.

56. Get mealworms (for chamelions) & learn how to raise
them. (In dry oatmeal, in large screen-covered jar is
good).

57. Draw your pets to inspire speech improvement. (Use the
tough-to-sound combinations: so, en, spy ch. whatever
your particular pupils are having the most trouble
sounding--those should be the sounds you include in the
names of your pets. They will try much harder to say
them.

58. Draw pictures from real life--out on the sidewalk,
looking out the window, sitting on the playground
curing adequate time.

59. Take your library books out-of-doors on a pleasant day,
and find a pleasant place to read. Take many extras.

60. Saw peach pits to make basket type ear rings (or rings)
to show the seed inside the protective shell.

61. Collect acorn tops, glue in Indian Beads and make
jewelry, or, drill and string acorns and tops for neck-
lace. (Reverse direction on tops).

62. Tumble rocks (beach pebbles are great for first load).
Make jewelry.
Make something for parents for every holiday, if possible:

Cranberry relish for Thanksgiving.
Sand - tasted candles for Christmas.
Tumble pendent for Mother's day.
Tumble tie-back for father on Father's day.
Real-lifa drawing or leaf-print for Valentine's day,
or Grow something.

63. Make a suggestinn game after trips. "I'm thinking of
something"--- Describe something you saw, for instance,
and ask pupils if they can name it.

64. Carve apple-ft.:es and dry them on points of old pencils.
The funnier the better. (Concept of eye, ear, nose,
mouth location).

65. Catch bugs--in grass, under rocks, anywhere. Try to look
up what you found.

'66. Look to see what grows up between cracks in the sidewalk,
or broken -up driveway.

67. Draw clouds or what they remind you of.

68. Hunt for big things, little things, or animal, vegetable,
mineral.

u
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69. Make goofies--from rocks, twigs, shells, seeds, pine

cones, or any combination of same. These should be
things that the group has collected, in so far as possible.

70. Take a L'agnel, outdoors (also use indoors). Find iron- -
in rocks, metal--anywhere. Make a list of what contains
iron; what does not.

71. If you can, get some beach sand; color it and make sand
paintings.

72. What is the smallest thing you can find on a walk? The
biggest? Take a magnifying glass for fun.

73. Look at everyone's footsteps in the snow. Compare. How
big is a 'foot'? Make hand prints. Draw pictures in
the snow.

74. Go on a walk to discover how many things you can smell.
(Especially interesting on a trip to town). Smell the
lawn after the grass is cut. After a rain. After it is
fertilized. (Watch what happens after grass is limed).
Smell leaves burning.

75. Go for a walk and see if you can find where different
living things have their homes (rabbits, squirrels,
birds, mice, etc.).

76. Grow something for your school, either in pots or in the
ground. Check with your supervisor or principal first.

77. Guess who walked here? (Trucks in snow or mud).
a00

78. Make shell or midget-pine-cone place cards for a party.

79 Draw those styrofoam block-prints of your trip and use
them for a sick friend in class, or teacher; or malty
note-paper for Valentine's day presents. See if someone
can't provide freebie envelopes. Cut your styrofoam
blocks accordingly (or fold your note-paper to fit within
them, if print is small).

80. Make spatter-prints over leaves, or pine needles, etc.

81. Make sponge-prints--cut sponges to shapes of objects
seen on trips.

82. When you make your sand-candles, use something you
collected, or were given as a mold--large conch shell,
interesting rock, etc...

Use your weathered twigs and branches and make pool-
effects in sand. "Float" branch or twig like drift-
wood in wax.

83. Have a litter and glass clean-up day, all pupils wearing
sturdy gloves with plastic baggies over them, secure loosely
about wrist, to prevent cuts. (Rubber band is good if
large enough).

OUJ
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84. Try enamaling, using some of the collected broken
glass; or make terra-cotta glass collages.

85. Make pop-top jewelry.

86. Make felt-cuts of things you saw out-of-doors, for
picture to frame (turtle, leaves, frogs, moths, butterfly,
rock and trees, etc.).

87. Make up some clay-dough and try to make something you
saw and liked on your trip.

88. Make mobiles with some of the objects you have collected.
(Avoid anything that would hurt if it fell on someone's
head).

89. Enter contests, as advertised in various educational
magazines. Use nature as your theme if possible.

90. Collect: boiled water, faucet water, snow, ice,
puddle water, pond water, brook and lake water, anything
you can get. Compare in well-slides (under cover-slips)
under microscope.

91. Leave a bucket of water (not full) outside to freeze.
What happened to the water? Be sure bucket does not
split; use metal.

92. Build paper airplanes and fly them - Styrofoam planes.

93. Sail a leaf in a puddle or down a brook.

94. Go on a scavenger hunt out-of-doors, (Maybe you would
like to hide clues in advance). Restrict area of hunt.

95. Cover or paint rocks for paper weights. (Funny faces,
or turtles, etc.).

96. Learn with your children. Get cheap books and leave them
around, so you can all find out.

97. LOOK FOR SOMETHING SQUARE IN NATURE. Take a pad along- -
copy designs in nature (leaf, butterfly-wing, moth, bee,
tree trunk markings, birds, etc.).

98. Go to a greenhouse, farm, tree nursery, dairy, florist,
rock-shop, mineral show, craft exhibit, state park,
Lakeside Nature Center, etc.

S3. Go to a garbage dump, sewage disposal plant, water co.,
resevoir, and electric company, telephone co., post office.

100. Go to a paint store* Learn about poison sprays, toxic
and non-toxic paints. Read the different cautions on
different cane and sprays.

101. Goon a picnic, or out to lunch.

OUJJ(.3
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102. Go to a grocery store. Comparison shop, or buy for
a party, or buy to make something: cranberry relish,
cookies, candy, salad, etc. Comparison shop -- weight
and price and looks.

103. Go to a bazaar--go to a bank for change before you go.
Have a bazaar in your own school. Run it. Have the
children label and price. You help. (Man, you knock
yourself dead )!

104. walk in a Cog, R snow flurry, a gentle rain, a hail-
storm, Feel it on your race.

105. Watch your breath on a cold day. Breath through your
mouth on a cold day, fast.

106. Contact Mr Beiber, your local pet shop, any good
reference books--(even me if I can help, but they all
have had more experience), on how to raise pets: keep
some in your classroom ail year, Have living plants
around too, if possible, Make it a joyous, exciting
place for children to come to. They will learn to
love schoolthey will LEARN!!!

This is your own taking off point.

You will discover that ideas will come naturally.

This is so much fun, it's habit forming.



DEVELoPINu PHONETICS AND OHAL WRITTEN EXPRESSIONS,
THRutioll THE USE OF OU7DOOR EDUCATION

by Richard A. Marrazzo

This presentation is aimed at the use of Outdoor Educa-
tion in the instruction of handicapped children of adolescent
age, but by no means should it be seen as being limited to

that group alone.

Those of us who teanh handicapped children never cease
to. be amaznd as to just haw limited in knowledge and skills
they really are. Also, teachers of so called "normal" children
find they too are lacking in much knowledge and skill, which
may have previously been taken for granted. All of these
r.nuld benefit from this workshop.

Attempts here today have been and will be made to make
us aware of the potentials that lie all around us, but outside
the four walls of the classroom. This is not to be seen as a
time killing "break" ror the teacher, but as a bonafide tool
of the teacher, and an enjoyable, worthwhile exoerience for
thr,

We RR educators have learned through experienne the im-
portance of natural situations in teaching. Children seem to
learn mor ", faster from those things they study by touching
and handling. The bPst way to learn is through direct contact.

In the past, this contact has been done by bringing ob-
ecta of interest into the school. This method tnough, has
it obvious draw bacKs and thus was limited in its use. Out-
door Education gives us the option to go outside the classroom
school and expand our teaching-learning potential to infi-
nity: -Its only limitations are those of your imagination.

The disciplines which in the past utilized the touch-
handle techniques were the seences, but today we hope you
see that all disciplines are capable of using and benefiting
from these techniques.

Outdoor educatton lcnds i6self to yet anotner growing
"new" idea in teaching, that of the team approach tteam
teaching). Each dlseipline can aid and benefit the other.
over-lapping of areas occurs and is welcomed. This will, I

hope, become apparent in this particular session. The title
is Develn In Phonetics and Ural-Written SX ression Throu h

the st.o ut nor aduclit u ope o exemp y

to some degree, by seemingly straying into other disciplines.

Let us now seem to "stray" first into the field of

reading. In the teaching of phonetics and oral-written ex-
pression, we must not, nor in faiftt can we, over look the

value of reading. Let us now look at:
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Curriculum Enrichment In Reading Through the Outdoor Approach

The purnose of roaring is alwa7s to comprehend written lan-

guage. Reading is not inclusive or Itself. It encompasses being
able to express oneself effentively either orally or in written
form and creatively. Reading thus forms the backbone of language
arts. It is man's basic means of eommunicating and learning. As
a result reading opens up many avenues for the child to expl,re.

Curriculum enrichment in reading through the outdoor approach
may be the answer to gaining the interest of the student. They
will learn without the drill waskbooks and3sarn from something
that is part of their world. It is easier to relate first hand
experience than irrelevant textbook topics.

The environment provides a vast resource for reading acti-
vities amain inspiration. An awareness will develop and also
an appreciation for the outdoors aril may lead to conservation
and other fields.

Activities taken outside the confining classroom walls are
of more value as a learning experience because Oe student will
be exposed to many other subjects besides readil.g. Such acti-
vities as describing a cloud formation in one sentence, the feel
of tree bark, the sound of a brook or the song of a bird.

Once outside the classroom, learning takes on an exciting
perspective. The experience of the outdoors will serve well
to enhance a child's creativity. His senses are awakened to
the environment as an endless resource of stimulation.

-Haiku - Japanese poetry about nature usually 17 sylables, 3
lines that convey a feeling.

-e'nqualn - line poetry.

frog Lino 1 - one word title or subject
green, slippery 2 two words, objective
leaning, flying, landing 3 - three words, participles
glides gracefully upon h fear words, expresses a
water feeling
enthusiast - one word, renames object

--Scavenger hunt
--Planning a field trip
--Write the history of a tree, age, type, if animals live there
--Nature Alphabet - 2 teams, name a bird, plant or animal that

begins with letter called. Decide on category before letter
is called if wrong out of game, no duplicates

--Visit a gravesite
--Draw a picture of outdoors an/ then make up W story about.it.
--Read 1/2 a story and have child finish the otner half.
--Visit the local courthouse and rend old wills and title deeds.

--DramatizntIons
--Rind nnt, loon) history nt'ter getting acquainted with persons,

el aces of interest.
- -Write n letter to Conservatinn Depeetment about poor conser-

vation preetieex in tho area
--Follow A trail by elm's;
--Anagrams or animals, birds, plants
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---leether ntntior lee (leen for tee weather sayinr, i.e.,

rel at -ernine, nniinree leIrnine, etc.
--A ,hnt it? rcille honr1
--Dinnlnee nr noeters en concerentienpeeology, etc.
--Leheline neture trails

rending, R definite "eundation block to any type of oral
er ee44tel eenrerninn, havine 1.een touched upon, we can now move
on to the nore 'mown ',rens of Language Arts, and how the
nut -of -4 yore can heln in t'ieir tenchinr
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17erricelun Enrichnent in Leeeunge Arts Through the Outdoor Approach

One er the cnncents or teno';!nr language arts in the out of doors
invnlven levelneine n nenenre nenreness of your surroundings.
Ilhreneh the use nr th© five eennes, new perceptions can be leveloped
and enrried further intn n11 esnects of the curriculums The out of

hne nroved to he one oP ne most interesting and fun-filled
elecns to °erre oe these sensery awareness activities.

The intent of thin wor!(e'!ee is to stimulate an interest in
lenellaee arts and to develop the ability to communicate through
the various mean: of expresrien. The .suggested activities which
follow will offer you and your students the chance to become learners
together - -if' you accept the chnllenge to explore, imagine and
ereete, using the out of doorn n3 a classroom.

T. The use or the art of language is to hear and understand,
talk and be understood, in ot'ler words, the art of coemunication.
to reed net be very skillful to hear, slightly more to talk, but
leenrehension and orgenization of one thoughts for speaking are

wMch may Le learned, 9s are reading, spelling, writing,
phonics and all other aspects of learning. Language Arts is the
ee,e 0(6 snob /enrnine. lInny e° our activities overlap because
the neen 'mows no limitatinns.

TT. "ort .'netructnrs es eell as a majority of children seem
enre onwifortehle nt of donre, unconstratined by four walls. Per-
'laps the Itncipline of learning can best begin here and be taken
TIS4: to pureue level "p. As sounds from the out of doorn
ere 'overly and develneed by copied musicians, so other
snipZines enn find their seerce in nature and be nurtured in the

schol nnl of the fnllowine attribute3 or concepts may be
#-inr4(e(7 1.)y 7nneunee arts oetliers.

A. "et: etieelt for learning. For example, the desire to read
for inrereation.

Incrennerl awareness f natural rhenomena.
Tmerovement of self levee by built-in success possible in
nutdonr prngram.
rrrantzntton and cetererization of ideas and materials.

T. levelopire new net'eeln for giving directions and Wall
in toll owing directiens.

/7o increase and Imre verbalization
r. levelopnent of values -- help kids to think out different

alternatives and conseeeences involved in decision malting.
TT. :treating a climate for recall.
T. Sensitizing for improvel listening.

levelorment of invent4entive techniques for research.
x. rilleeretPel reading attitude for whatever purpose, infor-

mntine or pleasure.

e ei
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--Weather station log with a column for the weather saying, i.e.,

red sky at morning, sailor's warning, etc.
--A what ic it? riddle board
--Displays or posters on eonaervationtecology, etc.
--Laheling nature trailn

With reading, a definite foundation block to any type of oral
nrwrittem ewpression, having been tnuehed upon, we can now move
qn to the more widely known are of Language Arts, end how the
out-of-doors can help in their teaching

Cvsrriculum Enrichment in Language Arts Through the Outdoor Approach

One of the concepts oe teaching language arts in the out of doors
involves developing a sensory awareness of your surroundings.
Through the use of the five senses, new perceptions can be developed
end enrried further into all aspects of the curriculum. The out or
doors hnn proved to be one of the most interesting and fun-filled
places to carry on thene sensnry awareness activities.

The intent of thic workshop is to stimulate an interest in
language arts and to aevelon the ability to communicate through
tho verioua means of expression. The sugsented activities w;lien
follow will offer you and your students the chance to become learners
toccter--if you accept the challenge to explore, ImasIne and
ereate, uning the out of doors as a classroom.

T. The use of the art of language is to hear and understand,
talk and he understood, in other words, the art of communication.
We need not be very skillful to hear, slightly more to talk, but
f.omprehennion and or of one's thoughts for speaking aro
skills which may be learned, as are readInp, spelling, writing,
phonics and all other aspects of learni_ng. Language Arts Is the
media of such learning. Mary of orr aetivit:es overlap because
the area knows no limitations.

Ti, Most instructors 83 well as a majority of children seem
more comfortable out of doors, unconntratined by four walls. Per-
hapr the discipline of lesrntng con best begin here and be token
inside to pursue and develop. As sounds from the out of doors
were heard, loved, and developed by copied musicians, no other
disciplines can find their source In nature end bo nurtured in the
school roots. Each of the following attributes or concepts may bt.1
enroched by language arts outdoors.

A. New stimuli for learning. For example, the desire to road
for information.

13. Trcrennod awerpnenc or natural phenomena.
C. improvement of self image by built-in success possible in

outdoor rogrnm.
U. Crgenization rind categorization of ideas and materiels.
V. nevol,,ping now methods for giving directions and skill

in following directions.
r. To innreare end very verbalization
G. Develnpment or values -- help kids to think out different

alternatives and cnnrermences involved in decision making.
14. Creating n climate for recall.
T. lersitizing eor improved listening.
J. Development oe investigative techniques for research.
V. Thoeghtful. reading attitmde for whatever purpose, infor-

mation or plenoure.
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Ili, 'de will remember that direct ezperienoe, rather than
vicariouu, satisfy curiosity and lend to meaningful learning.
The following are specific activities designed for enriching
four areas of Language Arts: reading, listening, spelling
and expression (oral and written).

A. Reading
I. Keep a log of the walk or trip
2. Follow nature trail, reading the signs. Then make

G class trail, doing vour own signs.
3. Have an outdoor DO' r reading session.
4. Reading mans and at,... , ng maps.
5. Visit an old cemetery. Read the epitalh

dates.
6. Read "How to Do It" manuals and give the

door demonstration.
7. Make class charts of walks and trips.
8. Read about explorers and naturalists.
9. Have a treasure hunt. Give each group of three or

four children printed directions from the school to
'treasure'. Each group will take crayons, pencil,
paper. Go out the cafeteria exit. xalk down the
path to the little playground. Turn right and walk
along the edge by the trees. Stop at the tallest
tree. Look all around the bottom. 'ghat do you find
that doesn't belong there? The treasure will be
something not indigenous to the area, like a shell,
a piece of driftwood, a starfish, etc. One of the
group will draw it, one will label, one will write
and one will tell about their trip to the class.

10. Make up crossword puzzles from vocabulary learned

B. Listening, observing, receiving
1. 'Ihere to go? Giving and following directions.
2. Stop and listen. close your eves, ball your fists.

and count the different sounds you hear by extending
a finger for each.

3. Be a player and a leider of outdoor games.
4. During a class walk ask children to "take a pioture".

Have them make a box with their fingers, look through
and find the scene they like best for their picture.
Let them study this small area to remember its
arrangement. When either sit down and sketch it or
take their picture back in the class room and draw
it from memory.

3. Lie back in a comfortable spot, feel the earth under
you and see the sky above. Watch the clouds, their
movement and shape.

6. Take a tape recorder along on a trip to the woods.
Sit very quietly for two minutes, then turn it on.
You may record the wind, bird songs, etc.

7. Players sit in a circle. The one starting the games
says, "Prom where I stand I can see a gray birch."
The next one says, "From where I stand I can see a
gray birch and a black cherry." The next player
repeats all the previous players have said, in exactly
the same order, and adds another tree or bird. If
anyone doubts the statement, he may challenge the speaker.
Anyone caught unable to defend his statement drops out
of the game.

names,and

class an out



O. Spelling, phonics, vocabulary enrichment

I. The root of the word ecology -- from two Greek words

meaning "study of the home" opens up an infinitely

greater wealth of consideration. All of the words

necessary to use and understand in the out-of-doors

give a richer vocabulary. Examples: trall,swamp,

ledge, geology, shelter, fossilsopolson-ivy, counselor,
fern, moss, glaciers -- the list is endless.

2. Proofread your own written work. If you're not sure of

the spelling, ask!
Look around you or all the things you can find beginning

with "II" or any other consonant). Make a chart for your

room.
4. ',ghat sounds do you hear? Try to put letters together

for the sound of a stream, or a particular bird.

5. Riddles--"I am thinking of a tree that begins with M",etp,

6. Spelling Bee---Divide players into groups. Flay the game

with fall flowers, insects, or trees. Hold up a flower.

The first in line must name it and give an intersting
fact about it. If he fails, he must drop out of line.

The side having the greatest number remaining wine. It

is better to commence with the most common and well-known

plants.
7. Nature AlphabetThis is played with "sides". The leader

names a letter of the alphabet. Each player on each side

In order name a bird, flower, or tree (decided upon before

starting) which begins with that letter. Anyone who cannot

do so in less than five seconds is out. No one is to

name an object which has already been named. The team

having the greatest number of players left at the end of

a certain time is the winner, or the last group to name

an object commencing with that letter wins one point for

his team.
8. Sound Looater--A good woodsman can locate a sound quickly

both as to direction and distance. As a preliminary training,

have "it" stand with back to ten or twelve people. No

person to be nearer another than ten feet. A leader points

to someone who whistles. "It" turns around quickly and

names the one who whistles. If correct, the whistler takes

his place, or it many be scored by using the best average

for ten trials. Outdoors, this may be tried by rustling
autum leaves on the ground, by vading in water, by jumping

in the sand, by dropping a stone a few feet away and having

the person identify the stone, by snapping a twig, by
taking three steps, and so on.

D. Written and Oral Rxpre;$sirm

1. Collect laterestin objects for a science table. Each

child will tell about what he l'ouad and *Illy he likes it.

Recearch the ol)ler...t for identlfyinz rurnoses.
2. "alk to a quint snot, a few minutes contempl3tion,can.

nrovtle the insntration or creative '.7rittn:;. The Imiku,

tlIrce 14.ne, unrhymed collnositi.on 7;-7-$ syllat-es, is

as c:ccelle,qt !'or snontaneJus expression. OL,%ers

coull be the 7inivain and ,tamete.

3. zxrlrierions in nature proride the basis for .mitten and
oral expression. *Ialltin to a stream, -.:ding it, watching
a chin:nu:1k or the flight of a all must be experienced

VP
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and observed to become a part of a person. All outdoor
hiPpenino become the basis for written and oral ex..
p.-escions.

4. rostcardn or letters asking permission or thanking for help.
5. Labeling aud identifying.
6. Preparation and pprticipation in original out-or-door drama.
7. Discussions of obstirvations.
5. roma and stories.
9. Mass newspaper write-ups of outdoors experiences.

10. Inerviews o,* conservationists.
11. dezerthim the science table or nature 'Walks.
12. Look for aaimal footprints. Make deductions and draw

couclusionc as to /41lich animal made them.
13. "4aLe foodo 'or outdoor consumption by following simple

recipes.
14, MI:e simple weather charts.
15. Pretend you are a Nartian landing on our planet, and use

different vocabulary to describe that you see. (You can't
use the °Wats name.)

John D.rrey has caid that we cannot substitute a book for civil-
ization. Alfred Whitehead warns of divorcing education from life.
Outdoor education attempts to deal with realities, rather than
second hand information. Language is a major tool of education;
as the child Progresses in language skill, he also develops in
intellectual, social, and emotional capacities. He can develop
well in all these areas in a rich and varied program of outdoor
activities.

Summar
eac ing language arts in the out-of-doors is not a supplement

to the classroom but an enrichment activity for further development
of concepts learned in the classroom. A child who finds purpose
and excitement in what he is doing will not only retain longer,
but will przeluce a better prOduct, one that is meaningful to him
as well as Ms peers. The outdoors provides a natural. realistic
setting fnr living these experiences.

Sue ested Attivities
s sounds then classify into natural or man-made.

-Make a list of words describing one object then classify
according to shape, color, texture, and size.
-An oral description of an object to be guessed by other students.
- Listen and record sounds to be compared with other members of
group.
-Make a list of adjectives (i.e. rough, smooth, sharp), find or
name an object.add categorize accordingly.
-Tape record sounds to be used as a background for a story.
-Pupils take turns naming one thing at a time that can be
seen from where they are sitting that has not been named before.
-Indepth study of a local cemetery.
-Keep a record oC the effects of the seasons on an adopted tree
or plant.

- Observine, and recording movements of an insect or animal.
- 700149 on different levels oC perception, how well do you see
your surroundiaze
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- ,Iev.011-,;'El A li:tt of vnnnblilary wrds nne meaninficn.
-rield notes
- Write a lescription ne snnw, Tien or wend storm.

Hug, John W. and PbyllIs J. WInln, lurricolum Enrichment Outdoors,
14,0.pr_:r pnd Row il-b,1 Inhr,41.2.

Chn:.1(,- T., Cus4ioor Edunation, 3. Lowell Pratt & 7ompan;', ic4157.
Mntilda J. a7):6TW7Fon J. Tenctiaa T)Int 4u

Lenriine Fun, marker Publishing ''ompan3, Tnn.,77;ci.
ch.J.B.;,- Remsld E. Carlson, liuch P. Mester!;, George W.

Nnaldsrn Outdnel, Pduoltion p 2nd Edition, Prent:cr;4

1072.
wart, Malr.otm U., Ties and Trockn In Or tdoov clueatIon, The In-

'ervtate eg. FohIlrhevs, WO.
Uniku in n sevntnen-rurllable poctIc form Wdell

peIrts & picture of an experience. Often, the. poem rolatos
eamethliwr about a Oienoraenon uhiPh wt viay overlook or take for
Frantod. It in the puetts Nay of* ,:nnveyIna his inner most
shout, tiv, %wild around him.

tecaune the poem is shori.,, the ronefIr Mlist nuppl Ittu,!h of
meaninq through his own pap`; excle,'Iences. Irolch poem Is like a
T)ewil sketch whir'h tti obse:,vn: may rill In with color or meaning.
Eael word that Is used hns n purpose and nc word is used unitecen-narily. Por example:

The Message
galtoR Breeze

Whirring wind drops in,
Gives a message of the wild,
Then passes away

Jiater Etre

Soft silhouetted
Rare branches cushioned by clouds
'fired by setting sun

Standing on a hill
A wind comes to viiit me
Pushing leaves ahead

The yaw
Restless, rattling leaves
Announce the coming of the wind
Trembling cowardly

OUTDOOR EDUCATION LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: USE OF SENSES

Objectives:
To develop an awareness of the environment outside theschool building.
To sharpen the use of the five senses through firsthandexperience.

Concepts:
There are many sounds outside.
There are many different things to be found on the ground.Many things outside have different textures.
Some.things outside have different tastes and smells.



Vocabulary:
Texture
Smell
Taste
See
Hear
Touch
Senses

Materials:
Wire ring
Paper bag filled
with some items to
be identified.

Instructional Procedure and Aotivites:

ASK-- 1. ':hat sounds do you hear? (cup hand behind ears)
2. Toss a ring on the ground . what can you find?
3. nnd some items like twig, bark, rook, etc. Place

in bac, and have child Identify by touch.
4. Taste wild onion.
5. Smell grass, soil, leaves, twigs, etc.

Evaluation:
Tell a story about what you
and smelled.
Tell about some things that
by seeing, by smelling, by
by tasting.

heard, saw,

can best be
hearing, by

felt, tasted,

Identified
touching, or

102
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AVAILABLE

PHYSICAL EDITCATION IN THE OT OF DOORS
B1: Peter Barnard, Jnhn Konowitzt .Terry LaVigne,

Laurie McCabe, Gall fichaeffer

Physical education in and from the out of doors is the'uti-
lization of all natural settings to meet the major objectives
listed below. It is imperative that we keep in mind that the
child's major objective is fun.

General Objectives

1. Experience the joy and .beauty of the outdoors.

2. Cooperate and share with others the satisfaction of achieving
a common goal.

3. Achieve a working understanding with others by living with
them.

4. Stimulate interests in the outdoors.

5. Develop skills which will enable one to cope with any unplan-
ned happenings.

6. Develop activities which can be carried out throughout one's
lifetime.

7. Provide a successful and enjoyable experience which will in-
crease the students' desire to participate in an outdoor
experience.

8. To incorporate strength, flexibility, endurance,balance,
agility, co-ordination, physical fitness, psychological and
social aspects.

10. Have the students realize that if properly dressed one can
experience great joy in any outdoor activity.

11. Challenge students.

12. Experience success.

13. Develop on appreciation for creatures that live and survive
in the out doors.

14. Realize special precautions that have to be taken to avoid
casualties or even avoid fatalities caused by adverse weather
conditions.

15. Learn skills that will enable students to travel successfully
by foot during all seasons.

16. Live in harmony in the outdoors.

17. Safety.
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Motivation devices are important in the program as a stim-
ulant and can be tied in as a preparation activity. As a lead in,
a film on hiking and camping, or if someone may have some slides
Showing particular areas you're going into, is a good interest
builder among the students. Guest speakers, such as a forest
ranger or someone who is an authority on the location in which you
ripe taking the students are helpful. Any students in the class
who have had any hiking or camping experience also would be useful
as a good indoor preparation.

The students may be able to make a scale model of a shelter
they would like to stay in and then go out and try to reproduce
the shelter. If tents are available, the students may be shown
how to set them up as far as site, access to water and protection
from wind and rain. The culminating activity before going out on
the actual trip would be a day hike, receiving anything we had work-
ed on up to that time. One important thing is that the students
should feel that they have had some part in the actual planning of
the trip.

SAFETY

1. The group leader should have complete knowledge of safety
techniques in the outdoors.

2. Group leader will give directions pertaining to the area
a) primary - safety can be taught through imitation of instructor.
b) intermediate and secondary - students under the instructors

guidance devise their own rules,

3. The instructor must be able to administer and enforce the
necessary safety rules for his planned activity.

WARM WEATHER ACTIVITIES

Many things may be incorporated into a warm weather program.
The students have a tremendous feeling for outdoor activities and
the teacher may very well find an almost completely different
child from the one he knows in the classroom. Most schools have
an adequate outdoor facility where many of our games and activities
can be enjoyed.

Before participating in outdoor activities there are many
outdoor living skills that can be utilized. The motivation tech-
niques named such things as firebuilding, shelter making, and day
hiking. These can all be put into your main outdoor trip as lead
up activities.

Once in the woods, safety is the first and most important
thing to be stressed. Such things as staying with the group, keeping
away from water, not eating anything they are not positive of and
keeping away from dangerous places cliffs, etc.) are very important.

Proper clothing is very important. For hiking, loose clothes
for free movement are very important. Before entering the woods
the footwear should be broken in to keep from getting blisters.
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Good arch and ankle support should be stressed if at all possible
and the shoes should have good tread on the soles. Two pairs of
white athletic socks should be worn and an extra pair or two should
be brought along and changed during mid-day or if the feet get wet.
An extra pair of underwear should also be brought along. The pants
should be loose fitting and of a durable quality. Dark colors
seem to attract more bugs and insects than light. An undershirt
is good to take. If going up an exposed mountain top, a wind
breaker is good to have along. A baseball cap offers good protection
for the eyes. If possible, a small day pack containing the extra
socks, shirts, underwear, ponchos or raincoat, and first aid kit
(include matches in it) can be taken along with the lunch and
canteen or waterskin. Around the damp, an extra pair of shoes
Shollild be brought in to wear and warm clothes for sleeping should
be with you.

Many things beside hiking can be done around the campsite.
If there is a small pond or lake around, swimming, boating and
canoeing can be utilized. This is an area where extreme caution
and safety is a must. It would be a good idea to test each child's
swimming ability and then determine whether or not be should be al-
lowed to go in deep water to swim, to row a boat, or paddle a canoe.
They should never go near the waterfront unsupervised. You should
not over load, stand up or fool around in the boats. A swimming
program should be set up for the non-swimmers.

Trails may be set up around the camp to follow using rock
cairns or markers on trees. In an activity such as this, compasses
may also be used. If at all possible, horses may also be utilized.

Many activities can be devised to compliment the above listed
activities. The following games and activities can be implemented
by using the materials provided by nature.

1, nature scavenger hunt

2, imitating insects or animals they see out of doors

3. creative movements inspired by trees, clouds, flowers etc.

4. spear throw - the pupils can prepare their spears by.autting
saplings and using leaves as feathers as guides
for spears. The contestants would compete for
accuracy and distance.

5* shotput throw - the students can select rocks of different sizes

6. obstacle run - have students aid instructor in establishing
a safe obstacle course. Rock cairns can be used
to mark the course.

7. relay races - these can be on regular straight courses or
through the obstacle course. The groups can carve
their own batons.
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6. broad jump - have pupils try to find a sandy spot or make a
soft spot b:r digging out a hole and' using leaves.

9. log carry - working in groups, students carry logs on their
shoulders. Students can also participate in rolling
logs with hands and feet.

10. tug of war - pupils can find vines and depending on strength
of vines adjust the size of their group.

11, ring toss - the pupils can make their own rings from branches
tying them with bark. Sticks are pushed into the
ground for pegs.

12. pottsie - pupils can dig holes in the ground and select stones
to toss in the pots.

13, compass course -groups follow given directions. First group
to reach destination wins.

14, water boiling contest - team collects wood, builds fire and
the first to boil water wins.

15. tent pitching - using small two man tents - set them up using
speed and neatness as judging criteria.

16. hare and hound - hare (one student) is given ten minute head
start. By leaving a trail of acorns, corn,
leaves, etc. he is tracked and caught by hounds.
Hounds may bark.

17. Activities
a) walking
b) games
c) sports
d) bicycling
e) boating and canoeing
f) horse back riding
g) camping
h) hiking
i) swimming
j) fishing
k) following trail markers

WINTER ACTIVITIES

All or many of the following activitiJs could be used right
on the school grounds, rather it be rural or urban, as long as
they have some kind of outside play ground area. Games, snow
sculpturing hiking require no equipment at all. However the children
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will learn that they must be properly dressed to enjoy the activities

(waterproof foot wear, warm clothing, mittens, hat and scarf etc.)

In most rural areas one can find a small hill right on school

property or very close by to provide toboganing or sliding. Every

one could enjoy sliding with Very little equipment (cafeteria tray,

cardboard box flattened, plastic sheet). A skating rink can be

made on school property or most towns have a public rink that

could be used.

These activities stress the necessity of proper fit of equip-

ment. The students should learn the importance of equipment care

and maintainnce. They must also realize that these are different

types of snow shoes for different snow aonditions and terrain.

They must also realize the difference in snow and weather con-

ditions. Is it wet': Is it dry? Is it sunny, is it cold? This

must be considered in waxing their skiis. These two activities

may be used on both hilly or level terrain. They can be used

in school grounds, a farmers field, a nearby wooded area or as a

great activity for a field trip. Field trips allow students to

observe nature in the winter at close range as well as enjoying

exercise.

For sliding, skiing, snow shoeing, skating and hiking the

class will realize the importance of light weight but warm clothing

to enable them to move freely. They may want to add gators to

their boots. They may also want glacier cream to protect their

skin and glasses or goggles to protect eyes against sun glare.

If your winter activity takes you up R mountain they may learn

that they would carry a light weight sleo'ping bag that protects

against below 7ero weather in case some one becomes injured. They

may want to wear lonp johns and tote an extra pair of socks and

wind breaker. They will learn to pack a day pack that provides

nourishment but is not heavy to carry.

If this trip is to be an overnight they will have to learn

about waterproof, ligh weight equipment, equipment that is warm

enough, how to carry and put on a heavier pack, dehydrated and high

enemy foods, and how and where to set up a winter camp. They

should learn the importance of drinking plenty of liquid, salt,

eating energy foods frequently and watch for signs of storms and

what to do. they will learn that they must carry a light weight

stove and fuel for emergency cooking in tent.

ACTIVITIES

1, snow shoeing
2. cross country skiinr
3. wirtev. hiking

44, snow sculpturing
5. polar bear picnic
6. tracking animals
7. ice skating
a. sliding or toboganing

.a.
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fox and geese
1%;. angels in the snow
11. squirrel in the tree
12. hare and the hound
13. cross country skiing
14.. cross country snow shoeing
15. shuttle relay
16. hiding seek or tracking people
17. snow ball rolling contest
lb. winter field events such as snow ball throwing for distano
19. fort or igloo building

These activities may all be incorporated into a winter carnival.

SUMMARY

Physical education in and from the out of doors has vast pos-
sibilities. One has only to look around him and use his or her
imagination to utilize the limitless oppoptunities for learning in
the great outdoors. To satisfy the objectives of the physical
education program the activities must be geared to meet the physical
and mental abilities of the group.
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BEST AMABIE
HEALTH EMICATION THROUGH TFE OUT OP DOORS
B-: Tor Jones, John Eenlemnn, Cecil O'}(ee, Karl

'Tprtmann, Corell

T. Definitions

A. "ealt1) Viloation: T1 !Inr3erstanding of physical and men»
tea well ,)e;nc, an '10- it can be fostered and maintained.

R. 'Ply oe Donrs^

1, "nn's nhysics1 rine! r,entol well being is directly de-.
nendent unon Yr1 ttal envi.ronment.

1. Oh,,riously to do Wv1t one cannot fici inside.

1. To reinforce nrrivi-vls skills taught within the
clpssromm.

!!. To learn fro- first hand experiences.

To ofTer n new lenrning situation.

4;. To teacli new sit i 1 I s and problem solving experiences.

Limitntions

1. 011trioor activities should be relevant to previously
aiscussed material.

Activities shou1,1 not be so abstract as to hinder
rnlet,standi.ng.

TT. lurri.culu'r Areas

A. Pollution:

1. The silting of str(Irms and reservoirs as a threat
to water supplici.

P. Isfe sewage disTosnl by towns and homes.

1. n'he TIverse effe% on the life cycle.

Ir17sic!n1 717tness:

1. "alnta!ninr, a tiro' r,2° level of activity.

. Dgtvelr,,Inp nrnncr ro-.titudf:s tlwar[is physical well being.

lox allmat'on:

1. T'n,lerntenling -2,r,cf.ss of reproduction.

1,?elAt'np, Irsnr,(Ins of nature to man.

1. T.)(;!1ev.)4ng heslt." attitudes towards sex education.



Conservation:
iii

1. Some ealtll hazar:Is can result from exploitation of
resolIrces, i.e., hlrle: outttn", swamp formation.

The destrilction of beneficial species of wildlife.

n. !Intone:

1. MnIntnIninp nroper cleanliness.

2. nigcrsning the ides net different activities require
suitahle arrarel.

P. INtritinn:

1. Prenaring A henithy menu while carmine or working
in the out of donrn.

2. Prover nreraration of fun and games.

3. Selection oe eible foods.

G. Safety %;duetion:

1. Safet7 4n recrestinn

2. 3aeetv In work experience.

1. Developing nrorer nttitudes toward safety.

H.

1. Relntinr, mIs.use oe drugs to Nis-use of ctlemiesis

in nntlire.

T. 71mmunlPable Disesses

1. lontrnitng of liscosstt related pests in our environ-

ment.

Tnter-relations'!ip:1 concerning the spread of disease.

"enter "enith:

1. rle fintmlontient of self-awareness and an awareness
(le otliArs.

Thq leVq1Ovinv t.eNilfidonce within n varyinr vuvi-
r

E. Over' Population:

1. Studying of population. relationship within a biome.

2. Relating nature's problems to the menicOd



BEST COPY AMBLE
ITT. SmPTestel Art271ties

A. Pnllrt;nn:

1, Vi s; Ignitary Landfill . Evaluate

2. Visit 'rater Purification Plant

3. Visit Sewage Treatment 'lent.

4, Visit Sludge Bed at Paper Mill

r% Visit :?fiver routh hnview erosion and life.

6. conduct s re-cycling nroject.

7* ':neck own school for types and uses of fuel. Are
they pollutants? Ara there substitutes?

n. Trip to identifj malor sources of area pollutiOn.

O. Clean-rp day.

''heck own home for sources of pollution.

11. Visit a farm to check disposal of animal and human
waste,

*,), Physical nlucation:

1. 'rave students plan, organize and conduct an outdoor
field day.

P.. Take a mountain climbing trip.

a) Study comparably° pulse rates.
b) Discuss physical signs of fatigue and exhaustion.
c) Why are some students less effected by physical

exertion?

3. Observe the activity of a young child. Try to copy
the activities of a young child for five minutes.

J.. Why do athletic teams encourage training rules.

a) Visit a high school athletic practice.

C. Sex Education:

1. Field trip to observe various fertilization mechanisms
and processes, i.e., pine cone, cattail, etc.

2. V43it tn n farm to observe naluroi birth.

1. Visit fish hateherb,l.

3
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1, Tleck insects f'r various stages of life*

5. Viatch chicks in your own room.

D. lonservation:

3. Visit local game warden and forest ranger.

2. Visit Miner Instithte

1. rse Qiltmore stick to measure diameter of tree and
detemine number oe board feet.

1. 4tm:1y mosquito breeding areas and discuss means of
control.

r% Observe various degrees of land cover and make demon-
stration boxes ror each.

4. Ilndl6t erosion abatement project in a nearby area.

7. Discvss farm conservation techniques during a tarot
71sit.

R. Rygiene:

1, visit local health cltnien.

2. Take a field trip during two neasons and compare

various wearing apparel.

3. Take a winter field trip to observe the animals
preparing for winter.

4, 'eke n camping trip to praqtiCc proper techniques
of cleanliness and campsite sanitation.

r. Nutrition:

1* Cheek height and weight of class during course of

year.

2.. Take n field trip to identify edible wild plants.

3. PreT)pro bs1anced diet and take cookout trip.

P1 nn n sehooltsinenu and observe a daily prepare
tIon.

Ss Oisect nn nnimalls stomach and observe what it feeds

on.

G. visit local rarke%s Find grocery stores and stuly

atom:e facilitien.



7. Study food spollare under microscope.

F.% Try Preserving moat through smoking, salting, or
drying.

(. Safety Education:

1. Visit construction site and observe safety measures.

P. Examine value of present school safety rules.

1. Visit fire tower and discuss safe fire building
techniques.

h. Identify poisonous nlants and insects of the area
during a field excursion.

Take a bicycle trip and discuss.

0

11
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7. Study food spoilage lnder microscope.

B. Try prf,sArving meat threugh'smeking, salting, or
drying.

G. Safety Education:

t. Visit conrtruction site and observe safety measures.

2. gxamine value of present sehnol safety rules.

1. Visit fire tower and discuss slee fire building
techniques.

4. Identity poisonous plants and insects of the area
during a field excursion.

S. Takes bicycle trip and discuss.
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ibtatiWINal
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE IN THE OUTDOORS

By: Joe Spree°, Marie Lefler, Kathleen Purdy

lefnition - The subject of this project is high school science
which includes numerOus sul7Iect areas. Since we are limited with
only three people, we shell. f..'o cus on Earth Science, Physics ant
Biology. We hope that a more thorough treatment of these areas
as well as the !Ienv other nubjects of high school scienc, will
be-as:iembled In the future. A plethora of ideas and materials
are available but ter assemblage in a series of pamphlets
whieft could direct us to t,-41m would be very desirable.
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As you may already realile there are a number of fields of
science that, in the evolution of specialization, have come to
focus on particular aspects of the natural earth, its processes,
and its environment. Despite specialization, many threads, both
in sub:!ect matter and method of investigation, continue to bind
the several fields together. The cementing agent is the earth
itself.

There is a great need for more emphasis upon the teaching
of the earth and Its environment in the outdoors. There are
all the worthy reasons such as re-enforcement of classroom
learning, motivation and enlovment, but my belief is that out-
door leerning is the best means of teaching our children, in
fact all ages, an awareness of the importance of our natural
world. It will be through the efforts of many such "aware"
PeoPle that the problems of our environment shall be solved.

The following are quotes from three famous men:

?When 'rou try to make everything clear by reason, you
some how only succeed in making everything confusion.
Once You introduce a sino:le mystery, everything else be-
comes clear in the li!!!'.t of that one mystery."

Felton J. Sheen

"Love all nod's creatinn, both the whole and every grain
or sand, Love every low', every ray of light. Love the
AnImals, love the nlants, eael separate thing. If
t'iou 'eve each thing throe .tilt perceive the mystery 'if
rtol in all: and whey+ thn perceivf)s t!list thou wilt
1; en- forward grow facll lay to a full or understanding
of it. "ntil thou come nt last to love the whole world
wt t%, a love that will then be all-embracing and universal."

Fyodor Dostoevski

"The most beautiful experience we can have is the most
m7sterious. It is the fundamental emotion which stands
at the cradle of true art and true science. A knowledge
of the existence of something we cannot penetrate, our
nercentions of the profoundest reason and the most radi-
ant beauty, which only in their most primitive forms are
annessible to our mind - it is this knowledge and this
emotion that constitute true religiosity; in this sense,
and in this alone, I am a deeply religious man,"

Albert Einstein
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You'll notice that all these men speak of mystery - that
intangible feeling that nature so readily gives us. If, indeed,
it is the most beautiful experience we can have, then this in
itself is enough reason for teaching in the out-of-doors.

Concepts - The following concepts are paraphrased from the behav-
loraithemes of the Earth Science Curriculum Project, which I
believe are excellent When dealing with all sciences. The first
theme concerns science as inquiry. The body of scientific know.
ledge at any given moment represents only one stage in man's
efforts to understand and explain the universe. Today's useful
theories may be the half-truths of tomorrow. In this approach,
science is presented as inquiry, as search for new and more acc-
urate knowledge, At times we should focus on the frontiers of
scientific knowledge where unsolved problems still abound - the
intellectual new horizons of the modern world of science.

The second theme is the comprehension of stale. In science
we can help the student develop concepts of scale in the real
world and in models, and develop skill in devising and using models.

xhe third theme is the prediction of processes and results,
relationships, and future events, which is one of the goals of

most scientific inquiry.

The conceptual themes include the following.

I. Universality of change - The earth is a dynamic planet.
Nothing about it is truly static, and none of its feature*
will endure forever. -Materihls and' life on' this earth'
are constantly undergoing change.

2. Flow of energy in the universe - The universality of ch-
ange in earth materials results from continuous redist-
ribution of energy. Energy in a system tends to dissip-
ate, and a gain in energy can occur only if more energy
is supplied to the system.

3. Adjustment to environmental change - All natural systems
tend to move toward a state of equilibrium. Opposing
forces in a system cause reactions that ultimately bring
about a dymanic balance. Stress applied to a system a
equilibrium causes change that tends to neutralize the
effect of the stress.

4. Conservation of mass and energy in the universe - The
sum of mass and enery in the universe remains constant.
Interactions in nature result in transformations of energy
from one form to another and in transformations of matter
to energy and vice versa.
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5. Earth systems in space and time - Understanding almost
Any aspect of the earth requires considering the physical,
chemica, and biologic nature of its parts And their
relationship among parts of the whole must also be est-
abolished. All matter exists in time and space and is
subject to changes that occur at varying rates and in
varying patterns.

6. Uniformity of process: a key to interpreting the past -
The fundamental physical processes and chemical reac-
tions operating today are assured to have operated
throughout earth history.

In order to have these themes attained, it must be remembered
that the activities must be student-centered, Each student must
be an active participant - observing, measuring, interpreting,
and discussing, Do not rob the child of his opportunity to in-
vestigate for himself. If the student is to come to grips with
his environment and to understand it, no amount of reading and
talking can take the place of observing and investigating. We
do not want the student to be merely an absorber of facts. We want
him to be enthusiastic and curious About the world in which he
lives.

Earth Science

A. Definition. Some science topics included in Earth Science,
and in this outline, are as follows: weather and climate,
the atmosphere, geology, seasons, structure of the eath par-
ticularly processes that shaped earth's surface, solar en-
ergy and its conversion to other forms of energy, modification
of the environment, celestial observations.

B. Concepts. Gray a few concepts relating to Earth Science are
included here, while others will readily occur to an Earth
Science teacher As being suitably taught by outdoor exper-
iences. The numbering system here is related to the numbering
system in part C of this outline,
1. Observations involve the interaction of the senses with

the environment, and can be extended by use of instruments.

2. Many earth processes reflect cyclical changes.

3. The characteristics of a position can be measured and
described.

Li. The sun is the major source of energy which drives earth
systems

5. Change is a natural state of the environment.

C. Outdoor activities suggested for curriculum enrichment in the
Above concepts.
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1. See Concept 1 above:

a. Throw a hula hoop on the ground any place and ask
members of a group of no more than four students

to make observations of the enclosed area, using

their senses only.

b. Have students close their eyes and feel of tree
trunks; then describe or compare the various trees.
Do the same for leaves.

0. When outdoors ask: How many colors do you see?

d. Observe a mud puddle or area of pavement and ask,
"What is happening here?" After visual observations
have been made bring out thermometers, meter sticks,
cameras for time-lapse photography, or make artifi-
cial puddles either for controls or to show layering
or run-off patterns.

e. From any outdoor observation point ask students to
classify things they see as solids, liquids, or gases.

Calculate: Distance walked, width of a stream, hei-
ght of a tree or its diameter or circumference.

2..Ses Concept 2. above:

a. Regarding the water cycle, over a period of several
hours or days observe (and measure if possible)
changes in amount of moisture in available outdoor
areas: surface water such as on sidewalks or streets;
puddles; relative humidity of air; level of streams
or ponds; types and persistence of clouds.

b. To understand seasons, plot the positions of the sun
each hour on these days: Sept. 20, Oct. 20, Nov.20,

Dec. 22, etc. preferably a transparent plastic

hemisphere.

c. Look for evidence of layering in rocks, particularly
near roads cut through hills and try to determine
the sequence of events that occurred in the area.

d. Visit a cemetery, The nature of tombstone, with
their dates, allows study of weathering rates.

e. Search outdoors for exanples of evaporation and of
condensation, the processes which make up our water

cycle.

f. Record changes that occur while you watch; example,
formation or dispersion of clouds.

3. See Concept 3 above:

96 Using air thermometers take temperatures at ground
level, 10 feet high, and 20 feet high; also higher
if it can be done away from building.

b. If there is a pond nearby, get temperatures at bot-
tom, at various depths, at center and edges of the

pond. Graph results with temperature on the vertical

axis and depths on the horizontal axis. Try to de-
vise more and more accurate ways to obtain good results.

f.
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de Take measurements of land levels and derive a contour
map of any nearby land or of school grounds. A model
in a shoe box can also be made of the land form.

d. On a clear evening help the students orient themselves
When observing the sky, using star charts for the
appropriate month. Ob4lerving the sky, using stars. at
different times, measuring vertical angles if instruments
are available; otherwise estimate them. Some shift of
postion should be detectable for all stars within a
two-hour period, except Polaris of course.

0. Observe moon's path over several months. Estimate
future positons of moon during full, quarter, and new
phases.

f. How many different kinds of rocks can you find along
a pond edge':

4. See Concept 4. above:

a. Using a simple handmade spectroscope aim the slit toward
the bright sky and sketch what is seen using colored
pencils.

b. Next add blue anti/or red cellophane over the slit while
pointing the spectroscope at the sky.

c. Search for examples of conduction, convection and
radiation outside the classroom building.

d. Try to determine which kinds of soils or stones or
building materials or pavements absorb or lose heat
the quickest.

e. At different times of the year have students determine
the altitude of the sun at high noon and the earth
temperatures at the same times. Draw some inferences
about the results.

f. Weather watch: using homemade and/or purchased instru-
ments for student observations they can graph the more
important daily weather variables.

g. Search ror examples in the immediate area of greater
energy consumption than there is energy production.
Remember the amount of energy is reduced with pro-
gressive consumption. Example: A field producing eight
tons of grass per year may sustain a 1tuo0 lb. cow for
a year, and 500 usable pounds of that animal may sustain
a- man weighing 2u0 pounds for one year. *

5. See Concept 5 above:

a. Find samples of topsoil and of subsoil; then try to
generalize effects of weathering on the parent rock.

b. Try to find rocks that have been transported and spe-
culate how the transportation took place.

c. To familiarize students with local rock typed, try
to find and distinguish between sedimentary and non-
sedimentary rocks,

* This example taken from speech by Dr. John Weeks, Aug.14, 1972.

1,27
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d. Find evidences that people or other animals have caused

changes in earth's crust.

e. In a given outdoor area try to predict the scope and

direction of change during the coming week; during the

next month.

f. In the immediate area of the school detect the nature

of pollutants being added to the environment, and how

they vary with time of day or seasons.

Physics

Science as defined in Webster's Dictionary is a "systemit-

ized knowledge of nature derived from observation, study, and ex-

perimentation." It is ona way of solving problems dealing with

nature. It is not the only way, but on which orders facts in a

way which can be used to solve the problems through the use of

reason. Physics is a part of science which deals with the pro-

perties, changes, and interactions of matter and energy. It does

notdeal with life forces and partially deals with chemical bonding.

However this is thoroughly covered in chemistry and not dealt with

here. Physics is generally broken down into eight or more areas.

These usually include at least the followingi Mechanics, Ther-

modynamics, Electricity, Magnetiem, Sound, Light, Astromony, and

Atomic Physics.

The limitations of physics are the same as that of all sciences.

They are the limits of observation, of experiments, and of reason.

We are limited in observation by our senses and our size, The

eye can only see something so small or so large. We can only hear

so faintly. Even instruments are limited in their presision. We

are also of a particular size and cannot get to some places we

wish to observe firsthand. We cannot look directly at atoms and

we cannot visit the faraway planets and stars. There is also a

limit on the objectivity of our information. At some point and

on some level the observer becomes part of that being observed.

Therefore the objective nature of observation is limited to that

extent.

We are also limited as to the number of times and different

wars we can do our experiments. A theory is never totally correct

or incorrect as long as every conceivable experiment has not

been carried out. This is impossible to do for any theory.

Finally we are limited by reason itself. Man's ability to

make judgements and to use his imagination put limits on every

idea and on every theory. in some cases reason itself can no

longer be applied when we reach the limits of reality and our

ability to think. These then are the limits of physics.

In the study of any subject one must be acquainted firsthand

with that which one studies for any real learning to take place.

This is in particularly true in the case of science and physics.

Nature is our field of study. To study it you must experience and

exporiment with nature. This is the only way to real learning.
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it can partially take place within a classroom but to get the
rR 1 feel for nature and the world you must be outdoors. Any
virriculum not taking advantage of the outdoors. can only be part-
inily successful at best.

ehysics Activities Outdoors

The following is a list of different activities I thought
might be useful in teaching various aspects of physics outdoors.
The list is by no means complete and one with a stronger imagina-
tion than myself could nrobably think of many more. There are
two types of activities listed. There is the demonstration ex-
planation type and problem solving.

Demonstration-Explanation

1. Using rocks on hills to demonstrate potential energy. Roll
down hills.

2. Demonstrate conservation of energy in cycle or rain.
3. Show conservation of energy in trees and growth ana death.
4* Demonstrate gravity in how objects collect at various places

on hills.
5. Drop stones off cliff and show relation of mass to gravity.
6. Demonstrate center of gravity using trees, sticks, rocks, etc.
7. Visit an electric plant to see how power is produced.
8. Demonstrate wave principles on pond or lake.

Problem Solvin& (Can be used as demonstration also)

1. Measure energy or wind. Build windmill.
2. Measure energy of. stream. Build water wheel.
3. Try to determine speed of bird in flight.
4* Try to develops a formula for gravity by e,opping thing off

roofs or cliffs and timing their fall.
5. Use automobiles to do problems of speed and acceleration.
6. Try to discover why a fly walks on the ceiling.

7. Make a power generator at a small waterfall.
8. Do problems of physics textbooks outside to help visualize

them better.
9. Find amount of friction in sliding a board across the ground.
10. Try to discover what centripetal and centrifugal force is

with materials outside.
11. Have kids try to demonstrate momentum and the difficulty of

stopping a moving object.
12. Show that the sun has heat energy.
13. Try to have children devise methods to do some of the classic

experiments of physics outdoors.

Biolpxy

The Biology Syllabus for the state of New York includes a

basic rare of seven units and extended areas. The core is com-
priced of 4he following unils: The Study of Life, Maintenance in
Animals, Maintenance in Plants, Reproduction and Development,
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iransmission of Traits from Generation to Generation, Evolution
egnd Diversity, and Plants and Animals in Their Environment.
he remaining thirty per cent of the course is to be used in

developing three of the extended areas. They include: Biochem-
istry, Human Physiology, Reproduction and Development, Modern
Genetics, Modern Evolution Theory, and Ecology.

To explain the understandings and fundamental concepts of
biology,I shall refer the reader to the Biology Syllabus, since
109 pages are too copious to reproduce. If you are interested,
you may also refer to the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,
Blue, Green and Yellow versions.

As you may already assume, the biological activities that
can be performed outdoors are almost infinite. The only limits
are your imagination and the time to read and find the literature
available. For each outdoor session I would suggest the following
outline if applicable.

1. Investigation of the area of field study through topog-
raphic maps, 71/2 minute series, hydrographic charts, etc.

2. :Tanning session; small group work to prepare materials
for the gathering of specimens, collection, preservation,
display, classification.

3. Reporting session; display of materials, field log of
events, evaluation of small group planning and effectiveness,
suggestions for improvement, contribution to class museum.

. Plan as many field experiences as possible. Try to inr-
eludes lake, stream, or pond; and estuary or mud flat;

forest and meadow; and a bog or marsh.

Activities: Water

1. Using drift cards, study, min and measure local wave-produced
currents.

2. Utilizing old and new maps, determine the extent and nature
of geographical changes along* the coastline.

3. Make a photographic record of seasonal changes in beach
configurations.

4. Use a recording tidal gauge and tidal staff to record outdoor
phenomena.

5. Observe local surface currents with drift cards and dye markers.
6.. Measure sub-surface currents with a current and flow meter,
7. Study seasonal variations in local currents.
8. Using a hand borer, note seasonal variations in sediment

deposition as influenced by changing bottom currents.
9. Observe residual tidal response among organisms removed to a

lab tank.
10. Make an analytical study of local tides by plotting maregrams.
11. Make a photographic study of extreme tides at a particular

location.
12. Make a photographic study of local erosion problems.
13. Making use of A calibrated hand lead, map the local underseascape.
14. Make a comparative study of the salinity of an ocean and a bay.
15. Do quantitative and qualitative analyses of salinity using a

water test kit.
16. Adjust a salt water killfish to a fresh water tank.
17. Using a bacterial ampler, make surveys of local waters.
18. Using drift cards, trace the course taken by the discharge of

the local garbage plant.
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MEW

11. Make collections of the plant and animal life in your area.
Pirst determine which ones are scarce and therefore left in nature.

ty. Mind out about the food or animals observed in '4 particular habitat
and construct n diRgrnm of the food web or that habitat. Similar
diagrams may be constructed to indicate the food webs in surrounding
habitats.' It will soon be apparent that certain animals will
cross from one food web to another, producing seeding relationships
among several habitat communities.
Focamine a rock where lichens are growing. Study symbiosis and
the effect of the lichen upon the rodk.

16. Count, the number of different species of planth living in each
layer of a forest Not.

17. Count the number of each species of plant growing in a particular
plot.

16. Determine the daily temperature changes in two different types of
habitats. Determine soil temperatures at the surface and at
depth. Determine the relationshin, if spy, between the soil
temperatures and the types of plants crowing in a plant community.

19. Race cans of water in various types of plant environments and
determine the rate of evaporation.

20. Determine the moisture content of the air near the ground in
different plant communities by means of col halt chloride strips.

21. Determine the water content, of the soil. We a coffee can
of soil and then use infrared heat lamps to dry It. Weigh it
again and determine the percentage of water.

2?. Vac) a nhotogrnphic liphl meter and u piece of white paper to
find the light intensity on the ground in various habitats
on n sunny any.

2,, oetermine the difverences in plant populations between Oacos
with high and low light intensities. Make a list of the species
that seem unable to live in low intensities of light.

24. Determine the relationship, ir any, between light intensity
and soil temperatute.

2. Determine the relationship, if any, between light intensity and
rate of evaporation.

26. Determine the acidity of soils in various habitats by using
any of the kits available from supply houses.

27. A group slant ecology survey of a small habitat. It could
include the following: (1) Census of all plant life in the
habitat. (2) Determination of the physics' factors in the
environment: soil acidity Humus content of soil °-
Average water content of the ~fly 1 g- Rate of evaporation
e- Rate of water penetration Into the soil f- Depth of topsoil
r- Soil temperatures h- Average light intensity at ground i-
Average relative humidity,

28. Prepare nlnnt census lists or habitats found on the school
-roperty. his might include the following: a clump of trees.
!, dense wooded aret. a base planting of shrubs, a portion of
the lawn that is mowed regularly, the edge of a well-trodden
gravel walk, a steep slope In a field, the edge of n stream,
or cracks in the sidewalk or blacktop.

29. Study the zonal arrangement of plant communities around a pond.
30. Determine which species of slants and animals lived in your

forests during the pioneer days and which are still present.
31. Make soil profiles of hnbltnts In your area.
32. Determine the rate of decomposition or organic matter to form

humus.
0
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10. Identify the major local pollutant.
?). Measure the carbon dioxide and oxygen of various types of water

bodies over a 214 hour period; across seasons; a year. Graph
changes. Use water test kit and sampler.

21. Using a water sampler, measure carbon dioxide and oxygen levels
at various depths. Chart results.

22. Using a wet table, cold table aquaria, learn to culture local
life forms under lab conditions

23. Take depth samples at various times during the day to plot
graphically, vertical migrations of plankton.

24. Open stomachs of plankton eaters and note their contents.
25. Plankton samples can be collected in all seasons using nets,

ring and bridle, and buckets.
26. Collect, identify, and preserve local algae using a collection

and preservation kit and a sea weed collection kit.
27. extract carageenin from Trish moss. Use it in the preparation

of a chocolate dessert.
28. Make 9 chromatographic study of algal pigments.
29. Identify the organisms in local phytoplankton using a field

puide.
30. Study succession along the banks of a pond.
31. Visit the local state fish hatchery.
32. Test the brooks and streams in suspected areas of sewage pollution

and report your findings to your local health board officer..

Land

1. Study the effect of air upon root growth.
2. Develon an experimental garden plot on your school site and test

the growth of plants in various enriched or depleted soils. You
might also like to try growing irradiated seeds.

3. Study forest succession and if there is a recently burned area
available, make sure you visit it.

4. Study the effect of competition between two different species
of seedlings.

5. make an earthworm count in a given size plot through the use
of electrodes.

6. ?lent leguminous plants in garden soil and in vermiculite to
illustrate nitrogen - fixing bacteria live in the soil.

7. Study the ecology of a dead tree or rotting log.
8. Make interchange transplants from two different types of

environments and make frequent observations over r period of
several weeks to determine what kinds of plants can survive in
their new environment.

9. Study competition among crops as to their yields.
10. Study the effect of the competition for light in various trees

in a forest.
11. Determine which species of plant life live in the forest as

opposed to open meadowland.
12. Apply a weed killer to a small patch of school lawn and later

compare the size and vigor of the grass plants in the treated
area with those in the untreated area.
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13. Determine the humus content of soil.
14. Visit your local sanitary land fill and determine if it is

properly maintained to prevent pollution.
35. Visit your local cemeteries. Determine the number of deaths

during the year 1918 and compare it with a government ccnaus
of that time. You can obtain a reasonable accurate account
of people who died in the flu epidemic'of that year, if you
compare it with another period, say ten years before. You
can also determine the large number of people that didn't live
to adulthood.

36. Study the effect of mulch on soil loss.
37. After a heavy rainfall collect water from a stream that drains

from a pasture and from a stream that drains from a woodland.
38. Study the effects of fires on trees.
39. Study the effect of landslides upon plant life.
40. Survey the school property for signs of tree diseases.
41. Go snowahoeing in the winter to observe animal tracks.
42. Look for animal signs in the areas.such.as tracks and scat.
43. Determine why dandelions and plantain survive droughts better.

than most grasses. Tie reasons for this can easily be shown.
144. Test the vitamin content of cultivated plants as opposed to

those obtained from nature.
45. Make recordings of the bird species in your schoolyard.
46. Use photography in unlimited ways. Students find it very

rewarding.
47. If students are interested in identifying, teach them how to

use a key. Many of them like to display their specimens for
younger children.

48. Do art work with natural materials. There is time for it and
students consider it a real treat.
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Eiy: Laura G-vthr,,au. Nu, Muchot Gerald Bremyhe, ken Mosher

Ecology is the study of the interchanging relationships and
%nterdepenaence of living things to each other and to their en-
vironment. Our environment can be considered a web consisting of
all. the living and non-living processes which represent 4 sepa-
rate point on this web where strands come together. rull at any
inilividual strand and the whole web is affected.

Since man is at the highest point in the life chain, he
exerts control over all factors of the environment. In his attempt
to improve his own environment he adversely affects the balance of
the environmental web. It is our intent to provide some ideas which
indicate that man must be more aware of his control ana responsi-
bilities to his environment in order that he and all other forms
of life might survive in harmony.

Because water is one of the most important strands in our en-
vironmental wtsb and one which is most at the mercy of man, he must
be more aware of his interrelationship with this strand.

Water is a renewable, but finite resource which therefore places
limits on all natural processes that can be supported on the earth.
uor this reason we have limited our project to the presentation of
some basic concepts or the water cycle.

The basic water cycle is "sea.--->cloud-4earth." Water from
the sea evaporates into clouds; from the clouds it condenses and
comes to the earth for storage and use; then the water returns to
the sea for the start of the cycle again.

THE FOLLOWIN; IS A SUIGESISD LIST OF ACTIVITIES OR DISCUSSIONS
RELATED TO ncoLoGY AND ITS SUBTOPIC, WATER. THEY ARE GROUPED TO
Arek0UMAPELY THE ?FIMAHY, INTERMEDIATE, AND JUNIOR LEVELS

R. In what ways do plants and animals and people devend on aunshine,
snow, and rain': For what purposes do we use water at school? At
home': In the city? On a farm? How are water and air affected by
pinnts, animnls, people, and soil': What happens to rain snd snow
when they fell on the soil? How does snow effect people in the
citIr In the country':

b. Take a walk in the rain to observe how rain strikes the soil,
sidewalk, grass, and trees. How soil moves with surface water, how
rain drops cling to leaves, and how leaves cushion the force of
raindrops, thus protecting the soil.

c. Take a walk when it is snowing. Collect snow and determine
how much snow it takes to make a cup of water. Find out what hap-
pens to the water when snow melts in the city and in the country.

d. Discuss the uses of water in relation to every day activities
of plant, animals, and man. This can be dramatized via murals,
skits, etc.
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a. Visit an industry in your community to observe its use or water.

I. Measure the amount of sediment in a jar of water Laken from a
Rtream immediately after a rainstorm and measure the amount of
sediment in water from the same stream a week after the rainstorm.
Allow the water to stand for about 24 hours before measuring and
comparing the amounts of sediment found in each jar.

p. Develop a list of the ways that people use water carelessly.

h. In what forms have you seen water? What causes the water to
change form, and how do the different forms affect human activities?

i. What is sediment? How does sediment in rivers and lakes affect
fish and wildlife? The water you use everyday?

j. Select a plant and an animal found on the school site; explain
what they need in relation to water.

k. Build a balanced aquarium or terrarium and then change one ele-
ment at a time to determine the effect on the environment.

1. Compare the water running off a bare slope with water running
off a grass-covered slope during a gentle rain. Collect a jar of
water from both areas and compare the amount of sediment in each.

m. Start a school garden with different kinds of plants. Learn
how to manage soil and water resources to encourage the prowth of
these plants.

INTERMEDIATE GRADES

a. What is a watershed? Does the way the land is used in a water-
shed affect water in small streams`: In rivers?

b. What happens to water when it falls on the pavement? Rooftops?
Soil? What determines how much water runs off and how much soaks
into the soil? How do the different kinds and amounts of plant
cover help water soak into the soil': Does water soak into frozen
soil?

c. What happens to water once it enters the soil? Why is ground
water important to plants and to people?

d. How does the amount of soil that washes off unprotected land
into streams, rivers, and lakes affect your water supply':

s. Visit a cutover or burned-over forest, a building site or sub-
division where topsoil is being washed away. Determine how the
sediment laden water drains to a stream and what affect it may
have on your water supply and the people and towns farther down
stream.

f. Visit the city's water supply plant. Where does the water come
from? Does the water have to be treated before it can be used by
the people? Why?

ho 4.1 4.)
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A GLOSSARY OF ECOLOGICAL VOCABULARY

ACCELERATED EROSION Washing away or blowing away of soil ma-
erial in excess of normal erosion resulting fror changes in the
vegetation cover or ground conditions.

AMPHIBIA - A class of vertebrates comprising of frogs, toads,
salamanders, newts, and related animals, most of which spend part
of their life cycle in water.

AMPHIBIOUS - Refers to organisms that CAD live In water or on land.

AMPLITUDE - The range of an environment condition or complex of con-
ditions in which an organism can exist or in which a procens occurs.

ANTECEDENT MOISTURE - The degree of wetness of the soil at the be-
ginning of a run-off period.

ANTHROPOPHILOUS - Refers to influences caused by man, e.g. cultiva-
tion.

AQUIFER Aquefens soil or geological formation lying between
impermeable strata in which water may move for long distances,
yields ground water to springs and wells.

ARID - Refers to regions or climates which lack sufficient moisture
for crop production without irrigation, precipitation 10 inches or
less in cool regions, up to 15 or 20 inches in tropical regions.

BALANCE OF NATURE - The state in an Ecosystem when the interrelation-
ships of organisms to one another and to their environment are har-
monious or integrated to a considerable degree.

BANK STORAGE - Water absorbed by the bed and banks of a stream and
return in whole or in part after the ground water level falls.

BASE FLOW Stream flow originating from subterranean sources in
contrast to flow from surface run-off.

BASE LEVEL - The lowest level to which a land surface can be re-
duced by streams, the permanent base level is the level of the sea.

BAYOU - A marshy body of water caused by seepage, lackof drainage,
floods, tributary to a eream or lake, in flat country. A term
used in the Gulf Coast region and in the lower Mississippi Region
basin.

B00 - An undrained or imperfectly drained area, with a vegetation
complex composed of sedges, shrubs and aphagnus mosses.

CHUTE - A high velocity conduit for conveying water to a lower level
without causing erosion because of excessive velocity and turbulence.
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CLIMATE - The aggregate of all atmospheric or meteorological in-
fluences, principally moisture, temperature, wind, pressure, and
evaporation, which combine to characterize a region.

COFFER-DAM - A barrier constructed in a body of water so as to form
an enclosure from.Which the water is pumped, to permit free access
to the area within.

CONSUMPTIVE USE - The quantity of water used and transpired by
vegetation plus the amount lost by evaporation.

CONTOUR STRIP CROPPING OR FARMING - The growth of crops on the
strips between contour lines, at right angles to the slope. Strips
of grass or other plants may be grown in alternation with the
cultivated crops. A conservation practice to control or eliminate
run off and erosion and permit greater infiltration of water.

CORHAISION - The process by which flowing water earring solid ma-
terial wears away underlying rock, e.g. a stream carrying gravel
and sand.

CREEK - A stream that is intermediate between a river and a brook.

DENUDATION - The processes by which the surface of the earth is
worn away, including rainfall, wind, erosionowaves, tides, frost
action heating by the sun, etc.

DEW POINT - Th3 temperature at which a certain body or air is ca-
able of holding no additional water vapor, so that any decrease in
temperature or any increase in water vapor will result in condensa-
tion of the vapor into liquid water at this point the Relative Hu-
midity is 100 percent and the saturation deficit is zero.

DROUGHP - An extended period of dryness, usually any period of
moisture deficiency that is below normal for a specific area.

ECOLOGICAL FACTOR - Any part or condition of the environment that
influences the life of one or more organisms.

ECOLOGY The study of the interrelationships or organisms to
one another and to the environment.

ECOSYSTEM - The community including all the component organisms
together with the abietic environment, forming an interacting system.

EF'F'LUENT' - The outflow of water from subterranean storage.

EROSION - The detnchment and movement of particles of the land
surface by wind, water, ice or earth movements such 'in land
slides and creep.

EVAPORATE - To turn to vapor.

C a
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EVAPORATIVE POWER OP THE AIR - The environmental factor complex in-f!luding factors such as temperature, relative humidity, and wind.hat influence the evaporation of water from organisms and fromolier bodies containing water.

R.IAPOTRAI%SPIRAPION - The sum total of water lost from the land byevaporation and plant Transpiration.

FLOOD PLAIN - The nearly level land forming the bottom of a valleyin which a stream is present and usually subject to flooding.

FOO - The condensation of water vapor on particles of dust or smokeparticles.

GLACIATION - The covering of an area by a glacier or t,y an ice sheet,or the geological action of the glacial ice upon the land.

GRAVITATIONAL WATER - Water in large pores in the soil which drainsaway under the force of gravity when under drainage is free.

GROUND WATER - Water standing in or moving through the soil andunderlying strata, the source of water in springs and wells.

GULLY EROSION - Removal of stones, gravel and finer material byrunning water with the formation of channels that cannot be smoothedout completely by ordinary cultivation.

HABITAT - The sum total of environmental conditions of a specificplace that is occupied by an organism, by population or a commis*nity,

HOLARD . Term used to designate the total water content of the soil.

HUMIDITY, ABSOLUTE - The actual quantity of water vapor present ina given volume of air, usually expressed in grams per cubic meter.

HTIMIDITY, RELATIVE . The ratio of the actual amount of water vaporpresent in a unit pertien of the atmosphere to the quantity whichwould he present when saturated.

HYDROGRAPHY - The study of natural bodies of wOer such as lakes,rivers, and seas, especially their physical chisracteristics in con-trast to the biolopiefil qualities.

HYDROLOGIC CYCLE - The cycle of the, movement of water from the at-mosnhere by precipitation to the earth and its return to the at-mosnhere by interception, evaporation, run-off, infiltration per-celntien, storhge, and transpiration.

HYDROLOGY - The science of water and snow, includng their pro-perties and distribution.

HYDROPHILOUS - Refers to n plant that grows well in water or wetland.
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HYDROSPHERE - The parts of the earth covered with water including
streams, lakes, oceans, etc.

IMPOUNDMENT - An artifical lake or pond.

r'ILTRATION - The penetration of water into soil or other material.

L1MNOLOGY - The branch of biology that deals with fresh waters and

the organisms in them.

LOTIC - Refers to running water as in a creek.

IARSH - A swamp in which praises, sedges, catttails or rushes form

the dominant vegeteiton.

MEsOSAPRWilC - Refers to an aquatic environment in which the oxygen
content is considerably reduced and in which much decomposition of
organic msiterisds is taking place.

NORKAL EROSIuN - The erosion that occurs on land under natural
environmental conaltion3 not disturbed by human activities, mental

conditions.

(..1.140TRPH1C - Refers to ponds and lakes that are low in content of
basic nutritive substances for plants, lacking a distinct strati-

fication of dissolved oxygen in summer or winter.

UUTWASH, GLACIAL - Material carried by streams of melted water from
glacier and deposited in the form of plains, deltas.

PELAGIC - Refers to the open water of
Ation with the shore or the bottom.

rERCOLATION Phe downward movement of
in saturated or nearly saturated soil.

the ocean, lacking associ-

water in the soil, especially

PERMAFROST - Permanently frozen ground in antic and subartic regions.

PERMEABILITY - The property or condition of the soil that relates
to the passage of water or air through it.

PLUVIAL - Refers to rain.

PRECIPITATION - (1) A general term for all forms of failing moisture
including rain, snow, hail, sleet, or modifications of them. (2)

The quantity of water that is precipitated. (3) The process in

which water as a. liquid is discharged. from the atmosphere upon land

or water.

RAINFALL - The total amount of precipitation including rain, snow,

hail, and other forms.

wirN GWE - An instrument to measure the amount, of rninfial.

RAVIUE - An elongatedoarrow depression, larger than a gully,

usually formed by running water.
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RUN -OF? - The part of precipitation which as surface run-off flows
off the land without sinking into the soil and the part that enters
the ground and passes through into surface streams as groundwater
run-off.

SALINITY - Phe quality of saltness in sea water or fresh water,
most commonly expressed in parts of dissolved salt per 100U parts
ow water.

SECOt4L FOOT - A measuring unit for the volume of the flow of water
expressed in cubic feet per second.

SEEPAGE - (1) The water that passes through or emerges from the
ground along a line or surface in contrast to a spring where the
water emerges from a localized spot. (2) The process by which
water passes through the soil.

SILTING - The deposition of water-borne sediments in bodies of water
caused usually by a decrease in the velocity of the water movement.

SNOW DENSITY - The water content of snow expressed as a percentage
by volume.

SOIL EROSION - The loosening and movement of particles of soil from
the surface of the land by wind or flowing water, including accele-
rated erosion and normal erosion.

SPLASH EROSION - The direct effect of the impact of rain drops on
the ground surface or on a thin film of water causing detachment
of soil particles which are then readily available for washing away.

STILLING BASIS - An excavation or structure below a waterfall or
rapids that reduces the velocity and turbulence of the current.

STREAM - A general term for water flowing in one direction such
as a brook, creek, and river.

STRIP CRWTING - The growing of crops in narrow fields or strips
so that wind and water erosion is reduced or prevented.

SUBIRRIGATION - The control of the water table so as to raise it
near or into the root zone.

SUCCESSION (ECOLOGICAL) - The replacement of one kind' of Community
by mother kind.

SWAMP - A land area containing excessive water much of the year and
covered with dense native vegetation that includes trees, but the
term is used with various meanings.

TOPOCH""IY - A general term to include characterintics of the
;mount. t.-trace such an plains, hillsond mountains.

TRAi4SP1RAPION - The loss or water in vapor form from a plant.
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TURBIDITY - The condition of a body of water that contains sus-
pended material such as clay or silt particles, dead organisms
or their parts, or small. living Plints and animals.

WATER GAP - A narrow valley or gorge in a ridge of mountains or
hills, eroded by a stream.

WATERLOGGED - The condition of the soil in which all the pore
spaces are filled with water.

WATER SHED - The total area of land above a given point on a water
way that contributes run-off water to the flow at that point.

WATER SPREADING - The application by means of stream diversion or
otherwise of water over the land in order to increase the soil
moisture supply for the growth of plants or to store it underground
for subsequent withdrawal by pumping.

WATER TABLE - The upper surface of the free ground water in a zone
of saturation except where it is separated by an underlying body
of ground water by unsaturated material.

WEATHER - The state of the atmosphere at any given time with re-
pard to precipitation, temperature, humidity,cloudiness, wind
movement, and barometric pressure.
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CONCEPTS AND RELATED ACTIVITIES TO THE WATER CYCLE

A. Certain understandings of characteristics of water resources and
thairdistribution and status are essential

1. Water is a self replenishing
and self depletinp resource, it is
intermittently replenished by
precipitation and is steadily de-
pleted by evaporation, transpi-
ration, percolation and surface
and underground run-off which may
eventually find its way to the sea.

2. Water tends to cling to earth
particles and to spread throughout
the earth materials by cappillary
action.

3. Water is unevenly distributed
Feopraphically and the quantity
of water in any locality varied
from time to time.

4. Writer is a very active and
mobile resource. It is hard to
cnpture and keep where it is
wanted, or to keep out of places
where it is not wanted.

. Water readily dissolves and
carries away a wide range of
substances.

6. All phases of the "water
cycle" are closely related.

1. Make a closed terrarium.

2. Fill a clear container with
soil--pour in water and observe.
Find sample of dry soil (A
garnen, wind pile), pour water
on top and observe.

3. Choose any area around the
school make observations before
and after a rainstorm. stain

falls evenly over a given area.
Does it stay where it has fallen

4. Observe the movemont or rock
and soil placed on a sidewalk,
driveway, or rodwny before and
after a rainfall.

5. Where did the salt water
in the ocean come from': Take
A can and punch holes in the
bottom. Fill the can with a
mixture of common table salt
and sand or soil. four an
equal mount of tap water in
the can. Have children taste
the water after it has passed
through the can.

6. Make a closed terrarium.

Make a weather project with
temperature, humidity and
precipitation measurements or
the air tend tempernLare
measurements oF Lime soll. This
will involve ohnervIdr, re-
cordinr and makinr renernii-
zations over a period of time.



. R. Understanding uses of water and

1. Water is indispensable for
plant and animal life and varies
with climatic conditions.
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its uses to man.

1. Make 3 terrariadry land,
grass and forest. Compare the
dependence on water of the life
in each.

Survey nlant and animal life at
varying distances from a pond
noting' their dependence on the
water. Were they equally de-
pendent':

2. Demands for water are increasing 2. Students will make a survey
at a greater rate than the rate of of "old timers", parents, and
population growth. peers to compare the demand on

water during the youth of each
group. Survey questions should
include what the water was used
for, the amount used, etc.
Graph and share results.

3. In any given location, the
ease of water's availability tends
to influence the use made of it.

4. Activities on upstream and
adjoin, lands frequently affect
the usefulness of any given body
of water.

3. Have stuaents use one
water source in the sCS671 for
all their needs for an entire
day. Encourage them to con-
tinue this at home. Do they
think twice about using water`:

4. Field trip to a business
or industry on or near a water
supnly. Observe and compare
this water supply with one re-
moved from any such activity.
(Check your local dump and its
proximity to a water supply.)

C. Various problems and techniques of management of water resources
must be kept in mind.

1. Control of pollution is an
essential aspect of water
management.

2. Certain land management prac-
tices help to reduce the flood
waters and silt that small streams
empty into rivers and lakes.

e 1 Ai

1. Field trip to
let;is this water
meaning active in
cycle.

a sewage out-
recyclable,
the water

Have two sample plots of grass,
over a week's time water eech
plot, one with fresh water, ;he

other with water mixed with de-
tergent. Analyse the results
after a week or so.

'. Observation of ditches
around school, farms, etc.



1. Transporting and storing
water to meet increasing needs
require experience and manage-
ment techniques.
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4. Make a scrapbook of news-
paper and magazine articles and
pictures of dams or any new
water management plan (i.e., th
California aqueduct, the TVA,
etc.) Are there any such plans
involving your area? If so
what might the results be?

D. Water resource conservation demands specific policy and adminis-
tration of this policy.

1. Because water resources
recognize no state, county, town-
ship or municipal boundaries in their
occurence and all units or govern-
ment be given maximum opportunity for
cooperating to solve mutual manage-
ment problems.

2. Good public understanding of
water resource problems, possible
solutions, and management are
extremely important.

1. Fora summary activity dis-
cuss who owns the water. In
this discussion the students
should be knowleogable in the
previous concepts from the ac-
tivities completed. (Why not
do this at your nearest local
water supply?)

2. Students should feel in-
volved ana a part of the water
cycle. Guide students in com-
munity awareness through pos-
ters, contributions to local
newspapers, suggestions to
local rpvernment planning ses-
sions, meetines, ate., program
for parents, teacher3 and all
members of the community when
the student becomes the educator
This aspect is vital.

Following is a list of supplementary activities related to our
environmental web:

WATER

1. What is the source of your local drinking water supply?

2. Devise a way of measuring the evaporation rate or water in dif-
ferent locations and under different conditions and at different
times of the day and year.

3. Now do local industries or utilities use water: What happens
to it? What condition is it in after use?

4. Determine how water run off and ansorbtion have bean altered by
land that has been covered with cement or asphaltT

5. Prom A sample, estimate the number or
the amount of water given oil' by the tree
piration.

6. Take h field trip to the local sewage
prior to the trip if the plant is primary

C.:44

leaves on a tree. Estimate
Ln one day through trans-

disposal plant. Find out
or secondary treatment.
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SOIL

1. Make a survey or check the local community to discover erosion
hamArris.

2. Hub pieces of limestone, sandstone, etc., together to illustrate
how long it takes nature to form soil.

3. Compare the depth of topsoil in different. locations.

4. Compare the amounts of organic matter in various soil samples.

5. Attempt to determine the age of rock in your area.

PLANTLIPE

1. Observe the growth rings in a tree stump to determine how aspects
of the natural environment have affected the trots throuph the years.

2. Mark off quadrants of one square meter in different plant commu-
nities to compare: the types of plants, amount of bare ground to
that covered with vegetation, amount of basal area of each plant
compared to the area covered by foliage, light intensity, temperature
of the !lir and soilymoisture present, soil compactness, water absorb-
Lion rate, and air movement.

3. How has mhn damaged natural vegetation in your area?

ANIMAL LIFE

1. 1111(0 h population census of small animals in an area.

P. Rstimate the number of birds in a flock.

3. Make A profile chart of various local animals that can be observed
and indicate at which level of the community they feed, i.e. under-
ground, on the ground, at the bottom or trees, near the ton, overhead.

1.. Make a survey of insects and the plants on which their evidences
are found. T.latimnts the total number or certain kinds of insects in
an Area.

5. How has m,,o's use of the land rffected or changed the wilolife
in your community or repionS What nnimnls hftve moved away nnd which
ones hilup qdripted to an aJter.ed ftnvironment2

POLLUTION

1. Bring in A dirty furnace filter to illustrate the dust and foreign
particles found in household air.

2. Count a specific number of automobiles ano note the number with
excessive exhaust fumes. A graph can be made showing the relationship.

3. Estimate the number of automobiles your community has and estimate
the Amount of pollutants added to the air each day by them. Is there
any way to cut do "n on these pollutants, i.e., public transportation,
car pools, bicyloes.



because ecolopy involves the interaction of all living and non-
living processes, this unit on the water cycle can easily be adaptedto the other major processes in our environmental webs sun energy,oll, plant and animal.

Tie flexible lnd imaginative*

"PE POLLOWIN1 IS A LIST OF THE NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SOME FILMSTRIP
PRODUCERS WHO eUT OUT SELECTED MATERIALS IN RELATION TO WATER. CON-SRRVArION, AND ECOLOGY. A SERIES OF CODE LETTERS IS GIVEN FOR EACH
r:OMPA.!Y.

..AME ADDRESS CODE LETTERS

Colonial Films CF
7) Walton Street, N. W.
Atlanta, GeorFtia 30303

ApriculturP1 Association
310 North Fifth Street
Uezcalb, Illinois 60115

Encyclopedi4 R.ritanniCa Films, Inc.
1150 WilmetLe Avenue
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

Eye Gate House, Inc.
146-01 Archer Avenue
JUMeiClis ;low York 11435

J'im Handy Organisation
fichool Service Department
P(21 Eant Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan 48211

Long Filmslide Service
750 teairmount Avenue
El Cerrito, California 94530

McGraw-Hill nook Company
'eat Film Division
310 West 42nd Street
New York, Hew York 1u036

DK

EB

E-G

JH

LP'S

14-H

Nasco Industries, Inc. MASCO
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538

Pat Dowlinp victures PD
histrIbuted by:

ilmsttne.
71,:wg bnLonpore

Hollywooat GoiirOPHIN 90128

0



society for Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614

.%1I, Bureau of Reclamation
V4ilding 63, Denver Federal Center
uenver, Colorado 80225

Water Resources Association
Distributed by:
raining Films, Inc.
150 West 54th Street
New York, New York 10019

SVE

USaft

WRA

THIS LIST OF FILMSTRIPS IS MEANT ONLY AS A SELECTED ADDITION TO
ANY OTHER A-V MATERIALS THE CLASSROOM TEACHER MAY HAVE RECORSE TO.

TITLE COMPANY CODE

3ALMCF OF NATURE E-U
BALANCING THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND ........ OOO 00 ES
CHANGES IN ECOSYSTEMS M-H
CONSERVATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES 0000000 OOOOO 000 E-G
CONSERVING WATER AND SOIL ........ OOOOO 0000000
CYCLE OF NATURE E-G
DEMAND, THE EB
ENOUGH WATER FOR EVERYONE ES
GREAT FLOOD, THE NASCO
HUMAN ECOLOGY
INTRODUCTION TO ECOLOGY N -H

The following are all listed under SVE films: Lets Explore a Yield,
Let's Explore a Liiwn, Let's explore a Pond, Let's Explore a Stream,
Lets Explore a Woodland, Life in a Bog, Life in Relation to Environ-ment.

MANAGEMENT OF WATER, THE OOO OOO 0: **** 0000.00
MIRACLE OF WATER ........... 00000
MUDDY RAINDROPS, THE OOOOO ******
POND AS A COMMUNITY, THE
WATER AND ITS COUSERVATION *****
WATER BIRDS ......... ********** 00 ************
WATER CONSERVATION TODAY
WHAT IS CONSERVATION?
WIND AND WAVES
WOW. OF RUNNING WATER

M-H
USBR
SVE
M-H
R-G
ES .

SVE
E8
SVE
SVE
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In this project for Outdoor Education we will cover the grade
range K-4 by activities, games, observations and experiments. The
children will learn through their own discovery following a discovery
guide which is an aid to individualizing inquiry. It avoids con-
fusion. The talking by the teacher is reduced to a minimum allowing
for individual attention to the child.

OBJECTIVES OP DISCOVERY GUIDES:

1. To foster the natural curiosity which children have about the
world around them.

2. To suide,children to learn about their environment out-of-doors
by getting tnem involved in the process of finding out for themselves.

3. Art children s chance to appreciate science as a method of
discoveil-through solving problems.

4. To em hasize the ecological approach by including studies in
the phys cal and biological aspects of the environment.

5. To help foster the kinds of attitudes and appreciations which
lead to SuZiagraIng the scientific method and its applications.

6. To stimulate interests and to develop skills which enable
children to investigate for themselves.

7. To develop an understanding of the out-of-doors which may lead
to interesting hobbies of various kinds.

6. To create an awareness that our resources are not restricted to
soil, forests, fish and wildlife; but that they also include peace,
quiet, clean air, clean water, space and beauty.

9. To lead children to the enjoyment of the esthetic beauties in
the ouanTs and to ex lain the privileges and duties each one has
to make it possible or others to obtain the same enjoyment.

10. To appreciate conservation as it develops from an understanding
of the ecological interrelationships in our environment and to
recognize that man is part of this "web of life."

LIVING THINGS - OBJECTIVES

KINDERGARTEn

The student will'be able to:

1. identify that nll things Are either living or non-living.
2. identify living things as plant or animal.
3. identify all living things grow.
4. state that all living things are not the same size.
5. identify that there are many kinds of slants and animals.
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PIKS!' GRADE

Me student will be able to:

1. state that there are many kinds of plants.
2. state that plants grow in a variety of places.
3. state that nlents and animals need food, air, water, and

favorable temperature to live.
4. state that green plants need light to grow.
5. state that most plants can not move about as animals no.
6. state that there are many kinds of animals.
7. state that animals live in many kinds of places.
h. state that most animals can move from place to place.
9. state that animals move in different ways.

SRC= GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. identify the parts of a plant.
2. identify that living things change as they grow.
1. state that some animals move from place to place with seasons

in order to find food.
4. state that seed disoersel is essential for plant reproduction.
5. inentify living things in soil.

PRIRD GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. state that many plants and animals are adapted to living in
certain kinds of Places.

2. state that many animals have special adaptations which protect
them from their enemies.

3. state that man depends on other living things for his food,
clothing, ono shelter.

4. state that man should exercise good conservation practices
30 as not to disrupt the interdependence of living things.

Paril-11 GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. identify the parts of a flower as stamen, pistil (ovary, seeds),
petal, sepals.

2. state that some plants have seeds.
1. state that seeds are produced by flowers.
4. state that seeds are distributed by explosion, wind, water,

and animal.
5. state that fruit develops from the flower
6. state that preen plants make their own food.
7. state that new plants can be grown from seeds, leaves, and

stems of other plants.
8. state that some animals feed and protect their young.
9. identify the five groups of vertebrates.

a. fish b. amphibian c. reptile d. bird e. mammal
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LIVING THINGS - ACTIVITIES

K-2

t. Take a walk around the building during the spring to collet:
tree seeds. Observe differences in sizes and shapes.

2. Collect branches bearing unopened fruit of witchhazel in the
fall. Keep these in a warm classroom. The witchhazel will
pop its seeds-showing method of seed dispersal.

3. Sketch and describe specimens observed and then classify
these upon return to the classroom using visual characteristics.
One student from each group might be permitted to collect one
spe cimen.

L. Find living and non-living things.

5. Listen for sounds which living things make.

6. Investigate a dead tree to find out how it feels, smells and
looks. Look for scars, breaks, holes, and for plants and
weimals on it and in it. A fallen rotting tree is examined in
the same way. (Do not break rotting log apart. Aeplace what-
ever is moved.) Students may justify its value to the environment.

7. Look for animal homes at different levels of the forest or field
(ground level, eye level, and overhead) as well as by the holes,
spittle bug foam, webs, rolled leaves, cocoons caves, muskrat
mounds, and beaver lodges.

&. Study the 41fferencein bark textures by feeling with fingers.
Make rubbing of bark in order to compare designs.

9. Observe and feel differences in other parts of p3 ants, leaves,
trunks, twigs, root, flowers, and branches.

10. Lock for animal coverings to study. Perhaps rabbit, snake, frog,
salamander, bird, insect or earthworm.

11. At the edge of a pond use a strainer to scoop up some bottom
mud which is then placed on newspaper. Living things are
then transferred to basins of water where they can be more clearly
observed. Overturn a few rocks to find life under them. Try
to get life from a stream where there is running water to compare
life from the two places.

12. For sight, touch and smell, introduce two different leaves,
such as sassafras end mullein. Sassafras has 4 different shapes,
is smoothond is fragrant when crushed. Mullein has a simple
outline, is not especially fragrant, and is very fuzzy. Listen
to the sounds made by walking on leaves, the calls of birds,
running stream, splashes of animals, sounds of animals.

13. Give each child a copy of some leaf shapes and then look for
the matchin shape outdoors. When the child finds a match, he
may fill in the outline with crayon.
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LIVING THINGS-ACTIVITIES COiiTlNUED K-2

14. Look for evidence of animals using plants for food.

17. Notice which parts of all plants are green.

16. Find what happens to the roots of a fallen tree, to the .ale
left by the fallen tree.

17. Pind evidence of change taking place on some of the rocks.

18. Find evidence of roots of plants keening water from washing
soil away.

19. Pind what lives i.t water, the woods, the soil.

20. Making two teams, have students go out and fina the lack of
Frass in certain places.

21. Take a hoop or coat hanger and throw randomly bo observe
within loop area the different sands of seeds and how they spread.

22. Send search parties of two or three children to find as many
different types of mushroom, lichens, fungus and algae as they can.

23. Have children find as many different types of galls as they can.

24. Have students count as many birds as they car in a certain time.

25. Taking containers with them, have students collect as many kinds
of insects as they can Rnd observe their behavior.

26. After observing plants have .clt.ss tell in which direction they
'ow.

27. As an art project have each student select a different shape
tree and then draw it from memory.

2b. Have the class gather all materials they feel are polluting the
area you specify.

29. Compare severe.] flowers. Look for the same color, different
colors. Look for the parts that are the same color and the
parts that are different color.



LIVING THINGS - ACTIVITIES

K-4
1. Plant a flower or vegetable garden on the school grounds.

2. Collect mushroom and ferns to show spores.

3. Find fungi of various types and notice where thod are ing.
Compare these places with places green plants grow.

4. Obtain green pond scum and observe drops under a microscope or
bioscope.

5. Make fern leaf prints in plaster of parts.

6. Look for immature insects In various land locations - near the
water, in the woods, in the field, and along the fence rows and
roadside. Look for caterpillars hanging from trees, rolled up in
leaves, inside galls on various parts of plants.

7. Divide children into small groups to explore carefully a portion
of the area under study. They can look for changes in plants such as
rolled leaf eaves, galls, holes in leaves or the tree itself; changes
in the physical environment such as decreased sunlight in an Fires, holes
in the ground or flooding of the Area.

b. Find different stages of growth in insects, frogs, and toads.
Obtain samples from bottom mud and water in a pond.

9. Let children work in groups while exploring an area for living
things.

10. Observe the differences in mature and immature trees--bark tex-
ture, size and she of leaves, color of twigs and bark, shape and
and height, of the tree.. Notice the leaf canopy of the tallest trees
in contrast to the lower branches. Bark rubbings of older and
younc,:or barks are apt to be smoother than older ones; contrasting

which show trees grow in width as well as length. Growth
in width causes ridges, cracking and peeling.

11. Use different methods of telling the age of a tree. Count the
whorls of branches on pine trees,the annual rings of a tree cross
section and the growth rings or bird scale scars on branches of
deciduous trees. Current growth being the distance between the
tnrm:.nal bud and the nearest set of "growth rings." Measure the
distance between these growth rings and the next lower set for
previous year's growth.

32. Let children select two twigs which are two years or older.
They measure end record the amount of growth for the present year
and the last year. Determination can be made as to which year
showed the most growth and discuss the reasons for different growth
rates from year to year.
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13. Take precounted toothpicks of assorted colors and scatter them
in the grass. Have .children try to pick up as many as possible in
a given time limit. Observations can be made as to what color tooth-
nicks are most difficult to locate. Try this same activity in a drier
area, perhaps a meadow or field and carry on the same observations.
i>iacuss camouflage and protection again in regard to findings. Find
insects which are the same color as the place they are found.

lit.. Look for evidences of animals in the woods. They might be tracks,
eater. ':ts, snider wAbs, nests, the sounds of animals, their droppings,
etc.

15. Examine soil and notice it is made up broken down parent rock,
decayed plant and animal materiel, live organisms, water, and air.

16. Working in groups the children can work in different areas (ever-
preen woods, field, deciduous woods, school yard) to examine soil
sannles. Later they can use soil samples to create dioramas of the
area from which they were taken.

17. Find the diameter of a tree by use of a tape which has been marked
off in 3 and 1/7th inches and each section numbered by ones. Wrap
the tape around the tree trunk 44 feet from the ground. Where the
tape meets, read the number. This represents the approximate diameter
of the tree.

lb. Locate plants which should be avoided.

19. Look for nests, and notice the number of nests in one tree.

2(.. Watch birds to find what kinds of plants seem to Itt,e-iet them.

Pl. Observe animals on, in, around and under a stump and notice
what they are doing.

22. Observe the shape and color in animals and relate this to the
survival of the animals.

Pl. Examine some plants in order to find the beginning of next
yearfs plant and notice the location of these parts.

24. Try to locate cocoons, spider egg cases, praying mantis cases,
earthworm egg cases and watch their development, etc.

25. Compare the temperas re of several animal homes for the warmest
anc coolest.

26. Compare the living conditions of plants and animals on top of
rock: and those under a rock.

P7. Examine plants in order to find out how they protect the soil.
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AIR. WATER AND WEATHER - OBJECTIVES

laNDBRMARTNN

The student will be able to:

1. state that air is all around us.
state that we can feel air but we cannot see it.

1. state that we can see what air does
j.. state that air can warm us or cool us.

FIRST GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. identify that winds move at different speeds and from different
directions.

2. identify things that wind can do which are beneficial, harmful,
or both.

3. identify the forms of precipitation
a. rain b. snow c. sleet d. hail

4. identify that weatner rffects our work and play.
5. identify that clouds have different shapes.

SECOND GRADE

The students will be able to:

1. identify the different places temperature is measured.
2. state that water evaporates from puddles, lakes, and oceans to

go into the air.
3. state that there are different types of clouds and that they

change color, patterns and speed.
4. use a rain gunge.
5. state that Pain effects the plant and animal life.

state that wind has different strengths and may blow from
any direction.

7. state that temperature differs in contrasting areas.

THIRD GRADE

The students will be able to

1. state that wind effects animal life.
2. state that a volume of snow melted will produce a lesser

volume of water.
3. state that there are different forms of clouds.
4. identify difference in snowflakes and comers size and slums.
5. state that the earth is heated unevenly by the sun.

POURTH GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. state that some precipitation soaks into the ground while some
runs off into streams, lakes and oceans.

2. state that excessive precipitation causes great damage by erosion
and flood.
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3. state the condition of a swamp.
4. state that the water table is higher i The spring than in

the fall.
14 determine wind conditions and velocity.

AIR, WATER AND WEATHER - ACTIVITIES

K-2

1. Have students record rainfall by making a rain guage and keeping
a record over a period of several weeks.

2. Have students keep records for several days of the kinds of clouds
that are visible. Discuss changes of color, patterns and speed.

3. Have students observe the effect of rainfall on the plant and ani-
mal life. Discuss the problems created by rain and also the
helpful effects.

4. Children can find many examples of temperature differences out-
doors. The following areas of contrast may be used.
a) sun-shade
b) wind-calm air
c) deep water-shallow water
d) snow surface-under pile of snow at ground level
e) snow-ice
f) surface soil-subsoil
g) edge of water-middle of meadow

5. In which places around the building does the wind blow strongest
can be a matter of 14esearch.

6. Find the coolest spot on a warm day; the warmest spot on a cold day.

7. Feel the surfaces of different types of objects and notice
whether color of the object makes a difference. When doing this
record the results for warm days and cool days. Compare.

Draw a circle around the very edge of a puddle with a piece of
chalk or mud. Watch to discover how lone it takes to disappear.
Try this on sunny days and cloudy days to compare time element.
Try it on relatively calm days and windy days and compare. Dis-
cuss what happens to the water.

9. Make wind strips with strips of plastic for observation of wind
velocity- -both for strength and direction at various parts of the
school environment.

1. Have students study and record wind conditions for several weeks--
use direction of the wind and the accompanying weather conditions
And temperatures. Make a simple wind van and anemometer.
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(continued)

2. Have students investigate snow volume in comparison to water
volume of the same melted. snow by using some fruit juice cans
which have been filled with snowolaced in warm place to allow
snow to melt and resultant water volume measured. Let children
calculate how many inches of snow would produce one-inch depth
of water, or how many inchesof snow will be produced by the
snow in the juice cans. Try different textured snow, snow
pecked down or placed lightly in the can. Note results.

3. I-lake daily observatiOns of clouds. If a camera with a filter
is available, cloud photographs can be taken and developed into
an excellent exhibit.

4. Examine snow flakes which fall on dark clothinp with hand lenses.
ote their shapes, number of Points.

5. Arrange a trip to a reservoir, or to the source of the school
water supply. If appropriate, have the school custodian inter-
viewed for what happens to the water to make it ready for use
in the school.

6. Find places in the vicinity of the school where there is evidence
that the water table is near the surface. Swamny or marsh lo-
cations can usually he found at a distance not too far away.
Children should be led to observe the difference in the vegeta-
tion as compared to adjacent drier areas. In early spring it
will often he possible to find the water table by digging a
small hole with a shovel.

7. Arrange to take a trip to an airport or local weather bureau to
observe the wind sock and the wino speed indicator (anemometer).
Discussion can be held as to wny the people at the airport are
interested in the wind speed and direction, the weather bureau
is interested in both, too.

5. Have the children find a place in the direct sunlight where a
blacktop surface meets the lawn. Have the children place one
hand on the paved surface and the other hand on the grass. Dis-
cuss whioh area is hottest., whether the sun heats all parts of
the earth equally or not.

Go to a nearby weedy field on s windy day. Have the chilnren
lie down, face up, end see how hard the wind blows atainst their
faces. Have them kneel with their faces even with the tops of
the weeds. Let them stand. Discuss where the wind is the weakest,
the strongest, where the Insects might go on a windy day.



TH ON - OBJ CTIVES

UNDERGARTEN

The student will be able to:
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L. identify rocks/stones as herd non-livinr things.
2. separate rocks/stones into groups according to:

a. size b. color c. shape d. texture
3. identify that there are different kinds of rocks /stones.
4. state that rocks/stones are used to make things.

a. as building materials
be in many ways around the house and in schools

1) stone which is used to building things is strong and hard.

FIRST GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. identify that the land on which we live is made of rock and soil.
2. distinguish the difference between soil end sand.
3. state that there are different kinds of soil.

SECOND GRADE

The student will be able to:

3. identify the ways in which rocks are constantly being worn or
broken down.
Po wind b. water c. temperature change d. plants e. men

2. state that the soil contains bits of broken rock and decaying
plant and animal matter.

3. show that soils differ in their ability to hold water.
4. state that the too soil is.a valuable resource end should be

'conserved.

THIRD GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. state that the surface of the earth is constantly changing..
2. identify the examples of earthts changes.

a. building up and wearing down of mountains and hills.
b. delta, gully, valley formation
c. changes in coastlines
d. landslides

1. identify the factors responsible for these changes.
a. wind and water erosions
b. man and other nnimals
c. glaciers
d. gravity
e. earthquakes and volcanoes
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FOURTH GRADE

The student will be able to:

1. state that fossils are evidence of life in the past and may be
found in sedimentary rock.

2. recognize fossils and fossil imprints
3, state that there are different kinds of fossils
4. identify two examples of sedimentary rocks

a. limestone b. shale c. coal d. conglomerate
5. identify two examples of metamorphic rocks

a. marble b. quartzite

iARTH AND TS COM?OSIT1014 - ACTIVITIES

K-2w.
1. Collect some rocks from around the neighborhood. Compare the

rocks collected with the man-mode materials (rock-like) used in
construction.

2. Have the children use lemon-juiee or vinegar for testing reaction
of rocks. Try to include limestone so that there will be a
bubbling reaction.

3. Examine natural rocks found on school site. Discuss and group
rocks according to size, color, shape, texture.

I.. Take a trip to visit a stonecutter. Notice what kind of stone
he uses and the tools used to cut the rock.

5. Go outside after a rainstorm and find areas where water is
standing on the earth. Discuss the differences in the kind of
earth which held the water on the surface and that which allowed
it to sink into it.

6. Visit areas where the soil has been moved by rainwater. Observe
the evidence of miniature gullies and ditches, transported sand

and other examples of erosion.

1. Loeate limestone and examine it closely with the aid of a magni-
fying glass. Sometimes tiny shells can be seen. Test the rock
with vinegar or lemon juice and notice the reaction. Try the
same test on other rocks and compare the reactions.

2. If in an area where marble is found, try testing with vinegar and
compare its reaction with that of limestone.

3. Take a trip to a museum where displays illustrating physical
features and changes of the earth are exhibited.

4. Arrange a trip to a nearby area which shows evidence of glacial
features and deposits. In large cities such evidence can often
be found in parks.
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5. Visit sites which are under construction and see rock exPosures.
Sometimes they provide a source for rock and mineral specimens.

Visit a place where building stone is quarried to find out kind
of rock, uses or the rock, methods of quarrying.

7., Gravel beds or banks may provide another place to collect specimens.

8. A fossil-collecting trip may be possible in some areas.



maa ADOPT A TREE
By: ".!Toyce

Took at the trees around your neighborhood, block, or school -

yard. Some trees are big an/ so'ie are small but each
helps part :`y our air and makes our neighborhood a 'sore
pleasant place to live.

Some trees have been planted les people send some grew all
by themselves.

Some trees are healthl and some are urhealth7.
Some trees have sears where people have injured theft,

perhaps by accident, perhaps on purpose.
Some trees may be the same size as others and some hive

the seine kind of bark orleaves as others.
Iook at the differences awl siatlaritles of your trees.

'each rare is in some ways special and different from
all of %he others.

(3hoose one tree which seeets in some way special to you.

weep a notebook nr your tree.
Wes planted by people or did it grow by itself?
Who do you think planted your'tree? Ask people who

may know..
Why do you think the tree was planted and who do you

suppose paid for tht work?
3ee if you can find out how long your tree 'gas been

growtnr! here. Ask people who may know.
',nes your tree have needles or leaves on it? What Is the

difference?
W!ll your tree have leaves in the sptinti:?
Can you finci out what shane the leaves will be? Maybe

yon eon rine an old leave from last year on the ground
or nr the tree.

What kind of bark does your tree have? How is It dife
ferent from the bark of other trees nearby?

Can you see any scars on your tree where people have
Wured I. t? What do you think caused the injurr

Do you !mow what kind of tree you have chosen? See if you can
find out.

What do the buds of 7our tree look like? Compare them'
with the buds of other students' trees. Compare leaves
as well if they are available.

What pattern do the branches of your tree make? Is it
diff'erent from other nearby trees?

What the bark of your tree like? Is it rouge or
smooth, soaley or tight. gray or brown or black?

lees your tree have any seeds on IG? See If you enn find
nut '.ihnt the seeds will be like. How .are the seeds of
ynnr tree trensported to new loemtions?

What shape does your tree have where it joies the ground?
!WIlere the trunk joins the roots)

155
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Measure your tree
What is the circumference of your tree? Trees are
normally measured at the height of 100 feet from the
ground. Can you find the diameter from this? (measure
very carefully and you may be able to measure again at
the end of the summer to see how much your tree has grown.
Be sure to measure at the same place.)

Can you find the height of your tree?
Get your teacher to help you.
How high from the ground is the first branch?

Each tree is the home of many millions of other plants
and animals. Most of them are so small we could only see
them with a very powerful microscope. Many live underground
where we can not easily find them. On most tree trunks you
can find lichens growing.

What are lichens?
Can you find any insects under the loose bark.onyour tree?
Can you find any signs of life in the dirt at the base of
your tree?

Watch your tree when Spring comes. Keep a record in your note-
book.
On what date do buds begin to turn green?
When do the leaves begin to unfold?
Are there any flowers on your tree?
Do leaves and flowers come out at the same time?
Is there anything on your tree for birds to eat?

Draw your tree in Winter ana in app .11/46:

Draw the leaves of your tree?

Make rubbings or spatter prints of the lenvos of your trot.
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A CUBE Or SOIL
Courtesy: Dr, Helen Russell

Materials

Trowel Ruler Jar Screens Newspaper

Eauipement

Without disturbing the plants, lift a cube 4:xt earth (6"36"26").

Place it on a piece .of paper. Examine it. (As you work, put

any animals in a jar).

How do the plant roots affect it? How do they grow? How far

down do they go?

Is it the same color at the top and bottom? If not, what is

the difference?

What other differences can you notice?

Remove the plants. Now many individual plants are growing on

your cube? Row many kinds? Separate them into piles by kinds.

Tally them. Tr you don't know the names, draw pictures to in-

dicate the plants you are talking about. Or describe them.

Shake the soil off the roots. Use the screens to learn about

the size of soil particles and the relative quantity of each

size.

Start work with the large screen. When you have finished, you
will have five piles. Estimate proportions of each size soil

particle.

Was there any visible organic material? Mineral materials?

What about animals?

...to."



3EST COPY AY IE SOIL
By: Marian Carpenter

Row

deep

is

the

vair"-"'"
dig a small hole and put the soil you remove

on a pine of newspaper .

hole?

is it damp or dry?

is it hard of soft?

What color is the

soil at the sides

and top of the

hole?

Tar--

I the soil on your newspaper

what kind of soil do plants like best?

what kind ed worms like? ailpromm. ims.,..

does the soil stick together if .you make a ball out of it?

now many animals can you find in the soil?

Name them or draw their pictures .

Why does the soil need

115.
the plants and animals?

Why do plants and animals

need the soil?
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7ART"WORMS
Courtesy: Dr. 'Telen Russell
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7arthworm mounds can be found almost any place in the world
where there is moist earth. These mounds are piles or droppings --
undigested food material which has passed through the earthworms
body after being around.in its gizzard and treated with the diges-
tive chemicals.

Tf you examine one of these piles of pulverized earth you
may discover that it is made of inesn pellets. (Rain, lawn
mowers, walking people may compact early deposits).

Rub some of these pellets between your fingers. Notice how
fine the earth particles are. Now does thi.s help the soil?

Notice the hole beneath the pellets. Now does this help
the soil?

Tf you lool, quickly when you pick up the mound of earth you
may see the earthworm before it disappears*

When you know how to identify the earthworm mounds, you can
do a census in different area. This could he done in different ways.
The class can be divided into pairs and each pair assigned a sec..;.
tion of lawn to count mounds. If these figures are added, you
will have a total for a given area for a given date and year.

Or the class can be divided into thirds or fourths, and
each group could explore a plot or given dimensions in a different
habitat (e.g. woods, lawn, bare ground, field, orchard). This
raises questions about the places earthworms prefer.

In the orchard each group can find an earthworm mound. By
cutting down around the side with a trowel the whole burrow may
be lug up with the. earthworm In it.

Examine the burrow. Is it straight? Curved? Could you
draw it? TTow wide is it? Is there any place the earthworm can
turn around?

Put the earthworm in a pan. Put earth at the opposite end
of the pan. Watch the earthworm move. How does the earthworm use
it muscles: Now can you locate the head end?

Watch the earthworm for a while. What words would you use
to describe its size? Do you need different words at different
times? Why?

The pink color is from hemoglobin in its blood. The black
is the food in its digestive tract. Where does th. digestive
tract start and end? Ts there an equal amount of food in all parts
of the digestive tract? Ts the tract the same thickness from one
end to the other"

Make a list of other questions you can ask about earthworms.
Can you discover the answers by observing your worms?
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You may want to set up an earthworm observation home by
using an olive jar. Pill it 3/4 full with moist earth. Put an
earthworm on top of the earth. Wrap a pice of black paper around
the jar and fas en it with a rubber band.

When you want to see earthworm activity take the black cover
off. Why is the cover important?

What questions can you find answers to in your observation
home*

Put a thin layer of rine light colored sand on top of tle
earth. Does this hemp with observations?

Try sawdust on the earth in another observation home. Are
the results the same?

Earthworms eat decaying leaves and other dead plant materials.

Can you devise some experiments and discover if they have
any food preferences?

Suggested reading for teachers:

EART1WORMS, by Dorothy Childs Tiogner, Pub. Thomas Crowell
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AND NOW IT'S FALL
Courtesy of Lakeside Nature Center

At this .me of year there are many unique things to experience
with our eyes, ears, noses, fingers, faces and feet.

Wave you noted what is replacing summer's morning dew? Have you
inoked at it through a magnifying glass?

tiow do the lowering temperatures make you feel? Or the contrast
between morning and afternoon temperatures?

Doer: the rain smell different to you now - before, during, and
after the rainfall: Does it feel differently? What changes do
you notice after the rain? What changes do your bare feet tell
you !Mout"

Have you noticed the trees, around your school. For each tree,
do the leaves turn the same color? Do all the trees turn brilliant
colors? Aeter the leaves fall can you feel and smell what is
hanneninr, to them?

When the trances are hare have you compared the shapes of dif-
ferent varieties of trees? Do their shapes suggest different
feelings to you?

have you touched a ripened milkqeed pod with your nose? And
other seeds - how do they feel?

Have you moved your fingers through the coat of a horse, dog,
or ,,at? What do your fingers tell you is happening? Do you
see a change in color?

When you close your eyes in the school yard, a city park, or
forest, what sounds do you hear that you don't hear at other
times of the year"

Wave you provided opportunities to experience the above with
your students? Hopefully these outside activities will supple-
-lent units or projects you are involved with this Fall. Or
maybe they will suggest a unit or concept to teach, such as
!reparation for the winter's dormancy or nature's recycling.



ROCKS
By: Marian Carpenter

Pick up a rock and look carefully at it.

What shape sod olor is it?

Now close your eyes and fuel the rock with

with your ehPek.

ifow big is your rot* compared to you?

is it heavy? Think of something else that is as heavy as

your rock.

kow hard.is your rock?

What can you find that you can scratch it with:

What ar rocks good for?

What can you do with them:

Pick up two rocks -

one big and one small. If

you drop both of them at the
same time - which will hit the
ground first? Try it . .

-Find a rock that you

really think is nice and

bring it home to a friend

who couldn't come today .
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.n74777FT(7754 and Answers About Ants, millinent Selsam; Scholastic



Ribliography for Early Childhood
By; Marian Carpenter

GENERAL

A Place to Live, Jeanne Bendink; Parent's Magazine Press
Living Thitigs, Jeanne Bendick; Franklin Watts
17aVhat r pound, Marshal Case; Chathan Press
=peak In the Pavement, Math Howell; Atheneus
Everything Changes, Ruth Nowell, Atheneus
nlisceverimg Nature Tndoors, Ed. by Laurence Pringle; Natural History
Oisr.overina The Nature Outdoors, Ed. by Laurence Pringle; Natural History
Living Earth, Peter Farb: Harper and Row
Neture Tn the City, John Rubiowsky; %asic
See Through the Forest, Millinent Selsam; Nerper
Tow As A snail, Quick As A Rird Miriam Young; Lathrop

WIT77737727,Renn Russell; Little Brown
sell, Helen Russell; Little Brown

SEASONAL

Fall Ts Here:, Dorothy Sterling; Natural Ristory Press
Where Does Everyone Go?, Aileen Fisher; Thomas Crowell
Soon After Sentember, Glenn dough; McGraw Rill
Irring In Here:, 15orothy Sterling; Natural Mistory Press

STONES

First Books of Stones, M. B. Cormnek; Franklin Watts
*me/ Turned to Stone, Julian May; Scholastic Book Service
*All Upon A Stone, Jean George; Thomas Crowell
*The Wonder of Stones, Roma Gans; Crowell

PLANTS AND SEEDS

Birth of a Forest, Millicent Selsam; Harper and Row
Let's tio To The woods,- Harriet Truntington; Doubleday
Thanks to Trees, Irma Webber: Scott
,'Cho Pints We-Eat, Millicent '31sam; Harper and Row
*Llitns In The Grass, Phyllis Busch; World Publishing
*Plants 44th $eerls, Dorothy Wood; Follett
Learning Allout F/owerips PlAnts, Phyllis Ladyman; Scott
101117 With Seeds, Millicent Selwyn; Morrow
tilitalhatjltmma, Irma Webber: Scott
*milkwee4, Millicent Selsam: Morrow
*Marae _Tree, Milli cent Selsam; Morrow

INSECTS, ANIMALS, BIRDS

mhe Prayin4 Mantis, Lilo Hess; Scribners
#VT177717BOoit 6fIEW, Margaret Williamson; Franklin Watts
*The .That Laid the ()olden E Millicent Selsam: narper & Row

*12=212ftLEDAIERIiia, licent Selsam; T.Tarper & Row
*Odd pets, Dorothy Mogner: Scholastic
*qiestions and Answers About Ants, Millicent Selsam; Scholastic
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*1

ects,
Zim qnd Cottam; Golden Press

%
, Jeanne Prouillette; Follett

*1,et4 Elad...matA=_Lasard.t.a, David Knight; Franklin Watts
ifIgtelmillarg, Dorothy Sterling; Doubleday

Alhart Tibbets; Franklin Watts
The Snake-lovgrg Diary, Barbara Brenner; Scott
Earthworma, Dorothy nogner; Thomas Crowell
*21Ah22ahlatzulausa_lialugg, L. and A. /;ornblow; Random House
:bajtaryatjata, Dorothy Shuttlesworth; Doubleday
*rAirds zap snd_ne Anti...Eat, Roma Gans; Thomas Crowell
*Tp-virat ;qv* Qf Margaret Williamson; Watts
nmAshoDrers And Qriqlutstal, Dorothy ;Togner; Thomas Crowell
fmnjuirtaalthoza, Dorothy Pogner; Thomas CrowellLanciajot the TT(Imits They Rquid, Dorothy Sterling; Doubleday
Lettaiagll at InsAptg, narriet Tiuntington, Doubleday

Ryas and Ikeartila, Ronald Hord; Scholastic
Inflecting Cocoons, Pussy and C. Pessino; Thomas Crowell

*easy to read

We recommend that teachers subscribe to:

Ranger Rick's Nature Club aid Magazine
lhl? 16th Street
Washinpton, D. C. 2(1116



HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW?
By: Lakeside Nature Center

Wntehing a see0 grow into 8 plant is an exciting happening for
most ehildren adults too.

Paper cups or milk cartons can
setae es container':

A brightly lit window inside
your classroom will adequately
serve as _a greenhouse area

Seed packets can be cheaply bought or may he obtained ns dona-
tions rrom major need compnnies Lf you write to them explaining
how you plan to use the needs.

'Different planting media mey be purchased at garden stores, but
tAle quickest and easiest way is to go right outside your class-
room and dig up some soil. You shouldn't need that much so don't
make one hig hole (a potential booby trap) and try to stay away
Prom 7ewn areas. To prevent weed seeds Prom germinating in your
soil. bake the soil in a hot oven for one whole day.

You can prlw the nlants totally inside if you want, transplanting
them to /arper containers as they mature. But if you have a
small area (5' x 5'1 of ground outside, think of it as a potential
gar4en area. Being smell, it wouldn't reouire much preparation
(i.e., turning over. raking, fertilizing, staking out rows, etc.)
If you have an outside garden, vandalism will prove to be more of
a problem than hugsom try to make the garden in a fairly secure
place.

Mow can a garden (inside or outside) be a teaching tool? The
rellowing are Just some hints and ideas which hopefully will lead
you to bigger and better things:

Sc

Seeds
Soil
How does a plant make its own

food
Fertilizers and pesticides
Interdependence
Water
Air

math

Weight and volume of soil/water
'04rnensfons of garden
nrowth rate
Mow many plants?
1 of seeds that germinate
Number oo leaves per plant
Length o'e leaves

Environment
Agriculture
Veod Chitin

Nutrition
Leaves, roots, stems
Weather
Tools
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History

Plants me Indians and rioners
Aeginning of Agriculture
Cotton - slavert - Civil War
Victory Gardens WW TT

Social Studies

plants and plant products: clothes, houses, industries,
life styles

Map of garden

Language Arts

Plant descriptions
Write stories about plants
Poetry
Literature - i.e., Johnny Appleseed

Art

'Drawing and painting
Shapes
Native Dyes from nlants

Leaf Prints
Collages

Music

:off ects nf different types of music on plant growth
Songs about niants
Tnstruments from niants - i.e., Indian instruments

A garden can he an insniratinn for many things. There are many
bnovs available on this sub Sect, but you possess the most impor-
tant res')urne of all -- your imagination. Use it:

'MIXERS

Learning About Plowering Plants by Phyllis Ladyman - Pub.
Young - Scott Books, M. Y.

The "l ants We at by Millicent Selsam Pub. Harper Pr Row,

1. Y.

Plants With Seeds by Dorothy Wood - Pub. Pollett Pub. Co.,
chi cago, Tll.



GETTING TO Trwm A TREE
By: Marian Carpenter

Find a tree that looks interesting.

it bigger than you? Now much bigger?

Row wide is it* Can you put your arms around it?

What does your tree feel like? How does Lt smell?

Is it old or young? How do you know?

Are there any buds or leaves or flowers on the branches of your
tree? What are they like: Draw a picture of them:

Thank of ways in which we oan take care of trees.

What Are some ways you can have fun with a tree?

What in'ortant things do we get from trees?

Look on and around your tree. What other things can you

sow do they relate to yo "r tree', Do they help it
hurt it? Does your tree help them?

.4

./ 0

Pretend you nrela tree: Ti9lircloyou depend on thipgs a aund y
to gi4ow?Do you 'Raie your minfOod or do you hunt fortit14- -
Wbere do von get.thelingredientt for your foo4 - Na to 3.' food

fIngterliAnts 1. 1

I

Now
it.

Q k

ft

own for a while and enloy your tree and e

Pan.



EXPERIENCING A TREE 169
!y: Marian Carpenter

Trees are the largest of all 'land plants. Like other green
plants, they have leaves and produce flowers and fruit, but they
have spelial structures that go with bigness. The woody stem we
call the trunk belongs to trees alone. Tt is covered by the tough
halo,' that protects the l4 v4ng tissue beneath it from drying ou'G and
from bacteria and animal enemies (much like human skin). As the
tree trunk grows the bark peels and folds and wrinkles.in ways that
are distinctive for different kinds of trees. Compare a London
Plane tree to a Norway maple in this respect. The thousands of leaves
are arranged in such a way that some sunlight hits every leaf. The
buds form in the summer ready to produce leaves and flowers the
following spring. Powerful roots, both support the tree and carry
water for food production. Finally, trees produce millions of
seeds, all provided with some technique for dispersal and planting.

The bigness of a tree gives it a special quality. Children
enjoy measuring trees with hands and arms. Now big around is the
trunk? Can you nut your hand around it' Two hands? Your arms?
Does 1.4. take more than one child to reach around it?

Examine the hark. Loo', at its ridges and patterns. Feel its
texture and hardness. A bark rubbing made with a wax crayon and
thin parer makes a record of thetree. Rubbings of several trees
may he compared for different patterns. Park scars, like scars
on children's skin,tell the story of accidents and in

Mow are the leaves shaped? Are they all alike in shape? In
size? Tn color? Tow do they grow out of the branch? In the fall
of the year, leaves may be gathered and placed between the pages
of an old telephone book or a magazine with absorbent pages. Af-
ter they have dried, they may he mounted between two sheets of
clear eontact paper:or put between two pieces of wax paper and
ironed with a coot iron.

The teacher may cliu,A few leaves in the spring for clans
35P. Even though a tree has many leaves, children should he
talisht that indiseriminAte gathering from lower limbs, dernms
thP tree, and spnils everyone's enjoyment. Leaf rubbings, like
hark mhhings, may also be made. '3eautifill prints can be ',lade
of seal, leaves by placing them on a stamp pad, vein side down,
oovering them with a nieee of newspaper, and rubbing then until
they Are :.1k coated. Then transferring them to panels, ink side
down, covering them with another scrap of paper, and rubbing
the whole surface.

In the winter, buds may be examined on the tree, and the
teacher may cut a twig to take inside and force in water.

rruits, seeds and flowers will all have their seasons. Dis-
novnrinp the small flowers of some trees can he a real. adventure.
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Tree shares vary - both by kind of tree, and by location,
and their reaction to sun and shade (compare a tree out in the
open to one close to a building or 2 growing close .together).
Tree shapes may be drawn, or children may use their arms to
show how branches grow in relationship to the trunk.

Obviously getting acquainted with a tree requires a series
of contents.

New York fifty Board of Education Booklets, Science K - 2, &
Science 3 - 4.

K - What's Alive' Science K-2, p. 15

Or. 1 - Plants in Our Neighborhood, Science K-2, p. 141-145.

Gr. 3 . The Needs of Plants, Science 3.4, p. 54-66

Gr. h - Getting New Plants, Science 3-4, p. 194-196.

Teacher References:

Rublnwsky, John - Nature in the City - Basic Books, Inc.,
n. 127.114.

mlildren's looks:

Derby, Gene, Whet is a Tree, Penefic Press

Lerner, Sharon, T Pound a Leaf, Lerner Publ. Co.

Selsam, Millicent, !Ave Trees, Morrow

Seleam, Millicent, 121a With Trees,. Morrow

Watts, may Theilgaard, First Guide to Trees, Doubleday



aga I:MIMIN A BIRD PTEDFIR ON vOlTR SCITOOL SITE 171
ny: Marian Carpenter

The bird eeeder you are to build is made of extremely simple ma-
terial and the sunflower seeds and raisins you need are included
in this nae/,et, but are also available in most supermarkets.

Buy ne gallon or 1 1/2 gallon plastic container of CPLOROX
blench. Drain the bleach out and save it for use ;n another
container. Rinse the nlastin container thoroughly. Retain the
ton.

lut the eaee of the jug out with a sharp knife, a single edged

ra7er blade. a scissor, or other suitable instrument. (See
sketch) Do not cut away more than one third of your container
or you will seriously weaken the strength of the feeder.

TUrSTRATTON:

One may go to any extent decorating the feeder. (Red and green
seem to be good feeder colors.) Do not paint interior, at the
r'sk of noisoning birds.

Tn many city schools you will have to be content to use a window
silV as a suitehle plane for the bird feeder due to the fact that
there are no trees nr bushes available. ITowever, this should not
riiseourage anyone. Tt is sometimes to your advantage to have a
sil1 feeder, The visiting birds can be easily seen by the child-
ren in the classroom.

A sueeessful feeder clearly shows a evele between the food the
birds eat and the birth and growth of green plants. Phis is
on aceomnenying oxercise.

Re,r/her that birds will n(Nt come to your feeder because they
want to please you or hecaus they like the feedel_ but only
he-euse they want the food that is in it. If there are other
evnilable sources of food in the neighborhood which is either
nreferred by the bird or more accessible, less dangerous from a
wary h'rd's Point of view, then your feeder might not attract
much notice. Once the birds begin to visit, however, you can
he sure they will return it they feel safe.

Reenmmendation for Placement
NIMINI

Buildings are inherently unnatural for birds (except the orie
ginelly clIff-dwelling common pigeon) therefore a window sill
fowler 14)1 he approached far more cautiously, If at all. We
suggest that If iou have even the smallest amount of vegetation
oe your nohool site, a tree or a shrub will do, that you place
your eeeder there. girds are more likely to see It since they
ere attrEwted to vegetation naturally whereas they ore not to
sixth -"tor window sills.
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Winter ;51 the most active season around a bird feeder because
less food is available from other sources. however, once visited,
birds well use your feeder in Fall and Spring with great regularity.

Should there he little aetivity around your feeder, be patient.
There ney he a number of reasons for this:

1. The birds haven't seen it.
. The birds don't Irnow what it is and are reluctant to

nvest4Rate.
1. The feeder is new and the bards are being cautious,
k. "umans are always ton close to the feeder.

There is some the danger to the birds.
4. There is enough f-od froi a less dangerous source.
7. There are !ust no girds in the area.

Try mov'ng your feeder Tr you are not hAving much success. It

may be in a bad piece. Waflt at least a week before doing so,
however, and remember that the watchword for any kind of ac-
tivity of this sort is PATTt:NnE.

it is recommended that each teacher check with the custodian of
the school with respect to positioning and attaching the feeder
tn a tree or shrub. Fairly sturdy string through the feeders
handle is adequate when attached to a firm limb.

Put a feerly heavy stone in the feeder's bottom to keep the
"wend effect" blowing of the feeder at a minimum.

Meyhe place a ruler through the feeder's back as a perch for
investigating birds.

See to it that the feeder is at least 6 feet or so off the ground
to erotect the herds from marauding cats and the feeder from
venial s.

rie able to take your feeder in at night and on weekends. Feel
free to mix in other types of seed ("Winter Life",etc.) with
the seeds and raisins.

Aetivities to In In __,..Eervlan:11272 with your bird feeder:

1. veep tracts or' birds visiting your feeder (a notebook).

'. Do semple sketches and deserintions of the birds: shape,

co'or, flight nattern, observable health, etc.

1. Purchase a simple herd guide for subsequent information non-
nerning the background and habits of common North American species
of birds. This will also he a valuable source of bird identifica-

tion. An inexpensive readable guide to birds is contained in the
nenerbeek "Golden Series."
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4. Attempt to procure through parents, etc., a few sets of
binoculars or viewers. Any power greater than four power is
acceptable. These viewers come in very handy for good close
ups of bird behavior.

5. See if you can notice the different patterns of behavior on
the part of different species. Are the jays seemingly more
nervous at the feeder than the house sparrows? How long do
different types of birds remain at the feeder? The use of a
stop watch is helpful here and extends the learning experience.

6. Do you find en increase or decrease on the feeder during
the hours:

a. when You f4rst arrive at school.
b. during mid-day around lunch time
c. at the time you leave school
I. at dusk (if you happen to live in the neIghborhmod)

Gen you formulate what you .would consider good reasons for this
behavior? If so, nee if you can notice a color chart from your
rindings winh shows the different environmental conditions at
different times or day. line magazine pictures or draw your nwn.

tr) I
.... ,/
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BIRDS
Pv:

Anetomv:

ver'en f;arrrilter

Animals with backbones
'47RR )avers
"enthprefl
Two-legged
Two-winged (not always for flying, however)
Warm-blooded: Average normal body temp. m 110: highest
body-heat of all antmals;.%man normal temp. = 98.6

T'remortionatelv large heart
Breathe inn-inlx per minute, humsn breathes 16x per minute
nnormous food intake
npeause high body temp., plus breathing activity burns rood
un very rapidly.

xpression: "vou eat like a bird.' Completely incorrectly
M511177 person couldn't possibly eat like a bird. Young

birds have been known to eat their weight in food every day,
round in the stomanh of a nighthawk: Prno winged ants that
it had eaten during one summer day'S flight,

young robin observed eating about 14 feet of earthworms in
s'ngle dat.

Tf a newborn human ate as much for his size as a baby crow,
it m months he'd weigh about 21)0 lbs.

Let'S Pretend you are an average 4th grade student weighing
MO lbs. were are some samples of what you would eat in one
day: 48 prepared cans of soup, or 71 jars of peanut butter,
or 110 frozen fish T.V. dinners, or 61 loaves of white bread,
or hn ouarts of milk, or 114P pints of ice cream, or 80 large
begs of potato chips.

Kood: Insects, seeds, fruits, fish, crustacea, smaller birds,
rodents

f:LASSTwiflATToNS Ac:CONUINo TO PI EPTHRSD TYPES O1 INOD:(BILL TYPX)

A. Seed eaters: sparrows: bill: short, thick, strong constructed
for cracking

v3. Fruit eaters: robins and catbirds; bill: longer, more pointed
than seed-cracking bills.

C. Insect eaters: warblers and dcarlet tanagers; bill: thin bills

D. Nectar and sap eaters: hummingbirds; bill: slender,
tongue: long, darting

sapsuckers; bill: strong, like wood.
packer; tongue: bristly, constructed to
get sap after drilling round holes in
tree trunk.
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Flesh eaters: eagles, hawks, vultures (bills are weak, there-
fore they have adapted to eat only decaying
meats), owls; bill: strong,curved sharp,
constructed to tear flesh from bones (rodent
control)

F. Many birds like a variety of foods, including: seeds,
berries, insects, dry bread, table scraps

'WELTER

Determined by places that provide favorite foods.

NnSTS: Single purpose: to raise young
Nest sites determined by: (I) availability of food;
and (2) safety from predators

Two main categories of developmental types:

A. Preencial group: Well developed when hatch. Young
are ready to hunt for own fbod almost immediately.
Therefore, nests are usually on the ground so young
can hunt and hide quickly.

Altrieial group: (altric = nurse (latin)).: Not
so well developed when hatched. Young need shelter
from weather and predators while both parents are
gathering food. Therefore, nests are usually off
the ground. Songbirds, owls, hawks, pigeons,
hummingbirds, woodpeckers.

TYPES OF NESTS:

1. Moles in trees! preferred type of home, not enough holes,
however birds fight to secure hole.

Solutions:

A. Artificial holes: bird-houses can expand popu-
lation. Birds will nest close to one another if
proper shelter and food.

B. Nests with roofs:

1) f7actus wren builds a cup-shaped nest which lies
on its side.

2) Meadowlark is a meadow bird that builds its
dome-shaped nest with roof (igloo) in tall grass.
It incuudes surrounding grass in construction
for namoufiar,e.

2, Baltimore Oriole - builds hanging nest out on tne thinnest
twig or tree, preferably an elm. These twigs will not sup-
port the weight of natural predators such as squirrels,
weasels, etc. Some types of orioles choose thorny trees.
some build colonies of .nests in trees which house hornets/
nests, while neighboring trees may go completely uninhabited.

e J.1.
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1. Iagles, ospreys, Large hawks: Choose very tall, dead trees,
Add onto mine nest year after year. Construction: tremendous
mass of sticks with little spaces in lower portion.

h. Smaller birds nest in space inherent in nests of large birds
ONLY IF TROSE LARGE BIRDS DO NOT PEED ON SMALLER BIRDS.

5. Purple Martin (member of the swallow family) Nest communally
in bird apartment houses. Peed on small flying insects.
This method of nesting reduces competition for nesting sites.
They do not have to defend a territory in or.der to obtain
sufficient amount of food.

A. Other types of swallows:

a) Rarn swallow: mud nest, cup-shape, adheres to side
of rafter.

b) Cliff swallow: gourd shape, built under ledge.

c) Rank swallow: excavrAcs burrow in sand banks along
bluffs. Goes 3 feet straight into the
bank

A. Nest parasitism: i.e., Cowbirds in Old World; Cukoos in
New World. D;) riot build their own nests. Instead, they lay
eggs in another bird's nest and their young are raised by
that bird. Tn some species the male cukoo distracts the
female inhabitants while his mate lays her eggs in the pars-
sitized nest.

Methods of adaptation:

A: The young of cukoos and cowbirds grow faster than those
of most other species. They are, therefore, more suc-
cessful in getting a largegmpply of food from parent
bird.

B. They push proper chicks from the nest. This is purpose-
ful action designed to insure more food for themselves.

C. They are careful to choose nests of species that will
feed young indiscriminately. There are some species
that will either throw strange eggs out of the nest or
will build another layer of nesting material over these
eggs.

D. Some cukoo speOest eggs and babies look like
species offspring. (They parasitize only one

134 Some are e4able or imitating the song of thn
spewing.

the host
species)

pernsitized



7. Non-nest builders: Shore birds do not need nests. The places
they choose in which to lay eggs are less conspicuous than
nests would be. The serape sand out and deposit their sand.
eolored egg in the Indentntinn. Their young are also sand-
(.0lored; flame others lay eggs on pebbles.

R Cwnios4tios

A. megnnndes: Po not ineuhatc eggs by sitting on them.
Tnstend they lay their eggs in a pile of vegetation.
gent of rotting vegetation warms eggs. The male guards
the eggs, and adds to or subraets from the vegetation.

R. Spotted sandpiper: Female lays eggs for 3 males who
sit on them to incubate them. Then she finds 4th mate
and settles down to incubate the eggs of this union.

NRSTING MATFRIALS

Rnbins - use mud to plaster nests
Chipping sparrow - makes a horsehair lining
Rider duck - lines nest with fluff pulled from own breast. Most

birds like to line their nests with something soft,
i.e., stray feathers.

Crested fly-ea teher includes piece of shed snake skin.

many man -made materials are used, such as tissue, wool, hot
dog wpRppers, etc.

145 Tntriguing facts -

Vultures and storks are carrion-eathers. They are bareheaded
so as to avoid blood and gore and parasites clinging to feathers
when eating.

New World vultures are actually relatives of storks - they are
the only two familias known to defecate on their legs in order
to cool them.

0

4

177



ACTIVITIES WITH InRDS

T. Worms
a. measuring
bt, adding

178

IT. Rird watching
a. color-special markings
b. solitary or in groups
c. size
d. gait - hop, run, walk
e. sound it makes
f. bill type
g. food it is searching for
h. wing movement when in flight
1. size of feet

III. ,Locate a nest. Is it found in the:
a. fork of a limb
b. among climbing vines
c. in a hollow tree
d. hanging from tips of long, slim branches
e, under eaves of house or other building
f. man-made bird house
g. some other place

IV. Examine the materials used in the .nest
a. identify
b. sources of materials

V. Find feathers

large = flight feathers, contour feathers, help form
shape, aid in flying

small = fluff feathers, insulation

1. spray with a few drops of water, note oily coating
P. examine the quill- stem hollow - for lightness,

flexible, tough, strong
3. examine the hooks at ends - use hand lens, the hooks

hold the feathers together.
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The Urban Environment
ny: Harry tketros

In what ways are trees important to living things?

Exercise A

Problem: What can we learn by examining tree twigs

Equipment: hand lenses, pruning shears, rulers

Method: Collect a few twigs (ends of branches) from two different
trees.

Examine them carefully. Record in the chart below some of the
characteristics of each of the twigs examined.

Twig Characteristics

Tree #1 Tree f2

Color of bark

Diameter

Bark texture

Markings on bark

Shape of buds

Color of buds

Length of last year's growth

Age of twigs

Other markings

Questions

1. Did you note any differences in the twigs observed?

2. Could twig characteristics be used to identity different trees
in winter?

3. Oen you suggest why broad leaved trees drop their leaves in
winter?

Questions for Further Imenausa

1, How many ways do trees or ';tee products benefit man?
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2, Raw can we estimate the amount of water given off by trees?

3. In what ways are trees beneficial to animals?

4. In what ways do trees differ from each other?

5. Are the leaves on a tree always the same size and shape?

6. Row do trees protect the soil?

7. Row can we estimate the height of a tree?

8. In what ways are fruits and seeds useful in nature?

9. What mechanisms or devises do seeds have for getting front
place to place?

10. Trees in a-t* music: and poetry
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ADOPT A PIGEON

Pigeons, being natural cliff dwellers, have adopted
beautifully to New York City. They can be found everywhere,
and become fast friends if food is offered. Pigeons are
active birds and need space. Therefore the window sill in
your city classroom has the possibilities of being an excellent
feeding area while providing a means of observation. Pigeons
have a wonderful wing action and can brake in the air before
alighting on the sill.

Pigeons, anc-iellt street dwellers, are not particulary fussy
and will eat almost anything made out of grain. Pumpkin
seeds, corn, and raisins are best. but bread crumbs and popcorn
are also appreciated. Dandelions and lettuce make fine
vegetables to add to the diet and rock salt is also good for
them. Water should he supplied because often a pigeon likes
to take a drink after a hearty meal. The equipment you make
and use must be kept clean so as to insure the health of your
birds.

Pigeons become tame and will feed right from your hand and
even perch on your finger. They will come back everyday if
food is supplied. If interest is stimulated a coop can be
constructed on the roof of your building. Here pigeons can
be bred and trained to race or do tricks. There are many books
available to teach you how to do this. Some children already
have experience raising pigeons as it is a hobby for many of
then--all you have to do is ask.

Chilriren can keep a journal on the pigeons by observing the
following:

Colors and markings
Group behavior -- pecking order
Size -- compare male and female
Gait -- hop, jump
Sounds -- chirps, squawks,
Bill type and size -- how do they eat and drink
Feet size -- color
Wing movement
Feathers -- size, color, construction, observe with a

hand lens.
Compare down with flight feathers and explain
variations.
Observ' the hooks that hold the feathers together.

Seasons -- spring and fall feeding cycles compared to winter

tc,
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Activities and future lessons can be developed in the
following ways:

Draw and paint pictures of the birds
Construct with paper mache and glue on feathers
History of pigeons -- They are not native New Yorkers;

they are immigrants.
Pigeons, as scavengers. Compare with the wild dog packs

that roam the Bronx, and rats that live all over
the city

Develop° concepts of birth control among pigeons. Should
it be done and how. Implications

Remember to be patient! It takes time to build up a family
of pigeons. If they don't appear within a week you must
consider some factors. You must be aware of the accessability
of your food compared to food found in totther areas in the
neighborhood. Think about it from a pigeon's point of view!
Sometimes, the birds haven't seen the feeder, or don't know
what it is. They are usually cautious and reluctant to Investigate.
Perhaps the people inside the window are frightening or the
pigeons just plain sense danger.

Remember that you expect children to be different as a result
of the experiences your directing. Awareness of the word
around them grows slowly day by day. Your curriculum must be
on-going. A single project can load into many avenues of
thought and possibilities of experience for children. Pigeon
study provides an excellent resource for on-going study.

DID YOU KNOW?

The Passenger Pigeons of North America once traveled In
flocks of millions. In 1.3690 eleven million pickled, salted,
and dried Passenger Pigeons were shipped to market. Dig nets
were set up and a captive pigeon was tied to a perch or stool,
nearby to call the wild birds down to be caught. From this
activity came the term "stool pigeon."

MAKE A PTOEON PERDER

Use an empty plastic bleach container. Be sure to rinse it
out, and leave the top in place. Cut the face of the jug with
a scissor or razor blade. Do not cut away more that one third
of the container or it will be too weak to use.

3
You can paint it, but only on the outside so as not to risk
poisoning the birds. Sometimes the odor of paint will drive
them away. Put a rock in the-bottom so the wind won't disturb
it.

Secure it with wire or heavy string. It is best to place it
on a platform which is bolted down and grain put around it as
well as inside the feeder, to attract the birds. Your custodian
might be willing to help you.

0 ;.L)d



°REFERENCE MATERIAL PAi WILD FOOD

11
Angier, Bradford, Free For The lating, 1966, Stackpole Books,

Harrisburg, PR., 191 pp. $4.95 (Many delightful recipes fnr
a great number of common plants.)
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Angler, Brndford, Mort. Free For The Eating Wild Foodn 1969,
Stackpole Books, Harrisburg, fin., 192 pp. $4.9'5

Bergiung, Berndt and Misby Clare, The Edible Wild, 1971, Charleu
Scribner's and Sons, New York. 11-Tiv. $7.95 hardcover, $2.95
paperback. (includes many recipes)

Chase, Myron, Field Guide to Edible and Useful Wild P1ghts,1965
Nature Study Aids, Inc., Hod Wing, Minnesota, 139 pp. 40.50,
(Good handbook for identification of plants. Do not follow
his recipes for honey locust seeds or pods since both contain
poisonous alkaloids.)

Coon,Nelson, Using Wayside Plants,1961, Hearthside Press, New York,
288 pp. $5.95 (Recipes and general information).

Fernald, M.I. and Kinsey, A.C., Edibly Wild Plants of Eastern North
pmertca,1958 Harper and Row, New York, 42 pp. $b.' 5.
Plants with little detail on recipes.)

Harris, Ben Charles, Ent the Weeds, 1971, Barre Publishers, Barre,
Mass., 212 pp. $3.95 paperback, (Guide on location and uses
of ediolo plants.)

Gibbons, Eucil, Stalking the Wild Asparaitus,1962, David HaKay Company,
New York, New York, 303 pp., $3.95 paperback (Very good information,
identification and recipes.)

Gibbons, Euell, Stalkin the Healthful Herbs,1966, David McKay Company,
New York, New York, 303 pp., 43.9 utritional and medicinal
values of common plants explored with recipes included. Good
supplement to above.)

Medager, Oliver P., Edible Wild Plants, 1966, The Macmillan Company,
New York, 301i. pp $7.50. (identifies many of the wild plants.)

Kingsbury, John M. Deadly Harvest,1965, Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
New York, $1,50 paperback. (A Guide to common poisonous plants.)

Simmonite and Culpeper, Herbal Remedies1967 Universal Award Houser
Inc, 23'; Bast )0;th Street, New York, $(49';. (A guide to herbal
home remedies for common ailments and serious ones.)

Meyer, Joseph k., The herbnlint,1913. Publinhod by the author.
(fncludes pictures, somrin color, descriptions, medicines,
properties and uses.)

Field and Stream "Fish and Game Cookery," 1967, 1971, $1.00, Holt,
Rinehart, & Winston, Inc.., 383 Madison Avenue, New York. (How
to dress and prepare fish, fowl, big and small game, includes
advice on how to freeze and store the meat.)

Petrides, Field Guide To Trees and Shrubs,Peterson, Field Guide to
Wildf owers. ac paper ac eoommended Wrairloitive
rairairication of w ld plants.
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Topic: Artificial Materials found in the btreets and Classroom

Objectives:

Concepts:

To find artificial materials in the class and street
and determine why they were made and how they relate
to things in nature.

1. Artificial things, disposables and garbage are
a part of the city child's life,

2. Artificial things are made for reasons.
3. They usually imitate qualities of natural materials

and are made to replace natural materials with
certain benefits,

4. They are-sometimes harmful to the environment.

Vocabulary: Artificial, natural, plastics, dacron, orlon, etc.
bio-Aegradeble.

Materials: Styrofoam cup, cork, cardboard, leather, plastic
leather, whipped °ream, cream topping.

Instructional Procedures and activities:
1. Go into the streets and gutters an collect the artificial

materials you find. What are they made of? For what
reasons? That natural things do they replace i.e. An
aluminum alloy can ultimately replaces the tin can

because tin is scarce, aluminum is cheaper and
lighter, however aluminum does not degrade.

2. Be able to show that man-made products often sake concepts
and qualities from nature.
i.e. cardboard is hollow which makes it strong yet light.

The same applies to bird's banes. What did the card-
board replace.
Using a microscope show tut. similarites between cork
and strrofoam,

3. Scientists, when making new produots, try to improve upon
the natural. What are the qualities of cotton? Of those
qualifies what did they retain? What did they improve
on when they made John's dacron shirt? Somebody might be
wearing imitation leather or fur. Compare and oontast.
Lightweight, longer wear, waterproof, economical.

4. However many artifical products are haxe41 to the environ-
ment. Go out and look for oxidation then look for oxidation
in aluminum. From your junk collection. Which products
return to nature? Which don't? Burn plastics, paper, cartons
etc. What happens? Discuss landfills and the utilisation of
garbage.

References:

Aylesworth, T. It works like Phis

Kevsler, Lucy. The Artificial forld Around Us



Leeehman, Douglas. Ve ()table gy= from North Amer;enn Pinnts.
Ing company, 'Moron o: oxrord

Mordantinii yeviye

Alum 4 oz,
Cream of Tartar 1 oz.
Material (dry) 1 lb.
Water 4 gal.

Standard Dying Recipe

Crush dye-plant and soak overnight.
Boil dye plant one hour-Strain.
Enter goods and simmer 30 min.
Rinse and dry.

SOURCE zaT COLOR

Alder roots brown
leaves yellow-green
bark yellow-brown

Apple bark golden-yellow
Beet root yellow

red
rust-brown

White Birch leaves yellow-tan
bark rose-tan

Bloodroot root yellow-orange
Blueberry berry blue

grey
Buckwheat stalks blue

Wild Cherry bArk pencil

tan

roots blue-violet
Dandelion roots red-violet
Elderberry eruitn blue -violet

purple v2,olet
Onldenrnd flowers yellow- orange
Wild Grape fruit violet
Hollyhock flowers red

leaves yellow-green

Horsetail stalks yellow-grey
Lily of the Valley

leaves yellow

Marigold flowers yellow

Nettles

orange

rootspstalks green
and leaves
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Webb Pula. ; sh-

Dissolve the solids.
Enter the goods.
Simmer for 30 min.
Allow to dry for 3 or 4 days,
preferably in a dark place.

QUANTITY. VARIATION,

1 lb. ? oz. alum.
4
4

lbs.
lbs.

n re

tt n tt

1 lb.
lbs. no mordant

6 lbs.
6 'its.

lb.
2 oz.
2 lbs.

ft

1 oz. alum

1 oz. alum
allow stalks to
ferment 5 days

lb. 1 oz alum and .

.1 az.em. tartar
1 lb. 1 oz. alum and

no cm. of tar.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs. 2 oz. alum
4 lbs.
1

4
lb.
lbs.

11

tt

1 lb.
2 lbs. 2 oe. alum and

tsp. amonia
2 lbs.

2

1/2 lb.

3 lbs.
2 lbs.

2 oz. alum and
1/2 tsp. amonia
1 oz. alum and
1 tblp; amonia



SOURCE

Oak
Onion

Parsley
Pear
Plum
Spinach
Spruce
Sumac
Sunflower
Tea
Walnut
Willow

Zinnie

bark
skins
onions

red onions

leaves
leavrqi
bark
leaves
cones
berries
flowers
leaves
hulls
bark
leaves
flowers

COLOR

brown
burnt-orange
yellow-green
deep orange

yellow-green
yellow-tan
red-brown
green
yellow-orange
dark tan
yellow
rose-tan
dark brown
rose-tan
yellow
yellow
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QUANTITY VARIATION

2 lbs. no mordant
1/4 lb.

1 lb. 2 oz,ialum
2 lbs 2 oz. alum &

1 tbsp. amonia
2 lbs. 2 oz. alum

to

3 lbs.
4 lbs.
14. lbs.

2 lbs.
2 lbs.
1/4 lb.

2 lbs.
2 lbs.
1 lb.
2 lbs.

2 oz. alum

2 oz. alum
no mordant

2 oz. alum
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TWENTY-FOUR INCH FIELD TRIP

by Bob Marano

Headstrom, Richard: Adventures With A Hand Lens, J. b. Lippincott,
New York, 1962.

Very useful for children - does a good job explaining the
uses of a hand lens and a groat many natural objects.as
viewed through them.

Lutz, Frank E.: Field Book of Insects, G.P. Putnams Sons, New York,
1948.

A very good teacher reference - good drawings and color
prints of many classes-of insects.

Milne, Louis and Margery: The Arena of Life The Dynamics of Ecology,
Doubleday Natural History Press, Garnen City, New York, 1971.

A very comprehensive look at eeo logy in unoomplicntwi
language. Very easy to understand the concepts presented.

Murie, Olaus J.: AEielgGuidetD_Animal Houghton, Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1954

Excellent identificat,on for animal tracks.

Petrides, George A.: A Field Guide to Trees and_Stitubs, Houghton,
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1958.

Excellent identification using leaves, fruits and
silhouettes. Very detailed descriptions.

OtzI,..AximLti.Ire, McGraw-Hill Book Co. The World Book
Encyclopedia, New xork

A beautiful series of eleven aspects of the environment
(rivers, streams,forests, etc.) which can be understood
by a fourth grade reader, but which has enough information
for Junior High School pupils. Well photographed and il-
lustrated.

Lim, Herbert, Golden Natur Guides for: Flowers. Tr ea Non-
Flowering . an s, insect este, and Life and Spiders, Golden
Press.

All are excellent, pocket-sized books utilizing very
ae!curate drawing:: snd innirmation.'

C193



BEST CPY AMIE THE POND OR LAKE
Sy: Deke Pederson

Mow did it get there? Is it natural or man-made? Where

does the water come from, where does it go? Pap nut the pond,

how large it is and how much writer does it contour? What is the

temperature of tne water? Is it tne same throughout tne pond?

Toes tne temnerature very. with depth, wny? What is the average

temnerature of the rani? Make a graph q* the average temperature

throlIghout the year. What is tie bottom o" the pond like? What

true of animals live on the bottom? Wow deep ts it, what is the

nyerpge depth" Does the amount of life vary with depth. Vast

sort of ahimale live in the reeds and grasses? Do any prefer the

shade of an overhanging tree? What sort or animals live in the

water, on top of it? 'Taw msn7 !-ammals can you see using the water?

What kind of animal tracks are along the banks - make plaster caste

of' them. Do the type of plants in the pond change with depth?

How many different kinds can you find? Now are they adapted to

tita': pert of the pond, do the plants'stop. grlwing, why? Are

there-any signs of pollution, if so what is its sonree? Are there

any mvicro-orrranisms in the water? Does the type vary from: plane

to p7ane? Ar^ *he same ones there that were there a week ago?

Make a nature trail around the nond with stops at points of in-

terf.st? ?Rake a transect of life across the pond? Look at the

food web that exists in the nond- -make a bulletin board to il-

lustrate It. What is the nh of the water, does it remain the

same throughout the year? Set up a balanced aquarium. Is the

lake (lying out? %Uri animal homes, put out food.
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THE STREAM OR RIVEN

Now wide is it? 'low fast is it going, what is the volume of

water passing through it? Does it always remain the same? What

type of narticles is the river carrying? Has the river ever

changed its course? Where is it eroding and depositing? Is the

speed of the river the same throughout? What sort of life in-

Ilehlts the river? Collect some, bring it back and study it then

return it. Watch larva go through metamorphosis. How are the

plants and animals adapted to life in the river? Make a stream

table. Ts the stream young, middle or old aged, how can you tell"

Does men use the river? For what and has he changed it? Are

there any animal homes along the river bank? Study the life of

a fish found in the pond. Is the water clear or dirty and what

made it that way?

These are lust a few of the many possibilities which could

be pursued. "se your imagination if you live in the city and

can't get to a park that has a nond in it go out after a rain-

storm end the sidewalks will be covered with miniature ponds all

being drained into a huge river the gutter. What part if any

does the water play? Do the birds use it? Studs the hydrologic

cynle--what happens to the rain after it falls? What wars the

temnerature of the sidewalk before the rain -- after the rain did

the sidewalk cool off?
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It can easily be seen that by offering a program cif this
sort the children 'will begin to develop an interest in tne vast
web of life that exists and appreciate life and its quality.
The children %/111 also gain in the long run since they will be
involved in far more than just ecology. Skills such as collevt-
ingo identifying, teamwork, math, reading acid all of thee. science
dinoiplines are all directly involved.

This is 1,eing written with the hope that the lessons which
arise 4irom it 14411 ;nati.11 within children a bettev understandi1g
and appreniati.on for the campleicitv and interdepeoce which exists
hRtwoAn all species and theiellenvironmentp. Tt is important fill)
children to see and realize thlt a balance :lre exiut, and we are
clone to IlpsPttl,ig it because once it is upset there will he no
tbsitineing it. Aside from this, ca zeoondary reason for oanting
to study,' ecology is that it can inv:Ave all of tie ne4encws or
con be limited t' one discipline depending on how the le3s.)n is
p' erred. Ec:)logy of fresh water was chosen simply because a
limit hed to he set on the scope of this paper. Even to ligl)tly
cover all that ecology encompanses would reouire a large book.
Also the fact that almost anywhere you go there is some sort of
water source that can be studied which lends to the adoptability
of this paper. It wnn writ,ten with the intent that it woni
only be acatalyst end aid by which you could develop your own oro-
g-am that would suit you+. own area. A listing will he given later
nf' some of the things which can he investigated but wIce again
it is by no means complete. ikling your own creativity ond tmagi-
nation yon can come up with an eniless list of possibilities.
Also once the students hecoe interested they will onerate
lon more oroJects through their questioning and new found in-
tRreRt. You f4nd that if You lo same ore planning and aOlow
sorie entl%usias- the children will have a really meaningfrl
1.earn4nm exner'ence.

The outdoor classroom is truly unique for this r,;ason. It
prov4des a .'e1 cone break fron the tedium of lecture, and the ea
oo familInr cllsornon walls. It w411 he far easier for the ..
child ,ho hos a problem visuPlizing, a handicap not all that
uncommon in this age of T.V., the chance ti see and feel first
hand exactly wVIst. is "being talked about. 111 being In direct
contact with the subject matter it becomes more relevant acid

the child vettts to learn shout IL. Therefore, he will learn
a lot, mntse by going out and doing and w411 leavo him with a sense
o4' nocomplishment--nomething 8 lecture or reading a textbook
could never do:

Cin
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NATURE UNDISCIPLINED

by Dr. James H. Gillette

Field trips to botanical and zoological gardens, police and
fire stations, city,county and federal agencies located near the
school, are excellent outdoor educational experiences. It must be
noted, however, thattidespite excellent intentions, even the best
zoos may be creating animal stereotypes that are not only incorrect
but that actually work against the interest of wildlife preservation.'
This observation is supported by the following:

"What did you learn at the zoo today,
Dear little boy of mine?
I learned that an elephant likes the shade
I learned that a tiger paces his cage
I learned that monkeys imitate people
And do funny things to one another
That's what I learned at the zoo today,
That's what I learned at the zoo today,
That's what I learned at the zoo."1

Teachers should not limit field trips to the aforementioned fa-
cilities. Open fields, pocket parkspwoodlots, parking lots, and
hedgerows surrounding our schools are areas rich with educational
potentials.

Nature is not disciplined in presenting her many treasures.
Teachers and students alike find that learning can be fun in the
unstructurud atmosphere outside restrictive buildings. Spontaneous,
first hand experiences outdoors may be retained longer and be of
greater value because they deal with real life situation.

Working in the outdoors with natural materials and relating
real situations to life cannot be described as an academic disci-
pline. Education in the outdoors is not a science. Some aspects
of outdoor education can be scientific tt the major reason for
going outdoors is to explore and learn about things that can best
be learned'there. If given the option between first hand experiences
and vicarious experiences, most teachers will select the former.

Because nature is undisciplined, teachers and pupils need to be
prepared for the outdoor experience in much the same way as they are
prepared for a classroom task. Goals, behaviorial objectives, writ-
ten resources, and class plans must all be prepared in the same man-
ner as tney are when planning classroom activities. Outdoor education
is simply one more media of achieving educational goals and is not
therefore, a panacea designed to cure all the ills attributed to
schools. Used wisely, outdoor oducation will enrich Um curriculum,
bring to life many abstract lessons, and provide reel life situations
that may make Lhe learning experiewe exciting and run.

1Natural History, August- :September 1972, The Journal or The
American Museum Of Natural History, Robert Sommer, "What Do We Learn
at the Zoo."
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:ME:WALK 3CT3rflE

BN: .Viii? con

Whit is 010.door Ediwatton SWewnlk $nience! In an takqin

soti-the ns Net. York Cet7 (the PSI,* boroughs). Om' Natvricils
nnlhock RelpPti,n1 nri not, to duplirbate 4he already establis;led

or the Sonrd n4' Vdw.ntion If 2(=,14 ",irk C; ;tit. Rather
wintol to prente q nrWIRCVNIS nwareneRs that moves from the

^1nReei felneinpg nP the clnssrnr,1 ani school setting to the
n° Aonrs. Sidewnlk Icionce for Yew "ork City is not fields,

wools, rivers, 1-rooks, stroans, etc. 'Those schools In Kew Yor'
City which Ilannen to be lonatetl by such are fortunate indeed.
SiAewal'e %eienee is not always trees,btrds, insects,
flmwers, ett! at our doorste?. Sidewalk Science is apartment

homes, streets, snholl yards, sewers, pigeons, util-
ties, ernlanes, stores, helicopters, garbage, pollution,
an necasional tree, ants, stray animals, roaches and debris.
/Plat understandings eon arise from all of this? Are; there .

evilences of erosi,on, oxidation, beauty, ugliness, weather-wear,
nsents, animals, nollution? Welat does a (racked sidewalk tell

nc! )-:esides the fa,q that ;t Is 'racked? 'Plat is a clump if

'40.0,1s Mom, in n school lard? How does learning the Yistory
o' wool in n ninssroom crontu n better understanding or trees,
heir growth, similaritiel, airrerences, uses, bcautlY: How 49
!.17e derendemPien ne plam.lroom, sri, is l bulidtwa, st!hool

ett,.., help us to !Avi-estF0A the dependencies
of nohlimun

Noe of 'sly& snnestionr are Aradel. The type or and LI
depth pinrninp 1r, ;argely depend on your school
getting end chaos.

RV?, P1TN:
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SIDEWALK scum;

PUTTING mum INTO FOCUS

1. Have Pun and Re r:areful.
2. Have Fun and Understand.
3. Have Fun and Learn.
4. Yonr Children Learn Science via: Finding Out. Experimenting,

end Reasoning.

II. WHERE??
77rrsssroom
2. School Building
3. School Yard
4.. School Neighborhood
5. Vacant Lot

III. HOW??
77-Letts look inside your classroom. What Science

Learnings do we discover with children?
L:st all of the things that we might find in your
classroom. Begin to think about: a. where they
came from; b. how they are made; what they first
look like; de what was living; non-living; o. why
do they look so different; 1% what made them look
different; g. which things came from the same materials.

2. Your classroom list might look like this-

windows crayons scotch tape desks rulers walls
ball point pens floors-covered or bare paints jars,
plastic markers paint brushes paper fasteners,
paper door pointers books chalkboard doorknob
light bulbs, globe lightewitch chalk bulletin boards
pencils closets sink-faucets tacks paper clips
radio t.v. clock tape recorder phonograph paste

glue brush Bel:mops radiators thermostat

3. How could you group them?
a. Categories - Living, nonliving
b. Shapes, sizes, softness, hardness, durability,

length, weight, height, use.
c. Items made.from wood; ittlms made from metals;

items made rrom We don't know.

4. Group Selection
Level I. grades K2 list b, list c.
Level II grades 3-6 list 45, list a.
Level III grades 7-12 list a, list c.
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IV. SHAPE OF THE INFORMATION
1. Finding out the'h'story of a pencil through a reverse

Plow Chart. Did pencils always look like this?

2. Break pencil lengthwise. Examine the contents - wood
graphite. Discuss the sources of wood, graphite.
Discuss the manufacturing of wood into pencils and
graphite into lead.

3. Other things ; .110 room that came from trees. Discuss
each item to tn, manufantured predwt ns they know it.

4. Vocabulary enriPhment - see attached sheet.

5. Resources for rinding out - see bibliography.

6. Let's look at the school building. What Science Learn.
ings do we discover with children.

bricks
doors
windows
rooms
serving
stoves
furnace
storage
waxers
gloves

fire alarm system water supply concrete
bell system heating system telephones

stairs lights floors elevators class-
gym offices lunchroom colInters
items sink rooms garbage refrigerators
food supply roaches toilets boiler room
valves walks oil coal ashes pipes

rooms cleaning fluids raga pails mops
paints brushes brooms shovels machines
rubber and plastic items

7. Reasoning and Finding Our Flow Chart

1. How was our building put together?

Elicit - land space, excavation, basement
Arehitecht's design - blueprint
Materials - dynamite, concrete, cement,

wood, bricks, steel girders,
plumbing for the heating,
toilets and water, electrical
system for bells, telephones,
fire alarms, refrigeration

Machines - cranes, pneumatic drills,
cement mixers

Tools/Materials - screws, hammers, saws,
bolts, nuts, nails etc.

2. How is our building heated?

3. How is our room heated?

4. What. Bide or the building is our room oo

Does it make a difference which side of the building
our room is on, on a hot day, a windy day?

6. Where is the coldest part of the room? Whoa?

Why?

O.% JO


